



'"ijNEW VOHK (AP) ~ Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and 
,fix-Commerce Secretary Maurice H. Stans were acquitted 
Sunday of all charges in connection with a secret $200,000 cash 
^contribution to President Nixon's re-election campaign. 
jr-Mitchell, 80*and Stans, 66, had been jointly charged with one 
vtjount of criminal conspiracy and two of obstructing justice in 
^^connection with the contribution by financier Robert Vesco. 
ADDITION, each man was charged with six counts of 
J is-perjury, accused of lying to the grand jury that indicted them. 
- "1>v® to®11 reborn," said a jubilant Stans, blinking back tears: 
was" innocent All along, but it's good to have it confirmed." 
At a news conference later. Mitchell said: "I don't think Mr. 
rStans ever lost faith, and I didn't... I have great faith in America 
-and that's why I love this country." 
Stans agreed, then added: "We had great faith in a man, the 
President, to do everything we could to get him elected; 
•Everything we did in that cause was proper and just." > I 
v Vesco, who is living in exile in Costa Rica after being indicted 
- With Stans and Mitchell, palled the verdict the "first fair verdict: 
I've heard in a long time. I'm very pleased with it today." s 
petjury 
I 
Interviewed by CBS, Vesco said he was surprised bj^tfe verdict Mitchell Still faces Conspiracy, obstiHictton lin* 
because "my oVrn view has been consistently that the pretrial charges in Washington in connection with the Watergate cover* 
publicity had been so serious that that may override proper up. , *" -» 7 
judicial process." His indictment theft W^s held up until theday Allowing*the 
- The U.S. District Court jury of nine mm and three women sequestration of the Stans-Mitchell trial duty here, So members 
deliberated 96 hours over a four-day period in a trial that began of the panel would not be influenced by the Watergate Action. 
Feb-19 ' : \ Vesco fled the country at the height of the SEC investigation 
" IT WAS THE first time in the nation's history that two Cabinet into his affairs and has successfully resisted all legal efforts by 
colleagues had been tried together on criminal charges connected the U.S. government to force his return. He bad teen indicted 
'•with official or political duties, and it was the first time in half a with Mitchell and Stans. 
century that any Cabinet member faced criminal judgment. ~ * 
The shadow of Watergate hovered over the trial, although the 
. Vesco • matter was not directly linked to the break-in at 
Democratic national headquarters. , 
MITCHELL and Stans were accused of conspiring to obstruct a 
.massive Securities and Exchange Cothmisston (SEC) fraud 
,,, investigation of Vesco's multimillion dollar cd^rateempire in 
return for the 1200,000 1972 campaign contribution, ffek'f 
If convicted, each could have received a maximum s6tifefta 
, 45 years in prison and fines up to $80,000. 
THE CONSPIRACY was outlined in a 46-page indictment which 
said the conspiracy began while Stans and Mitchell still were in 
the Cabinet and reached its climax after they had resigned. 
Mitchell was to take over-all command of the 1972 re-election 
effort, with Stans as his chief fund-raiser who built a campaign 
war chest of 160 million. 
The only time two other Cabinet members were brought to 
criminal justice was in the aftermath of the Teapot Dqpie 
scandal of 1923. 
During his Cabinet service, Stans had been the steady, 
unsp&Stacular chi#phjirhd^, of the^ioiTsbusiness interests. 
He was a graduate of the Eisenhower administration where be 
had served as deputy postmaster and later budget director. 
MlTCHELL WAS a trusted law-and-order bulwark of the first 
Nixon administration. He had been a $300,000-a-year partner with 
JNixon in a New York law firm prior to the 1968 presidential 
Election. 
Mitchell s irrepressible wife, Martha, was never far in her 
husband's background until their separation several months ago. 
The Vesco matter as it came to be known created waves that 
rolled into the White House to lap at the very threshold of the 
Oval Room. It was there that the then-presidential counsel John 
W. Dean III discussed1 the case with President Nixon after 
circumstances of the $200,000 contribution came to light. 
President Nixon's two younger brothers, Edward, 43, and 
Donald, 59, were friends of Vesco and played minor roles in tM --
intrigue surrounding the contribution. 
However, in 9,000. pages of trial transcript, there was no 
suggestion of any involvement of the President himself in the 
Vesco matter. 
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5 ^4 PA 
President Plans To Spell Out Answer to Judiciary Committee 
Hilt Country Outfield. 
-Tixon Stofff NmM 
Texas and Texcft A&M played the last scheduled series at 46-year-old dark 
field Friday and Saturday, and the Longhorm did what the handwriting on 
the wall says. (Related story, Page 6). 
Below 10 Percent 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Nixon, facing mounting pressure to 
reverse his indicated course and 
surrender completely the tapes 
subpoenaed by the House Judiciary 
Committee, reportedly came to a decision 
Sunday. ^ 
"The President will spell out tomorrow 
(Monday) how he plans to respond" to the 
subpoena, a White House source said. 
THERE WERE reports that Nixoirhad 
decided to deliver a television speech 
Monday night, but the White House would, transcriDtions 
say only that this step was under 
consideration. 
The recordings are of such paramount 
importance, .declared former Atty. Gen. 
Elliot Richardson, that they "could very 
well tip it one way or another," as to 
whether Nixon is adjudged guilty of 
criminal conduct. 5r 
As of now, said Richardson in a 
fil® television interview, "the case is close. 
White House sources have Indicated in 
recent days that Nixon would meet the 
committee's Tuesday deadline, with a 
limited, transcribed version of the tapes, 
which are wanted in the panel's 
impeachment inquiry. ^ 
But that would run counter to the 
strongest advice of congressional 
Republicans, who warn it could heighten 
the risk of impeachment despite whatever 
merit might be, contained in the 
•- RICHARDSON said transcriptions 
would fail to meet the legal command of 
the subpoena, Moreover, he said, "a 
failure to fully meet the requests for tapes 
justifies an adverse inference" as to 
Nixon's guilt in the Watergate affair. 
Sen. Jacob K, Javits.^R-N.Y., said on a: 
separate interview program that even 
> By SUSIE STOLER 
• /" Texan Staff Writer ' -< * ' 
r -<^s inflationyeauses students to fe^lthey 
are paying more ^nd receiving less, the 
University Co-Op offers no consolation. 
Rebates from student and faculty sales 
will plunge to between 5 and 7 percent this 
• year, a drop from 10 percent last year, the -
; ^hairman of the C6-Op Board of Directors 
announced Friday. 
IN A LETTER to The Texan, Qiairman 
Kenneth W. Olm, professor of 
management, cited several factors as 
reasons for the decrease. 
Since August, when a maximum rebate 
of 9 percent was advised to board 
members, "The effects of Phase IV price 
controls, increases in wage costs, the 
pressures of inflation on other operating 
expenses ... and the sharp rise in interest 
rates on borrowed funds," have forced a 
lower return rate, Olm stated. 
Another major factor in lowering 
dividend rates is the lower gross margin 
the Co-Op is able to realize on sales as 
textbook sales rise in relation to other 
self-supporting sales, Olm explained. 
Each year's rebate percentage is 
arrived at after an account of all profits 
made during the year is tallied in August. 
Technically, the rate fluctuates from year 
to year, but it has hovered near 10 percent 
for several years. ^ \ 
. / "AN IMPORTANT fact to keep in mind in 
understanding the need for lower rebates 
in the way. the Co-Op works, Charles 
Walker, vice-president for finance, said 
Friday. * ? , 
Textbook sales aiHTiidiiprofit and must 
Me supported by other profit items — such 
as school supplies, bicycles, stereos'," 
records and other miscellaneous products 
— to recover money lost from text sales. 
However, textbook sales have been 
surpassing other sales recently because of 
the increased hunibers of books required 
in the growing number of courses, Walker 
said. 
SHOPLIFTING claimed 1.9 percent of 
potential sales last year and contributed to 
the lower dividend rate, Walker continued. 
Departments with theft problems include 
ones at the front of the main store such as 
women's clothing and magazines. 
"It's no fault of the students that the 
rebate is going down, and it's bad they 
have to pay for it," the manager said. 
Increased competition in areas other 
than textbooks seems to be a basic cause 
of lower profit returns to students, Dick 
Shocket, former Co-Op Board member, 
said Sunday. 
REMOVAL of rebates for textbooks or 
replacement of rebates with cash 
reductions at the checkout stand were two 
suggestions by Shocket for averting 
further reductions in dividend rates. 
Although the Co-Op is studying the 
problem and hopes to combat it with 
tighter controls on shoplifting and 
inventories, along with better book 
handling, the lowered rebate situation is 
temporary, Walker said. 
Preregistration 
Allowing selected committee members 
and staff to listen to the tapes would miss 
the mark. "They might as well go the 
whole way," he declared. " 
Nixon summoned his two top staff 
advisers to Camp David Sunday afternoon 
to confer on strategy for meeting the 
Tuesday deadline. But Press Secretary 
Ronald L. Ziegler, who was joined at the 
President's side by Chief of Staff 
Alexander M. Haig Jr., Still would not 
comment on how much information will 
be turned over. 
NOR WOULD Ziegler confirm reports 
that Nixon will take to nationwide 
television to defend his response. 
The subpoena calls for delivery to the 
committee by 10 a.m. Tuesday of tapes 
and other records relating to 42 
conversations between Nixon and his top 
aides about the time Watergate cover-up 
was unraveling a year ago. 
Nixon reportedly was reviewing me , m 
material over the weekend. But there * 
have been numerous indications from the 
White House that he already had decided 
upon transcripts rather titan the tapes 
t h e m s e l v e s  « •  
IT IS POSSIBLE the Whi& House 
suggest authentication of the transcripts " 
by a "neutral party,' an approach Nixon 
tried last October when he proposed to' ",|fl 
offer the Watergate grand jury transcripts ^ 
authenticated by Sen. John Stennis, D-IM 
Miss., instead of the tapes it wanted. v 
That blew up with a roar, of which the ^ 
impeachment inquiry is a still-echoing ^ 
reverberation. Judiciary Committee' 
Chairman Peter Rodirio, D-N.J., and Rep. W&l 
Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich., the ranking'#f| 
Republican rtiember, have made it clear »4' 





By VIRGINIA TIMMONS 
Texan Staff Writer 
To 
'reserve monies made from previous earnings;^ he said. 
A • <. i aajw • .L * . . ALSO, some cutbacks will have to be made," he notedl 
Approximately 25,000 to M,000 University students will "as in reducing the number of pages of the paper and in 
preregister this week for the fall semester, Gary Speer, circulation. We hope to get more faculty and staff to 
assistant registrar and registration supervisor, subscribe;" : f. 
v i « .. . .. . . . Since University President Ste^hehS^iiTr bis agreed to 
In addition to selecUng their course schedules, students make up the difference if Student Government does not 
W,il ® SrnHW0 C0T!fr C?SS its 120,000 operating budget, many students may not 
giv® U support, said Student Government Frank Fleming. 
Spurr also plans on helping women's athletics, which 
now function on $9,000. 
Betty Thompson, director of intramural sports, said, 
that $50,000 or $60,000 would be "a reasonable start." 
The Cultural Entertainment Committee doesn't have 
The "Miscellaneous Optional Fees" card will be green a"Y worries of nonsupport, Kevin Reinhard, this year's-
and operates on. the positive check-off system. This card chairperson, reported. K : ' 
BUM 
Student Services Fees" card will determine the fate of 
the Daily Texan and Student Government, among other 
services. 
"SO THAT each student has an opportunity to decide on 
what he does or does not want, we made two cards," said 
Ronald Brown, vice-president for student affairs. 
locker and shower permits and 
Fees," 
Risin Costs ^Partly To Blame' 
By ROBERT FULKERSON , ^ . 
4 v Texan Staff Writer 
Bids for construction of the proposed 17,000-seat Special Events Center have been 
opened, but they are higher than University estimates. Officials indicate rising steel 
costs are partly to blame. ' 
"It is one of the factors," E. Don Walker, deputy chancellor for administration, said 
Sunday. f ~ \ 
The low bid, $33.1 million by Lott Construction Co. of Houston, is above University 
estimates, which ranged from $19 million to $24.5 million. Five other Texas construction 
companies submitted bids with the highest being $35.7 million. The five other bids were 
submitted by Manhattan of Houston, Robert E. McKee of El Paso, J.W. Batson of 
Dallas, Blount Bros, of Houston and Zapata Warrior of Houston. 
"ALL CONSTRUCTION costs have skyrocketed," J. Neils Thompson, professor of 
civil engineering and chairman of the Univerity Athletics Council, said Sunday. 
"There's no one to blame for it," Thompson said. "You can't blame the contractors 
because times are So uncertain." Construction costs are facing "hellacious price rises," 
he said. 
. The proposed center, to be built in an area bounded by lfigMHreet on the south, 18th 
Street on the north. Red River Street on the west and IH 35 on the east, will replace 
Gregory Gym. 
With a seating capacity of 15,000 permanent seats plus 2,200 portable seats, the center 
would become the site of basketball games. University Interscholastic Leagues 
activities, indoor tennis matches and cultural entertainment events. It will be available 
for city use. Plans call for a domed roof, equal in height to a.10-story building, topping 
the structure;" •&'< 
The University System Board of Regents will consider the bids during its Friday 
meeting, Walker said. t ; 
REGENT FRANK C. Erwin would not comment Thursday whether regents will 
suspend the project indefinitely. Erwin also would not comment on whether the 
University will join Atty. Gen. John-Hill in his suit filed in Houston against several large 
;steel companies,^;?# -
The regents also could throw out thrtumm bias ahd request others, Thorrk^ison 
speculated. . , , 1 . 
..Walker would not indicate whether the center will be built after the hike in 
construction costs. " 
• We're reviewing the bids right now,?' Walker said. "Until jre meet/ndth the 
architects and contractors, we can't give a definitive answer.**. 
..The meeting with architects and contractors will take place "h^iru11y%' b^fore the 
Friday meeting of the Bo^rd of Re«nts, Walker said. ' • 
includes the Cactus, 
parking permits. 
The red card, "Optional Student Services 
operates on a negative check-off method. 
Students may check to be billed for lien's 
Intercollegiate Athletics, Women's Intercollegiate 
Athletics (both include admission). Cultural 
Entertainment Committee events, Daily Texan 
subscription and Student Government. 
Speaking about the optional services, Brown said, "We 
certainly hope the students will support most of them." 
HE ALSO said that if students did not support Women's 
Intercollegiate Athletics and Student Government, the 
funds will be made available for them up to their present 
budgets. 
If students do not support The Texan, he said, it has 
enough resources to continue. "Men's athletics also have 
the resources," he said. 1 
Loyd Edmonds, general manager of Texas Student 
Publications, said that at least 15,000 students must 
subscribe to The Texan for the paper to meet its present 
budget of $50,000. 
The papers will be placed out as usual and will operate 
on the "honor system," said Edmonds. 
. If funds are not met, the Texan will have to "dip into its 
gram cards must accompany Both the red and 
registration materials. 
Students are to pick up registration materials in their 
departmental offices. Advising locations are listed in the 
t»RlNT NAME 
course {schedule and some departments also have sm&al 
advising sessions. ; 
MATERIALS must be turned in by 4 p.m. Friday. •„ 
Students who find they have bar cards can pay their': » 
fine? and then pick up their materials in the Academic -
Center. 
Bill Taylor of'the Office of Accounting said that a bar ? 
card won't prohibit anyone from preregistering. vT 
> "They just have to pay it first," he said. "Students who 
have bar cards should already be notified, so there should 
be no surprises for anyone," he added. 
Included in the materials for registering are th&Dean's 
Course Record Card, Billing Address Card, Course 
Request Cards, Alternative Course Request Card, the 
Work-Time Preference Card and the red and green 
optional fee cards. » 
Bills will be mailed to the given address on material 
around Aug. 1. They must be paid by Aug. 21 or 
preregistration will be canceled. 
Questions or complaints will be handled in Main 




* Last Name First Middle 
OPTIONAL STOBfT SERVICES FEES 
[ WISH TO.BE BILLED FOR ALL OPTIONAL STUDENT SERVICES FEES EXCEPT THOSE CHECKED BELOW: 
•  - - - - -  C h e c k  w h a t  y o u  DO NOT want - - - - - . 
F05 • MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (INCLUDING ADMISSION) 
FOlt n WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (INCLUDING ADHISSION) 
P09 •CULTURAL ENTERfAINMENT (TICKET DISCOUNTS, TRANSPORTATION, ETC'.) 
F02  DAILY TEXAN SUBSCRIPTION 
F07-1—I STUDENT GOVERNMENT (STUDENT ASS'N, ELECTION COMMISSION, , 
SENIOR CABINET AND STUDENT COUNCILS.) 
• THIS CARD. MUST ACCOMPANY YDUR REGISTRATION MATERIALS 
SIGNATURE 
New optional service fee card for preregistration^ 
t '" * V4 
Cloudy ... . 
Skies will be partly 
cloudy Monday with a 
daytime high in the 
upper 80s and an over­






are urged to vote Sat-
u r d a ̂  n the ^ ri -
'rnarJesr Tuesday is 
the last day to vote 
absentee at the Coun­
ty Courthouse in the 
party primary elec^ 
tions. ^ 





THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUStfN/1974 
By RICHARD FLY 
Texan Staff Writer < 
The financial effects of an attorney 
general's opinion on compulsory student 
services fees is under study by University 
business officials, James COlvin, vice-
president for business affairs, said 
Sunday* ^ determined 
The opinion stated that the $30 statutory^ 
• maximum fee should be charged only to 
those stadents enrolled for the maximum 
number of semester hours. "normally 
permitted" by their univerity, or 18 hours 
at tiie University, 
. ALL SHUpE^FS^ taking less than the-
maximum would pay a "precisely equal" 
proportion per semester hour. r 
Revenue produced for student weniauP 
at various maximum levels, such as IS, 18 
or 20 hours, is being reviewed. Colvin said.|i 
"Every one of them (hour levels) would; 
produce less money than the ^ 
structure," he said. 
The maximum fee currently is reached 
at 12 semester hours« or a proportional 
rate of $2.50 per hour. > * . 
" We'jjl,either to have to fhd the funds or 
':2V1 
cut some of the services," Colvin said, 
adding that the likelihood of finding funds 
is small. 
The study should" be completed by 
Monday afternoon, he said. • . 
SYSTEM LAW OFFICE Direbtdr 
Richard Gibson said his office has not 
whether 18 hours is the 
permitted maximum at the University, 
although he thinks it is; - • 
"Nothing's. final. until we've met with 
the IT& Anistin people," he said. 
The University Board of Regents, at 
their March 15 meeting, cut the 
propwtiqoal fee from $3.50 pe# semester 
hour to the current rate so only fulltime 
students would pay the maximum fee. If. 
As a result of the loss in revenue, TWf 
Daily Texan and StudeM Goveramenjt 
were taken off mandatory funding.. 
Both the present and former Student 
presentf i ^Government president disagree with the 
attorney general's opinion. 
"I think it was a poor opinion and not 
very specific." Frank Fleming, present 
student body president, said. 
,-!P 
l • -  ;%>•  
decisions to come from the attorney 
general this year," Sandy Kress,'former 
president, said. 
The attorney general's staff apparently 
did not study the effects of the 
interpretation, Fleming said. 
"I think the statute (House Bill 83, 
"IT IS ONE of; the more horrendous ' student a£fairs, «ud. 
written," he said,,adding that it 
have been confined to building use fe 
Kress charged that Atty. Gen. John! 
"has written law in his opinion, 
interpreted it." " 
jijThe University ought to ° considei1 
'laWsuit "questioning the constitutionality 
this statute," he said. 
"There is no rational connection at all 
•between the number of hours a student' 
takes and how often he makes-use of the 
< (funded) services," Kress added. 
THE ATTORNEY' general's ruling ha* 
implications for all state, colleges and 
universities. 
Preregistration will proceed as planned, 
Dr. Ronald Brown, vice-president for 
m 
Riverside? Villi -I'-h: 
; MIKE ULLMANN 
• V" Texan Staff Writer 
As a result of ao almost 11 
^ktno nth-old argu-merit, 
•*^members of a theatrical 
porkers' union plan to begin 
' ^'regular picketing of two 
^Austin theaters Wednesday. 
Michael Garrett, a member 
X?ot Local 205 of. the 
" International Alliance of 
Theatrical State Employes 
jfriand Moving Picture Machine 
\t Operators of the United States 
/and Canada, said picketing 
ion 
heaters Affected 
• would resume at RiversidePf "AFTER WE had done the%%5 Picketing has continued 
Twirt Cinema and Village '-iXvrork, the management went " sporadically since that time, 
Black Like Me' 
"t?. acism 
Ginema~ Four. Both theaters 
are owned by ' Presidio 
Enterprises. j*jGat?ett. 
. The argument begin lastf:? 
back on their word and Garrett said, 
refused to hire us» complained 
The Riverside manager at 
July when Riverside Twin 
Cinema was being built. The 
union charges that the( 
River&ide management 
promised to hite ui*ion' 
projectionists in return for 
union  members  doing  
Ins ta l la t ion  work  on  the  
theater. -
that time, Bill Nichols, said 
there was no agreement as far; 
as he waS concerned. - s| 
*•* The union begin picketitig 
. 'R ivers ide  on  Ju ly  13 .  
Controversy continued when 
Presidio opened Village 
Cinema Four and the union,.; 
picketed there. 
"THEJSSUE is not really 
money .?. it's just that they 
promised us," he commented." 
|| The union claims that union 
projectionists are necessary 
to  proper ly  opera te  
sophisticated projection 
equipment. - i-'& 
By VIRGINIA TIMMON§,v 
Texas Staff-Writer £|| 
.. Appearing as the same man 
-He has been all his life, despite 
pigmentation^ John Howard 
Griffin, author of "BlackLike 
Me,"  addressed  a  
predominately Caucausian 
:a temporary variation of skin group of 300 at the University 
r 
RIP LAPP "APARTMENTS 
Designed with the student in mind. I, 2, & 3 Bedroom, furnished & un 
furnished. Individual Heating & AC> 3exciting colors. Pool with diving 
board, Tennis, Laundry, Front & Rear entrances, Parking at your door. 
Dishwasher, Disposal, Color TV, Recreation Room. 
All Bills Paid 
Preleasing for Fall term • Special Summer Rates 
» 2989 E. 51st (off Manor Road) 926-8760 
We're looking forward to seeing you. 
t S3 
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M O T H E R ' S  D A Y  
Eaton'l 
Notes $1.50 With Free Monogram 
Your Choice 
Of .Four Styles. 
In Gdld or 
Blue Ink. 
For 65* 
more we will 
wrap and 
mail it 
for you( too. 
riiM. -J Sunday, May 12 j 
street UNIVERSITY CO-OP Floor cs> 
The Co-Op takes great pleasure 
in presenting this 
Autograph Party 
for Ronnie Dugger 





for rr». fctefof 
Aoaaw pugg0f 
\ 
Form. Reform and New Starts 
Mr. Ronnie Dugger will be 
speaking in the Texas Union 
Junior Ballroom Monday, 
Apr i l  29  at  12 noon.  
Immediately thereafter he 
will be in the general books 
dept. on the second floor to 
autograph copies of his 
book. V 
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s 
f As of May 1, Dobie Screens 
Will be owned by Presidio. 
The  new manager , .  Pa t  
Murray, said he plans to 
continue the present policies 
at Dobie. 
'r.;'yp-< V v;i. 
Noting that one of the 
theater's main attractions is 
low prices, he said "it is not 
and foreseeably will not be 
'  economica l ly  leasable  to  h i re%< 
union projectionists." John H. Griffin during lecture. 
Baptist fourth on racism 
Sunday. 1 ' ' ' 
Griffin, tiWth 1959 dyed his 
skin black and passed as a 
Negro in the SoUth, recorded 
and published his impressions -
ip his book. * 
Before his speech, Griffin 
• pointed out that most of his 
face had been replaced by. 
surgery as a result of the skin 
dye, causing him to have to 
learn to talk "all over again." 
He also emphasized that he 
was not a spokesman for black 
people, and intended his talk 
to dwell on the results of his 
exper iences  and  the  
conclusions he has formed, 
rather than the experience i 
itself. 
THE IDEA of posing as a 
black man occured to Griffin 
during his studies at a medical 
school in France where he 
first sensed the racism of the 
terfasf 
Om Hser Freer' 
Parking WHk 
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Page 2 Monday^April 29, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
•SANDWICH SEMINAR* 
: 1 ^ j' j ^ with * 
Dr. Yehuda Tajir 
.. t rum tha 
Truman Peace Institute 
Jerusalem, Israel^. 
sp»akijn»on: 
Friday, April 26: Arab Countries and 
Monday, April 29: Jews in Arab 
f Countries 
^Union Room 304  ̂̂  ' > 11:30 a.m. 
Israeli Student Organization i:; 
Hillel Foundation , , 
Prices To Soar 
IN Dobie IAAUU 
2P2.I AUAtJAMJPE 
"VIE A¥\E -PRe^eNTLV KAVIKI6, 
A fALB ON IW^offTED 
INDIA HANO lOOl-Ve'b 
lOO% CottON AND WCOU 
AIL DjfF,ER€NT 60UC^$ £ 
5*IZ££.. ALL 
Ifl MAS1 
OM HPvND UCONNBb \NOV 
A 50 percent natural gas' 
curtailment imposed Friday 
af te rnoon,  by  Lo-Vaca•  
Gather ing  Co.  wi l l  h ike"  
month ly  e lec t r ic  b i l l  
payments  for  Aus t in  
residents. 
"We have been forced to 
burn more expensive fuel oil 
and supplemental gas from 
Texas Oil and Gas Corp. to 
meet the energy demand," 
R.L.  Hancock,  e lec t r ic  
utilities director, said Sunday. 
Fuel oil costs $1.50 per 
million BTU, and the extra 
gas costs $1 per million in 
contrast to 60 cents per 
million BTU for Lo-Vaca 
[natural gas, 
h This added expense will be 
' passed on to Austin residents 
in their monthly electric bills 
under  a  fue l  ad jus tment  
clause. 
Failure to Obtain short-
contract gas or "spot gas" 
caused  the  Lo-Vaca  
curtailment, Hancock said. 
Length of the curtailment is 
unknown. 
City reserves stood at 95 
percent capacity Saturday, 
and Hancock said there would 
be iS> problem getting them 
resupplied. 
" "Of course", like everything; 
it will cost a great deal of 
money," he said. 
Nazis to the Jews. 
He studied all the scientific 
methods and realised that 
damage was beinff done by 
prejudice "with a false idea of 
what man is. 
"Fellow human beings — if 
they  happen,  to .  be  more  
densely pigmented or if they 
happen to be black — implies 
that they are intrinsically 
• other," he said. 
"WE WERE, led to believe 
tha t  b lack  people  had  
d i f fe ren t  needs ,  d i f fe ren t  
/ asp  i ra t ions ,  d i f fe ren t  
responses  to  s t imul i ,  
responding to frustration in a 
way that we could not. 
"This is the key to all 
racism," he said. "We are 
taught to believe that other 
human beings — those that 
a re  p igmented*  — were  ^  
intrinsically other."". —^ I 
Racism, he noted, is found 
in one form or another all over 
the world. 
"We f ind  i t '  today  in  
Northern Ireland where the 
Protestant child is taught to 
view the Catholic child as 
intrinsically other," he said; 
and vice-versa. / , 
"I know of no crime greater 
than inculturating in a child a 
false view of what man is," he 
Said. • . 
Man i s  def ined  by  
philosophy as a rational 
animal with the ability to 
laugh, "which has nothing to 
do with race, color or creed." 
Even though people believe 
that they have no prejudiced 
feelings, it is not enough, he' 
said. 
Griffin will speak at 1 p.m. 
Monday in Union Building 104. 
Tlf £ 
I * i ^ * 
CLEP Deadline May 15 
The deadline to register for 
the May 15 CLEP Subject 
Examinations is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday. May 15 is the last 
offering of the American 
government exam before a 
government  depar tment  
policy change goes into effect. 
After May 18, credit from the 
exam will count only toward 
? A Full Line 
Of SONY ; 
if Products With : 
Easy Credit Plans 




Stereo Shop —^ 
23rd & Guadalupe 
476-7211 ext 48 
(Open: 9:30-9:30, Thurs. 





Gov. 310L, not Gov. 312L. 
Information and application 
forms are available from the 
Measurement and Evaluation 
Center, 2616 Wichita St. 
AUSTIN TOMORROW 
PHASE III NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING for 
Zone 2 will be from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Monday at Lanier High School, 1201 
Peyton Gin Road W. 
„ ANNOUNCEMENTS 
INTERVARSITY will collect money for the 
Central African Famine Reljef from 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday-through 
* Friday at thf Intervarsify booktable 
on the West Mall.. . 
SIMKINS HAlt, a men's" "dorm, is 
sponsoring t candidate forum at 
9:30 p.m. Tuesday *in Klnsolving 
Dorm study area. Candidates will be 
Larry Bales, Jake Pickle and E H. 
Meadows. Everyone is invited. 
UNION IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMITTEE will 
sponsor a lecture by John Howard 
Griffin, author of "Black Like Me," 
at 1 p.m. Monday In Union Building 
104. 
SEMINAR 
UNION IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMITTEE will 
sponsor a sandwich semitor at noon 
* Monday In Union junior Ballroom. 
Ronnie Dugger, editor aMarge and 
publisher of the Texas Observer, 
will speak on "The Rights of 
Students." 
I "41 
MAY 6 - MAY 18 
IS THE DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN 
YOUR DIVIDENDS IF YOU WILL NOT 
BE HERE THIS SUMMER. 
Final Turn-In Date Is June 30th 
TURN IN 
0\\JlOE K)DS HfCE 
Juit ĵ ring your dividends the Cb-Op Second Floor arid put 
I them iri the special envelopes the Co-Op Rebate Fairy left 
[scattered around the night before. Then all you have to do is hand 
the envelope to one of our clean-living employees with your UT ID 
and your rebate will be mailed out in September in accordance 
with the famous once-a-year dividend policy. You don't have to 
add up your dividends because they're going to be audited. Be sure 
to put downthe address on thejr^ye|ope yvherft yoMJwaolYour ; 
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Author of "Our Invaded 
Universities: Form, Reform; 
and New Starts" Ronnie 
Dugger -will speak in the 
Texas Union Junior Ballroom 
at noon Monday on "The 
Rights of Students,*?!? 
Admission is free. * fel 
Using the University as'lp 
case study, Dugger., iti^his 
latest book which went on sale 
last week, examines and 
anatomizes the decline of the 
American university as an 
educational institution. 
"As the U.S. has been 
militarized, the American 
universities have been making 
money," Dugger writes, 
"...the universities, which are 
supposed to be the conscience 
of the community, become 
instead an instrument of. its 
debauch." , -"**** 
"This horror book was 
written not to frighten little 
children but to scare the 
daylights out of university 
men and women who let 
outsiders, no matter how well 
placed, tamper: with the ideas 
Ronnie Dugger 
•ate J, or the functions of a:  
university,," William A. 
Owen, a professor'of English 
at Columbia University, said 
of Dagger's investigative 
Work. ??<'f  
Dugger provides insight into 
present-day decisions,  
affecting the university, by 
presenting the policies and 
poli t ics of past  
administrations. Familiar 
characters dot the 457 pages 
of ' 'Our Invaded 
Universities,'? as 
presents "the shocking story 
,j?f,the University of Texas. 
^graduate of the 
University, Dugger was editor 
of The Daily Texan in 19S0-51, 
and currently is editor-at-
large and publisher of the 
Testes Observer. 
Dugger chronicles the 
gradual removal of the 
university from its students, 
and a section on reforming the 
universities suggests startling 
proposals for change to 
students, . ,  and., ,  . faculty,  
members; ̂  
Following his speech, 
Dugger will autograph copies 
of his book, which retails for 
$14.95, at the University Co-
Op. 
While working on a 
biography of former 
President Lyndon Johnson, 
Dugger also has 




. By PATSY LOCHBAUM 
The Hinson-Hazelwood 
Student Loan Program has 
been suspended to students 
enrolled in the University's 
Extension Division awaiting a 
ruling from Atty. Gen. John 
Hill. 
"DISPUTE over extension 
students' standing in the 
University System by state 
auditors led to a request of th& 
attorney general's office to 
define a „'U n i  ve rsi  ty 
student-, '  "  Jose Antu,  
financial aids office student 
specialist, said Friday. 
"We considered them 
members of a separate 
institution such as UT at 
Arlington and so never gave 
them (extension students) 
scholarships. But the Hinson-
Hazelwood loan .is a state1 
program, and we have been 
extending it to them," he said. 
Section 54 of the Texas ; 
Education Code says that 
state funds such as the 
Hinson-rHazelwood loan 
"would exempt students from 
tuition fees after all federal 
assistance programs had been 
exhausted." 
Dr. Alan Thompson, co-
director of Extension 
Services, said the division was 
funded by student tuition. 
"With no other source of 
income we couldn't set up our 
own financial aids office," he 
said. 
> Until then, '.'Financial Aids 
Director Jack Holland told us 
to suspend giving all fall and 
summer applications to 
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Blood 
fty DOUGr BURTON 
Texan S&ff Writer 
A 26-year-old Austin 
was stabbed. in the chest 
.following an arjgument shortly 
after 5 p.m. Friday in the 2200; 
.block of Guadalupe Street 
Marvin Wylie, £801 
By MCHARQ 
Texan Staff WHtefH 
Investigators from the U.S. Department of Health, 
rftfrt ® Education and Welfare wrapped up their on-campus i 
for 
economic 
St., was reported in serious 
condition at Brackenridge: 
Hospital following surgery. 
POLICE are searching for; 
a man identified only as 
"Tony," who fled from the-' 
scene of the stabbing. Austin 
police said no charges will be 
filed until they have a chance 
to talk to Wylie. ^ 
* The stabbing resulted from ^ 
a fist fight between Wylie, a 
companion and four other ; 
unidentified persons,  
Witnesses reported. 
I Wylie underwent surgery; 
'Friday night to repair  a 
"penetrating wound to the,  
heart ,"  a Brackenridge'  
surgeon said. Because no 
coronary arteries were 
damaged, Wylie was said to • 
have a good change of 
recovery. ^ 
study of 
alleged discrimination in University hiring and student 
recruitment practices Friday, with ttie next step being 
compilation of a final report. 
During three separate^eek-long visits, the live-person 
h team conducted interview!P~with administrators and 
Dancyji?^ department heads to ascertain how well the University's 
Affirmative Action Program has been implemented. 
LAST WEEK investigators focused on policies governing 
\ hiring and promotion of nonacademic and staff personnel. 
v In their two previous weeks of inquiry, this team studied 
vr University policy on minority recruitment, academic hiring 
and promotion and student affairs. 
Team chairperson Sandra Williams said Tuesday that if 
, investigators find they need more information, they will try ; 
to conduct their business by phone, rather than returning to 
campus. 
With the bulk of the inquiry out of the way, the Dallas-
based team will analyze the information they have collected* 
' and draw up a final report of conclusions and suggestions for 
action by the University. *: • «fJ. - * hv 
FAILURE to correct arif if^tirtieisriliscovisj'fed by 
- investigators might cause the termination of $12 million in 
annual federal funds allocated to the University. 
The investigation was prompted by three complaints filed' 
• 
Former Stud^iPresideifit'Saihdy Kre^.Wuf 
filed one of the complaints, said he "(foes not know what 
their (HEW's) decision will be precisely," but added that he 
expects recommendation of a ' 'very strong affirmative 




Police arrive after the stabbing. mm. 
' Ideas and Issues Committee 
presents 
Mr. Ronnie Duggj|r, editor-at-large 
of the Texas Observer 
.r'-r? • 
w THE RIGHTS OF 
STUDENTS" 
Monday, April 29 Union Jr. Ballroom 
• •• '• . ^ 'T'S'Y U" R';V'-T '' , •" 
12 noon Sandwich Seminar 
C O U R S E S f l N  B I B L I C A L  
Fall Seffi¥i#T«l 974 
BIB 301 Life and Teaching of Jesui 
12 MWF Currie 
9 MWF Harrell 
10 MWF Harrell 
10 MWF Smith 
9 TTh Reynolds 
7P M Smith , 
BIB 302 Life and letters of Paul ' 
9 MWF 8mith 
10 MWF McNicol 
t | 11 MWF Cox 
9 TTh Mouser 
10:30 TTh McNicol 
BIB 304 Introduction to the New Testa­
ment .. • 
9 MWF Cox 
10 MWF Cox 
' 10:30 TTh Smith 




aatamant BIB 30S R»II Igion of the 01 
11 MWF McNicol „ . w.. 
' 9 TTh Smith 
BIB 306 Prophets and Wisdom 
Literature 
10 MWF Davenport (tentative) 
BIB 309 Torah: Five Book* of Moses 
9 MWF Davenport (tentative) 
BIB 317W Religious Teachings on 
Marriage and Morals 
9 MWF Johnson '' ̂ ' 
12 TTh Kessler 
10:30 TTh Reynolds F 
10:30 TTh Moser 
BIB 318 Qraiat ideas of the Bible 
11 MWF Harrell 
10130 TTh Kessler 
. 3 „,:J:30 TTh Reynolds 
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Mike '  Renf  rew has  
proven his concern 
for Travis County. 
- { 
* Rftnfrn was the lawyer for the county 
in the successful case against the 
Dahlstrom Corp., keeping a rock 
crushing plant out. of South Austin. -
Renfro is fighting for land-use 
controls.  Further growth & 
development should be publicly 
justified. 1 
* Renfro has worked closely with 
County government on a daily basis. He 
deserves the respect he has earned as a 
truly progressive attorney. 
* Renfro is supported by his fellow 
lawyers: Travis County Bar 
Association^ ) Austin Jr.  Bar 
Association. ^ 
Show  ̂ Your Concern :for 
Travis County. Remember 
Renfro Saturday, May 4 w 
O m i K E  
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(Edltorsnote:t1ie University of Texas has a long, colorful and notorious 
history, distinguished in the main by the intensely political rule of its. Board 
of Regents. Despite the University's well publicized ups and downs, until 
recently no student of history had recorded an overall portrait of the 
University's great and tragic moments. That task was left to solitary 
individuals leafilig throughisolated back files Of The Daily Texan . 
®>|NOWthat gap has been filled. Former Texan editor and Texas Observer 
publisher Ronnie Dugger this week releases his new book ''Our Invaded 
Universities: Form, Reform and New Starts." Dugger's is a multipurpose, 
multimethod book; it contains personal recountings of his University 
education^ recalls UTs many politically motivated firings and chronicles 
the roller coaster history of an institution increasingly held in the iron grip of 
the Texas corporate power structure. With few exceptions the story is there: 
the birthing years, the Rainey firing, the Ransom renaissance, the Silber 
firing, the Erwin years. ' - >/ 
THROUGH "OUR INVADED UNIVERSITIES" the reader sees (he cycle 
of politicians over academia: now a reign of-repression; then a respite, 
followed by another reign of politically motivated repression. Dugger's style 
turns a tragic story into an entertaining, readable accounting of life on the 
Forty Acres. V. ' v.'flp'. 
.With the permission of the author and the publisher, W. W. Nor^^lla' 
dompany, The Texan has excerpted the major portions from the "subact" 
eh titled "Grades for My Father." Dugger tells a story familiar to every UT 
student: it is a story of a University interested solely in perpetuating its 
research activities for the business community over the needs of real 
learning for students. 
It is a familiar story — « one relevant to the experience of students. 
Educationatthe University continues, detached, unwhole.) 
By RONNIE DUGGER 
t I had attended the public schools in San Antonio and found the work easy. 
My beloved mother always thought my grades were wonderful, even when I 
was disappointed with them; I could count on her enthusiasm. From my 
father, seated in the armchair in the front of the living room, I received the 
teport card back along with his nod. That was the validation, and as I loved 
him and he was my father, it was enough. 
> ARRIVING IN AUSTIN in the fall of 1947,17 years old, I submissively 
began participating in a larger model of the high school, the university. I felt 
ho shift in educational method or what was expected of me. I wp to take Ave 
Or six courses each semester, was to be graded in each course oft sometimes 
scheduled, sometimes "pop" examinations, and at the end of each semester 
I would be able to guage my performance by looking at my final grades. 
Guided by the decisions I would have to make about my "major" and my 
"minor" —' the disciplines I would take eight and four courses in, 
respectively, thereby acquiring a major myopia and a minor myopia in the 
pthfer I was free to choose-from among appalling varieties of subtopics, 
crammed into labeled cubicles on levels ascending according to their 
difficulty in an edifice of accreted labyrinthine unrememberable inner 
M.E. 
.;••• So that's what higher education is. The fundamental 
Haw in the system as I experienced it was this, it was 
designed to evaluate me instead of to educate me, to 
certify my intelligence rather than to stock my mind. 
Shapes. I would have bestowed upon the me the bacholor's degree upon my 
Successful completion#- that is, with the nearly failing grade of D or better 
— of roughly 40 of the$e subcourses. i 
It was a darkened edifice,,but it was easy enough to feel your way through.' 
Had I not been of somewhatserious mind, I would have signed up for the crip 
courses, the subjects readily cased with little effort or the courses taught by 
the faculty members who were notoriously dumb or regarded the whole 
thing as a joke on everybody. Some students, including majors in home 
economics, journalism and education, didn't kid anybody — that is what they 
were doing. 
THE REQUIRED lecture in each course usually lasted 50 minutes each 
and were given three times a week, either on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays or Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. Because everything was 
complicated at the university , with tens of thousands of students, one'could 
not hope that his lectures might come, say, from 8 a.m. through 3 p.m. on 
just three of the days, with an hour out for lunch; not at all. Thesystemwas 
claaroom?" ° plenty: what haPP*"s inside the ! 
not arranged for the convenience of the students, the students were arranged 
for the convenience of the system. One did not have his day or peaceful 
stretches within it; every morning and most afternoons were broken up by 
the classes, scheduled helter-skelter catch as catch can. For just one 50-
minute class dne must dress, make jus way from his boarding house or 
wherever he lives onto th<^ campus pKnto the classroom, and after class, 
maneuver past, or fail to maneuver past,'his acquaintances there. A10 a.m. 
class usually meant, for me, that the morning was shot except perhaps for a 
hasty hour in the library be^re lunch — provided we didn't drift after class 
in to coffee, politics, girl-chasing or personality competitions. Compound 
these fractured days with the ceaseless pressures to memorize the squibs of 
learning one gathered in between quizzes and you see the shattered life: 
trotting back and forth to classes, ducking into the library at odd hours, 
grabbing a few pages of the books after a date, poker or politics and 
cramming, before quizzes, all night. The basis of a college degree should be 
four years of serious reading, which requires long stretches of peaceful 
time. At the University of Texas and most other colleges and universities, 
lectures and examinations have been fiendishly contrived to fragment the 
student's days and torment their peace of niind. When I arrived in Austin I 
had been addicted to serious and independent reading for five or six years. 
At the University I lost the habit. r 
I DISCOVERED there that knowledge had been compartmentalized into 
"departments" and "schools" and then sliced up and put into little labeled 
boxes in the compartments. Slowly it did dawn on me that I was not expected 
to become a generally knowledgeable person; I was expected to become a 
person who made a C average on the contents of 40 little boxes of knowledge, 
eight of them in the compartment I was majoring in and four in the 
compartment I was minoring in! The specified number of courses required 
in history and science left me in total dark in most of both of these areas. I 
am glad of all I know of chemistry and geology, but I resent my lack of 
assured knowledge : that is, I resent my ignorance — of biology, zoology, 
botany, astronomy, and physics. I got nothing of ancient or nonwestern 
history except by my own reading after college. Not being "a fine arts 





serious crafts; architecture. As I pulsed through the university, a stray 
enliiting in causes, joining committees, winning debates and prizes, 
gathering clippings With my name in them, bringing a girl to my side when I 
v«ould, I saw no tree of knowledge. 
Although three or four professors took an interest in me, they had no way 
of keeping up with me; they were not'my supervisors, they had no 
responsibility with respect to me that was organic to the system in which we 
Were together involved. I remember the unspoken complicity of a professor. 
of English literature who never held me to attending lectures. He merely 
made approximately sure only that I was doing the reading, conveying to me 
the same contempt for the requirements that I had learned on my own. I 
remember, too, the open complicity of a young philosophy instructor who 
told me, about a month into a course of his, that it was a waste of time for 
me to come to the lectures, I should read the textbook and take the final. I 
fj. did as he said. , ^ ^ 
f t /ff '7"'* * * (" 
I KNEW THAT all the University really cared about was^my grades. If I 
made my grades. 1 was getting educated to its satisfaction. This I knew 
because my grades were the only thing it was really watching about me. 
When I made the freshman grades society the deans i Tarely-encountered^ 
began to convey to me a certain awareness and acceptance of me; with the 
delivery of the Key me, I was There. I did not tell them, because I did not ; 
clearly know it and if I had it would not have been in my interest to tell them, f; 
that I was defrauding them. They did hot tell me, perhaps because they did 
not clearly know it and if they had would not have known what to do §bout it, 
that they were defrauding me.. ' , . i ' / ' 
^ The secret to success, for a competent student, was to case the grading 
stem. Wherever the system is the same the secret is the same. One first • 
learns how to memorize a textbook. One has to read it, of course, but the 
problem (apart from staying awake) is how to remember it so one can spew 
out any part of it on an examination. Next one must learn how to memorize -
the organization of lectures in the course of reading over one's lecture notes, » 
leaving the details to recall themselves, within the organization, as best they I 
randomly may. I shall now confess, as well pass on to any students who wish f 
to defraud their universities and themselves, my personal secret. You give a $ 
one-word name to each element in the organization of the textbook or the I 
lecture notes, taking care that some of the names start with vowels. Then £ 
you take the first letters of each of these names and make, from these £ 
letters, one master-word. It is, of course, a nonsense word, but it's the key to f 
all you have to remember. You then have the organization of the course in 
mind. If the professor telegraphs, either by obviousness or by direct" 
warning, what questions he will ask on tests, you just work out a master-
word for each answer and away you go. There is just one difficulty, after the 
test you forget everything. The masterword goes and with it the knowledge. 
But this does not matter, at least in the humanities, since learning is not 
organized to help a student master a general field, but is chiseled down to fit 
separate boxes and your performance in each box is graded separately. Once 
you get out of one of the boxes, you will not be held responsible again, as an 
undergraduate, for the knowledge in it. In foreign languages no casing of the 
system can spare you the consequences of accumulating ignorance, and 
sciences and math are also more difficult, but if you fail a course you can 
take it over. You are never evaluated as to whether you are becoming 
educated; you are evaluated in each course as to whether you pass it. 
SO THAT'S WHAT higher education is. The fundamental flaw in the 
system as I experienced it was this, it was designed to evaluate me instead 
of to educate me, to certify my intelligence rather than to ^tock my mind. 
The society was telling me I was on trial when it should have been giving me 
my cultural birthright. Although I could not fail to sense the impersonality 
and incivility of this system, I quickly came to feel that the important thing 
was to rank high. In this, I was very young; but I was very young. I think I 
would have done better if more had been expected of me. 
Those years will never come back. I cannot recapture that time to learn 
when I was free for learning. For a year in my twenties I consoled myself 
that I would ' 'catch up on my reading" at night, after work, but in my 
thirties I realized (in an almost forgotten moment, when I was appalled that 
so obvious a fact had only just occurred to me) that I would have been doing 
that night reading anyway, and more if my college life had strengthened 
instead of shattering my earlier habits. No, my mind cannot recover what 
it did not get then. That time is gone. I will never be as civilized as I have a 
right to be. Literally millions of times worse, everyone is such a system is 
cheated the same way. I did not think about that until students were rioting 
from San Francisco to New York. 
flrlnQ line 
m 
h Whither Butler; k  . . . . .  . . .  w 
as? 
:fe the editor: 
The Old Austin Neighborhood, a group 
y*hich received its organizational impetus 
from the proposed changes on West Ninth 
v and 10th Streets, is scheduled to meet at 
7:50 p.m. Monday at the YMCA at 1100 W. 
jaFirtt St. At that time progress reports OQ 
^Nlnth and 10th Street opposition will be 
.inade. ' 
% Councilman Lowell Lebermanh also is 
^scheduled to speak on the Historical 
Landmarks Ordinance in relationship to 
the Old Austin Neighborhood. This will 
provide the opportunity for members to 
speak directly to him eoocerningtbe Ninth 
aadlOth Street proposals and any other 
matters. . 
A* chairperson of U»e OhT Austin 
Neighborhood I, too, was surprised to 
learn through the April 9 Austin Citizen 
that both Mayor Butler and city manager 
have already determined their stance on 
Ninth and 10th Street plans. 
Th* kind of traffic study which I feel 
should have preceded such street 
proposals is now under way, I am told. It 
will be made available when the revised* 
preliminary engineering report for the 
street and .bridge designs and other 
supplemental reports are also made 
publieRepeated inquiries as to presently 
available, i.e. previously prepared, traffic 
da«a and arguments, have been rebuffed. 
The* has led me to believe that present 
documentation, when it exists at all, is 
^etfhy indeed. The city also lacks an. 
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{environmental impact study. This is to be 
prepared by the Citizen's Board of Natural 
• Resources and Environmental Quality in 
response to the revised preliminary 
engineering report and # more detailed 
traffic justification 
These views are to be presented at a 
' public hearing once the above mentioned 
reports have -been completed and made' 
pt&lic. Why have Mayor. Butler and .Mr. 
Davidson chosen to make public 
announcements of their positions at this 
time? It was with great interest that f 
read Th* Ttxan explanation of possible 
motivation for these relatively hard-nosed 
By JOHN BENDER 
, In the past week, Hie Dally Texan 
editorial page has launched a full-scale 
attack,against U.S. Rep. Jake Pickle. 
I can understand that the editorial 
writers want to discredit in any way they 
can a candidate whom they do not favor. 
However, I am afraid that the reader? of 
The. Texan are getting a distorted vi^w of 
the man who has represented Texas' 10th 
District for the past 10 years. i 
^ I>would like to present a few examples: 
"There are those in the Congress and 
the bureaucracy who are much faster with 
an alibi than they are with a solution to 
problems posed by the energy crisis, but 
"Texas Rep. J.J. Pickle is not in their 
corner." Houston Chronicle editorial, Jan. 
27, 1974. 
r "Until the Judiciary Committee decides 
whether or not enough evidence is 
warranted to impeach, he won't say 
whether he's for it or agin' it. That's the 
way it should be. Innocent until proven 
guilty. I guess Jake's a better man than 
I " Southwest Texas University 
Star editorial, Feb. 8, 1974 
"Rep. J.J. Pickle has accused the 
Internal Revenue Service of playing a part 
in what he calls the "cover-up" of 
"government favors" extended to the 
International Telephone and Telegraph 
Corporation." The New York Times, Feb. 
26. 1974. t 
3 "The exchange of Hartford shares worth 
about $1 billion for ITT shares was 
accomplished with what Rep. Jake Pickle, 
D-Tex., another persistent critic of the 
ruling, has called "extreme 
misrepresentation." lie Washington 
Post, March 7, 1974. » 
Chronicle "covers this end of the district. 
"Bales, however, discovered in a poll 
that voters were almost equally divided on 
the question of impeachment, and has 
decided to downgrade that as an issue." 
Houston Chronicle, Feb. 10, 1974. 
"Bales attacks Pickle as a member of 
the same 'establishment' machine which 
elected Lyndon Johnson to this House seat 
years ago. 'If you don't travel in the same 
social circles with them, then you are 
immediately labeled a radical," he said. 
" "That overlooks the fact that I had one 
1There <ke a few other quotes on subjects 
uiat the editors of He Daily Texan have 
been careful not to bring to the attention of 
their readers. 
While opponent Larry Bales has been 
espousing reform and liberalism on the 
University campus, he has been telling 
voters m the conservative eastern part of 
Cfcreijm B«**iUl the district a different story. The Houston 
of the 10 most conservative voting records 
in the last session (of the Texas 
Legislature)^'" The Houston Chronicle 
(UPI), April 25, 1974. 
Either Mr. Bales doesn't know whether 
he is a liberal or a conservative or he is 
just trying to tell everyone what they want 
to hear. While Bales is accusing Pickle of 
flip-flopping on votes, if appears that 
Bales is flip-flopping on political 
ideologies. 
John Bender is a former news editor of 
The Daily Texan and presently works with 
the Jake Pickle camp°*m 
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Claims and cqntr 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
Washington Post-King Features Syndicate 
WASHINGTON — William Saxbe is like the hypothetical 
monkey who will ultimately write Hamlet if he is left alone in a 
room with a typewriter for a million or so years. Luck 
combined with the frequency of his shooting has enabled our 
attorney general to hit a target. \ 
By calling Patty Hearst a "common criminal" the other day, 
he reinforced the suspicion that the Administration believes the 
only person in the country who is innocent until proven guilty is 
Richard Nixon. But then , America's garrulous, top law-
enforcement officer pivoted, took aim for race in his life and hit 
somebody fair and square - Wes Gallagher, the president and 
general manager of the Associated Press.. 
Saxbe criticized the news service for suspending one of its 




bad answered FBI questions about what was going on inside 
Wounded Knee during that celebrated siege. As a newsperson, 
(he {photographer had access, while the FBI was reduced to 
aerial reconnaissance and binoculars at the perimeters. 
In suspending James Mone, Gallagher said that 
photographer had "acted improperly as an impartial 
newsman," and that though "obviously there are cases and 
circumstances where a journalist, like any other citizen, would 
have an obligation to report to authorities or testify about 
criminal events... in this case the FBI sought to use journalists 
to gather information which they should have been gathering 
themselves. In short, they sought to use Mone the same way 
they would use an agent. 
"The action of the Department of Justice and the FBI has 
placed in jeopardy the safety of Associated Press reporters who 
must deal with radical and fringe elements of society in the 
th4 • This may b£ the first time a company has laid SSIhctldrtSoft iff 
employe for assisting properly constituted law officers in the 
performance of their duties. Were anybody else in our society to 
do what Gallagher has Klone,.1ie would open himself up to 
charges of obstructing justice. 
Pp: 
, v * , , iW- , • . , .. -. - ... 
Course of their news duties, not only in the United States but adjudges him partial to the IndiansMS 
abroad in such as places as Argentina, the Middle. Bast and. It is a no-win situation, but one Mere Gallagher deserves 
elsewhere." some sympathy. -The buying public he serves no longer just, 
Original sanctions < * ,  * r  oXl^ants news, it wants to know everything; what it was like, who 
^safld what, did Uiey frown or scratch themselves on the seats of 
their pants. Current events as soap opera. 
The news Isn't enough. People ivant realism. What exactly; 
was the expression on Sprio's face the moment they told him he 
was nailed? We in the media ar- j & 
Mind you, this isn't a question of protecting 
Gallagher isn't saying that Mone injured the AP by promising 
Kf^nadness that we ctin supplyJ 
sources. ^ riM>derni 
**•» 
I 
v $ •'*r 
* K 
\ x 'J nAMii 
To die editor: 
In the April 25 editorial 
section of The Daily Texan, 
you endorsed one candidate in 
the follo'Wfilg way, 
"...(Gonzalo) Barrientos has 
our unqualified support." I 
would just like to commend 
you on your opinion of your 
endorsement — unqualified. 
Your opinion is shared by 
myself and many others, not 
only concerning your 
endorsements, but concerning 
The Texan's entire editorial 
tu nes, 
section.'All forms of paranoic, 
i l logical and in some 
instances, ignorant rhetoric 
appear^daily in this "comic" 
section, with only one 
criterion seemingly to have 
been met . . .  that it  be 
"liberal" if not radical. By 
' . ' l iberal" I mean anti-
authority,  anti-admin­
istration (all levels), anti-
industry, anti-commonsense, 
anti-sane, anti-etc. Even the 
articles of Various syndicated 





censored in this respect, 
that only "liberal* 
happen to appear. „m. 
To read a current Texan 
editorial is quite similar to 
reading an article in the 
National Tattler, both are 
ridiculous to the point of being 
amusing. The unfortunate 
exan 
s chosen to eliminate The 
Daily Texan from the 
established funding it has 
always received. While I have 
had only rare opportunity to 
read the paper in recent 
years, when I have,. it has 
seemed to be in the tradition I 
remembered. . 
he heard and saw in return for some special piece of 
information. He was admitted with no special understandings, 
free to speak of what he saw either to the cops or his mother-in-
jaw.'. • ;• 
Gallagher's position is the widest assertion of special 
privilege and immunity yet made by the media, and, since he • 
sits atop the largest news-gathering agency in the world, it has 
to be analyzed with some care. This is nothing like the carefully 
drawn protection of confidentiality accorded clergymen, 
lawyers and doctors. This is wholesale immunization from what 
Gallagher himself says are the obligations of citizenship. 
* We are riding high on Watergate right now — a story AP can 
take scant credit for — so maybe we can get away with it; but in 
the long run a lot Of people are going to resent such arrogance. 
We're putting ourselves in the indefensible position of insisting 
that the First Amendment conveys to us a vaster immunity 
than aiiy executive privilege Nixon ;seelcs..:||ii||g|||p^^pa; 
same relationship to the people they report on as cinema verite 
film makers or anthropological field-workers, but they must do 
it instantaneously. That is why Gallagher is taking this stand, (t 
is part of the quest.for the reporter who is not only impartial but? 
also invisible, and who can bilocate and float through walls. Hie 
won't find him, but there can bealot of bad repercussions whilt 
he tries. „ . 
• v- -V v„. M 
IS THK6 A LOT 
OF THROWING UP 





circumstance, however, is 
that a few hapless foois^ That tradition, as any 
•. actually are enhanced by*, reasooably alert student •— 
some of the exclamatory!;1', 'J^st or present — knows is 
garbage disguised atf " one of quality, of vigor, and of 
journalism which is contained dedication to truth. Sure, it 
in this section. On this note, I. has often caused elders to 
would again like to ; wince, but rarely when it was 
congratulate you on your ~. not good for them. And, if it 
, Aside from that, how are some of us reporters going to 
explain that we voluntarily helped the FBI catch the KKK in the 
South in the early '60s? There are many, many other Instances 
of news people coming forward to help the authorities, and who 
could therefore, in Gallagher's language, be accused of "acting 
improperly as impartial newsmen." Well, there is no such thing 
as impartiality in these situations. If Mone talks, Gallagher 
adjudges him partial to the FBI; if Mone doesn't talk, the FBI 
IF I WANT 10 UA1£*-dOME0NE 
"WKOW UP, I CANUWTCHTM6 
KIP WHO LIVES NEKT POOR ID 












„ x want to 
, TALK TO 50ME OF MY 
„ coNsmmnsi j&my- to 
'see how mey Feet, about 
IMf&CHMEMi I WANT THEM 
TO KNOW THffT 
fM&SM&Ve 
TO FOLKS IN 
MTDsmar 
opinion of yourselves as 
unqualified. I'm glad that you 
realize it; too bad some of 
your readers doh'tl i i  
Incidentally, if you print this • 
letter, my opinion of The 
Texan will be tremendously 
..improved. jf . 
Ted Broun ( 
'w4u*-jColiege' ofEngliieerinK4 
Funded and free 
,To the editor: 
I was very distressed to V 
learn that the board of regents . 
has erred, it has done so far 
less than theryfeg^lar 
commercial newspaf 
As a proud son of the 
University,  my pride has' 
rested on a number of 
qualities. One of these has 
always been The Daily Texan. 
For God's sake-, I hope the • 
regents won't now add thatv * 
too, to the debit side of Tiiy ̂  
regard.- Let's keep The Daily 
Texan funded and 
(intellectually) free! 
Bruce B. Mason, PhD 
•ALSO 
WITH MY OWN 
BLECTIONOOMIN6 UP, I 
1 HAVE 10 SHOW "MM THAT 
I'M AN HONEST, CAR1N6 PUBUC 
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 ̂ MORALS! 
S-- '  .  i  /  HE€,HEE! 
«T ' • / seem 
mum*! 
NATIONAL DAY OF HUMILIATION, 
FASTING AND PRAYER 
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1974 
National Day of Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer on 
April 30, 1974 is a joint resolution awaiting action in 
the House of Representatives. It is a day for spiritual 
attention to the problems of the nation. Student 
Christian Fellowship is observing this day with a mor­
ning devotional 7:00 a.m. at the South Mall flagpole 
and a devotional prayer at 6:30 p.m. that night at the 
Biblical Studies Center, 1909 University Avenue. 
Please Join Us. 
1 Prophet ! 
5 Possesses 







19 Country of 
Asia 
20 Out of date 
21 Heroine of 
"Lohengrin" 
>23 Dispatched 
. 24 Marry 









38 Male sheep 
39 Evaluate 
41 Great Lake 
43 Pope's veil 







55 Actual being 
56 Insane 




3 Ran away to 
be married -. 














22 Give extreme 
unction to 
23 Range 
24 Emerged vie- • 
torious 
25 Period of time ,38 Scnoolbook 
27 Mature 40 By oneself 
29 Edible seed 42 Turkish 
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44 Corded cloth 
, <p! > 
46 Scorch 
47 Sea eagles 
49 Shade tree 

























IS CLOSE TO THE PEOPLE 
in Travis County, Pet. 4 
* On e job lull time 
Sensitive, responsive end 
gets the job done 
Committed to continue 
the progress sterted 
during his first term „ 
KEEP 
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rAMUY ancu MMIS 
hmDy drcU DUT • IXHtatl OUIM. By Mary Mllo 
(Beauty Editor) and the Family Clrcla Food 
Staff: More than 200 diet recipes, dessert* that 
don't say diet, calorie-counted meal plans, diet 





THI YOOA 0* 
spot reducerj. Bonus&nutritlon chart tg hang on 
your wall. Lavishly illustrated • over 25 In Full-
Color. 168 pages with index. 8%x11". 
Initial VOIM 3.91 
Family Cird* OklAT OROUND-Blir'RKIMS. By 
Family Circle Food Staff with Anne Fletcher. 
More than 3S0 Ideas for hamburgers, 
rfieatloaves, casseroles, cookouts, meat Mils, 
and gourmet recipes. Lavishly Illustrated with 
over 30 photographs In Full-Color and many 
black & white. 168 pages with Index. S'Axll". 
Spatial Vahn 198 
Family CM* OUIM TO MAOT*. By Mary Mllo 
(Beauty Editor). 36 How-fo hairdos, hair 
conditioning and coloring, secrets ofrthe new 
make-ups, help for skin problems, skin-analysis 
. chart, grooming^ diet and exerclsas. Contains 
over 40 Full-Color photos and many black & 
white. 160 pages with Index, 8UixM". 
SpecM Volut 2 99 
Family CM* HOMI MCOHATINO OUIM. Ed. by 
Carolyn Bishop & Delphene Richards. Shows you 
100's of ways to decorate with your head & hands, 
rather than vour pocketbook. Within its 128 
'pages you'll find n?w and exciting suggestions 
for all your "living" rooms—indoors and out. 
There, are priceless Ideas for window 
treatments, spact-saving furniture 
arrangements, storage ideas and ways to 
develop color schemes.'Over 75 rooms illus. In 
Full-Color. 128 pages with Index. 8V4x11". 
- Inirtnl Vnliri 1 fl 
SFORTS OMATS: THt MM WHO MAM n OMAT. 
Basebal, Football, Basketball and Hockey. Short 
biographies of the greats of all the maior team 
sports from Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth to Johnny 
Bench, Roberto Clemente and Vlda Blue, from 
Jim Thorpe to Joe Namath, Jim Kikkiand Larry 
Csanka, from Hank Lulsettl and George Milan to 
Kareen Abdul Jabbar and Walt Frailer. From 
Howie Morenz, Maurice Richard and Gordl 
Howe to Bobby Orr. With special sections on up 
and coming players. A must for every fan. 
Pub. atS7.« Only 1.98 
A reruiA* HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT by Montague 
Summers. This Is one of the most terrifying 
studies of Witchcraft ever published I Mr, 
Summers has a wonderfully good time in 
describing Its nefarious orgies with a "goullsh 
gusto." 
Pub. at $7.95 Only 2.98 
(XOTtC MUSHROOMS. Text by Henri Romagnesi. 
Hundreds of detailed color drawings reveal the 
variety and beauty of mushrooms, The 
naturalist will find the detailed drawings 
Invaluable for reference, and the Intrk 
combinations of form are a continual source of 
inspiration for artists & designers. Over 160 
Color plates and many diagrams and charts for -
careful identification. 
Originally published at $12.95 NOW OMV 6.98 
THI AM Of AQUARIUS: Technelegy and Hw CwHwal 
RwtlutlM. 2nd Printing. By Wm. Braden, author 
of The Private Sea. One of the most lllumlnaflng 
examinations of the human condition in 
contemporary America—focusing on the 
struggle between humanists and technologists; 
both bent on reshaping society In their own ways. 
Pub. at $7.95 Only 1.98 
ATUtNTtS WSCOVHMD. By Lewis Spence. This 
author, best known for his Encyclopedia of 
Occultism, wrote four books oh Atlantis, of which 
this Is the most Important/Here he brings 
together the facts from many, sources which 
prove that Atlantis really existed as a great 
civilization. 270 pages. 
Pub. at $7.95 Onk-3.98 
UVKS TO SCXUAl UNMRSTANMNO A INJOYMRNT. 
By R. Harper, Ph.D. and W. Stokev M.D. 
Explores every aspect of sexual adjustment 
from birth to old age. A sober, totally 
trustworthy source of solid Information based on 
more than 50 years of combined experience of 
the authors. . v 
Pub. at $6.95 Only 1.98 
VOUR FSYCWC FOWRRS ft HOW TO MVRtO* THRM. 
By Hereward Carrington, Ph.D. The psychic 
force In man can be systematically trained. The 
author trained himself i&.ma^y otherj ln: how to 
banish fear; the human; aura; telepathy & 
Clairvoyance; automatic writing; crystal 
gazing; spiritual healing; precognition. A book 
in whicn these precious teachings are 
summarized s ? 
Pub. at $10 00 Only 3.98 
WBSTirS NRW WORU> DICTIONARY •> HM Amotion 
tanfwoaa. This famous College Edition has the 
largest word stock of all college dictionaries. The 
element in Tantrlc rites, but theorlglnal Hindu V. 
Tibetan literature cloaks this fact in. 
Impenetrable symbolism. Here, the actual rites 
are plainly and accurately described by i 
longtime Western student. 
Pub. at S7.95 Only 2.98 
ROORT'S THRSAURUS. The book no home library 
should. be ^without. Synonym and^ antonym 
collection of over 1,000 English words and 
phrases, classification of words,' complete Index, 
key words shown in bold type. 448 pages. 
Pub. at S4.95 Only 1.98 
STORY. By PRINTS AND DRAWINOS. A HCTORIAl HtSTl 
Gottfried Llndemann. An Impressive visual 
survey of the world of prints and drawings. 394 
Illustration*'Including 213 In FULL COLOR 
representma all the malor graphic artists from 
Durer to Rembrandt to Picasso are well 
represenfiRd. 
A Vary Spodcri Volu* at Only 12.98 
FORTlUirS W NORTH AMIRICAN INOUN UFI. By 
: Edward; S. CUrtls. The monumental clastic 
capturing the spirit of the Indian lifestyle. This 
collection contains over eighty full-size,(15x17) 
portraits, each suitable for framing. Each 
photograbh preserves the beauty and patties of 
Indian life. A must for collectors. 
Pub. at $30.00 Only I4.9R 
THROIYMFIARRAMR.Edited by MaurlceGlrodlas. 
This anthology gathers a rich harvest of the 
great, the near-great, and the Inimitable 
Olvmpia'entertainments, with emphasis on 
excerpts thai have never appeared in this 
country: a section from The Ginger Man omitted 
from the American edition, a gamy translation 
of Zazle never printed in America, and many 
more. Taken together, It constitutes perhaps the 
best existing collection of'the ribald and erotic. 
Henry Miller, J.P. Donleavy, Beckett, Genet, 
Frank Harris, William S. Burroughs and over 
twenty more famous Olympia Press authors are 
represented. 
Pub. at $15.00 OntyS.98 
MARY MARTIN'S NRROUTOINT. By Mary Martin. 
With the same outgoing enthusiasm that has 
made her the great beloved star of Broadway, 
Mary Martin gives here an offstage account of 
the pleasures of needlepoint ^hat will make still 
more converts to the most popular kind of 
needlewprk being done today. Included Is an 
illustrated how-to section written especially for 
beginners, but containing as much as anyone 
A MCTKMARY OF THR OCCUIT. Ed. by Julian 
Franklyn. A dictionary-encyclopedia devoted to 
encyclopedic essays on major sublects, 
r##: Including L.Alchemy, Astrology, Black Magic, 
'•jijStftf• BuddhlsT Occultisrp; Chinese occultism, Devil 
Worship, Fairies, Ghosts, Occult History, 
Occultism In Ancient Greece & Rome, 
Spiritualism, the Vampire, the werewolf, White 
Magic, & Witchcraft. 
lVvV v Pub. at $8.95 , Only 2.98 
CRFATIVI STITCHRRY. By Dona Z. Meiiach and Lee 
Erlln Snow. Materials, techniques, appreciation 
> a comprehensive handbook for artists, 
teachers, students, & hobbyists. A fully 
illustrated guide to stitchery techniques and 
methods. 
Pub. at $6.95 Now Only 3.98 
CRIATlVf CARVINO. A ^IIy Iiiystrated, s1ep-by-
step guide to the rlcn and exciting art of carvina. 
Beginning with wax, soap and fruit, you will 
learp to create sculptures with a paring knife; 
then famlliar^wlth the carving process, advance 
to more sophisticated-forms of this art. Over 200 
photographs, 15 In full-cpior. 
Pub. at $6.95 " Only 3.91 
CR8ATINO WITH PUSTRR. By Dona Z. MeliBch. 
Written by an artist and art teacher, this Is an 
unusually good do-it-yourself book because of the 
of the Instructions, the simplicity of the 
Illustrative 
ng, sandalmaklng, 
363 Itlus., 12 Full-
Only 1.98 
rtle Oodi 
needs to know to work on designs that range 
from simple first efforts to satisfying elaborate 
protects. The secret Is that only minor variations 
on one basic stitch are used even for the most 
complicated designs. 37 full-color plates. 54 
black & white photographs. 16 how-to drawings. 
Pub. at $15.95 Only MS : 
INTRODUCTION TO ZRN RU00HHM. By D.T. Suti/kl. 
A double volume, containing both the title work, 
which outlines the key elements in Zen, and the , 
author's Manual of Zen Buddhism, a compilation 
^of the literature every Zen monkreads. The two 
make the Ideal Introduction to Zen at the hands 
of the greatest exponent of Zen to the Western 
World. 366. pages. 
Pub. at Sltl.OO Only 3.98 
IUUSTRATRD ANTHOI0OY OF SORCMV, MAQK AND 
AljCHRMY. By Emlle Grlllot de Glvry. 366-plates 
and illustrations and the Illuminating text of 
France's greatest scholar of the occult make this 
oversize book a splendid gift for anyone 
Interested in witchcraft, magic or alchemy. 356 
pages. 
Pub. at $15.00 Only 6.98 
HOUMNIi A Magiilon AiMrig th* SpMM. By Harry 
Houdlnl. One man's magic may be another 
man's spiritualism. But not to Houdlnl. To the 
master magician of them all, spiritualism was a 
fake. Follow Houdlnl on his way to seances & 
meet the spiritualists of his time while he tells 
you something of the history of modern spirit 
manifestations. 
Pub. at 15.00 ' Only 3.98 
A HISTORY OF CHRtS. Ed. by B.H. Wood. Chess, 
perhaps the most Internationally popular ; 
pastime, is a fascinating subject for study. With • 
Innumerable Illustrations accompanying the. 
very lively text, even the non-player could not : 
fall to be fascinated by this History from Its 
obscure beginnings in the mysterious East,.with 
all the intrigue associated with Its evolution, into 
the game as we know It today. Profusely i '• 
Color photographs & 
modern record of words and phrases, with clear 
and comprehensive definitions, easily read 
pronunciations,, complete etymologiesT-all in 
large, clear type: Over 142,000 entries—more 
than l,2w0 llilis—1,760 pages—thumb-Indexed. 
Pub. al S7.50 Only4.98 
Mai W| THR OTHR SIM OF THI RAWIROW wtth 
Judy (Marf <HI HM Dawn MRAT 2nd Printing. 
Warm, oblective, compassionate portrait of 
Judy Garland during her last Important 
moments of triumph in the exciting, funny and 
frustrating Judy Garland $hoiw. 20 superb 
KJb°M S* 95 XM» 1.98 
TOUCH THR RARTR By T.C. McLUhan. A seM-
portrait of Indian existent In the United States 
today. The book recounts the nature and fate of 
the Indian way of life and how it now attempts to 
revitalize itself as an affirmative cultural force 
. in today's society,,; „ 
Pub< at $6,95 
illustrated with tipped . . 
hundreds of black & white photos & drawings. 
SpMial VakM 14.98 -
MARTI By T. Thompson. The penetrating story ] 
of two of the most famous heart surgeons in the . 
world: DeBakey .and Cooley and their patients, • 
victories, tragic defeats and the medical world in 
» which they dperate. Charts of transplant patients : 
1 and their survival rates. 
Pub. at $7.95 Only 1.00 
THCOOIDRN TR1ASURY OF CHRSS. The most famous 
collection of chess masterpieces ever published 
I ncludes the games of Bobby Fischer, Petroslan, 
. Spassky, Evans and Reshevesky: 
Pub. at $4.50 Only 149 
FOUR FARUtOUS FACCS. By Larry Carr. The most 
sumptuous film book aver published. Illustrated 
- with over 1,000 rare photographs, many never 
^ before In print and a 16-page color saction.of 
' priceless old movie magazines. Four Fabulous 
Faces is a lavish testimonial to the ageless 
beauty of four extraordinary actresses: Gldrle '1 * 
Swanson, Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford and -
f :Marlene Dietrich. 
at $40.00 . Odr14.98 Vi 
f -mWN TNR COUMADOi Bin al riw FM Trip Thwwali V V 
l's 
f c t O m n i  C o n y M - P h o t o g r a p h s  &  E p l b o u e  4 6 I 
a ^Mot Porter. Contains John Wesley Powe l'! 
^dramatic journal of 1869 when ten men in four 
•"jjiboats swept down the raging Colorado River, 
I 
Only S2.9R unexplored river and Includes a 48-page 
photographs by J 
1 photographer of nature. 10Ui"xl4W 
clarity f i 
materials, and the many ' 
photographs. 150 BtiW photos. 
Pub. at $6.95 Only 9.98 
CRSATINO ART FROM IMMS ft FABRICS. By Dona Z. 
Mailach. From artists and craftsmen throughout 
the world are gathered an assortment of ideas on 
how to. transform fibers and fabrics • simple 
cords, yarns, satins, and wwiis - Into an array of 
artistic expressions. Over 740 black and wnlte 
photographs and color plates. : 
Pub. at $8.95 New Only 3.98 
CONTRMF0RARY UATHRi Art ft Accmariai • Taab ft 
Tactmlquaf. By O. Meiiach, From types of hides, 
selection of leathers, and tools ft their uses 
through stretching, forming, collages, sculpture, 
leather macrame, knitti  
clothing, furniture, more. 
Color; softbound; 8V4"xll" 
Pub. at $3.95 
COMFUTR HOMI OCCORATINO. By Conni 6 ds 
Devitt, Editorial Director. Ideas for every room 
In your home or apartment, suggestions^ for, 
windows, walls and f(oors...Color concepts, how-
to directions, space saving and more. Hundreds -
of photos, many in full Color. 
Pub. at $10.00 Only 3.98 
COMFUTR CROSSWORD DICTIONARY. Easily read 
with, cross reference, bold face entries, 200,000 
definitions. Divided 3 ways: by alphabetical 
order, subject In encyclopedia form and by 
number of letters In word. 448 pages.' 
Pub. at $4.95 Only 1.98 
THI COMFUTI ROOK OF FASTA, An HoHnw Cnttaali 
by Jack Denton Scott. Over SOO delicious ways to 
serve pasta with sections "on basic sauces, : 
special sauces, and a recipe Index. Includes 
serving pasta with meats, poultry and game, 
seafood and more. 
Pub. at S,15.00 Only $9.98 
THI COMFUTI WORKS OF WIUiAM SHAKRSMAN. All 
that Shakespeare ever wrote • a fine, complete 
edition (2 Inches thick) following the ' 
arrangement of the First Folio of 1623 with 
"Pericles" the poems and sonnets appended. 
1,100 Double-Column pages; ribbon bookmark. 
Spatial VehM 3.91 
CHHDMN-S STORMS OF THR MUk Frtm tha OU ft 
Ntw THMIMIIII. Ed. by B. Bradford with 
Catholic, Protestant, ft Jewish religious 
consultants. Beautifully Illus. with superb 
watercolor. 33 old testaments ft 54 new 
testaments. Stories ft selected Psalms for all 
faiths. IWxll'A". 
Pub. at $4.95 : Only 2.98 
Bruno Bettelhelm's THR CHKDRSN OF THR DMAMi 
Ca mm mi pi CUd Raarina and Amarkan MuwrttaM. 7th 
Printing. "The children of the dream" are the 
first new generation to be born and brought up on 
a kibbutz. A masterful analysis based on : 
Intensive research and a pioneerlng work that 
could materially change our society and our 
world. 
Pub. at $6.95 , Only 3.98 
CHAMFMNSHV SBUNO. By Hugh S. Bell. The 
plans, tMhnlquM and matnodi at getting the sale 
sterted on a favorable basis—how to make a 
good sales talk and how tO flDish ftie race and get 
the order /. . 
Pub. at $7 95 ^ Naw 1.98 
CAIDRR. Into, by H. MjrVard Arnason. 
Photographs ft design by Ugo MulaS. Presents a 
full survey of Calder's prolific work, from his 
mobiles and stabiles, wire ft circus sculpture, to 
his recent striking. gouaches and theatrlcal 
designs. Traces the life ft career of the artist who 
made sculpture "move." Includes revealing 
comments by Calder hlmsplf. Lavishly 
illustrated. 8wrxl2tt"U. •• • 
Pub. at $22.50 Only.9.98 
RUODHtSM FOR THR WBT> TliarttVafa Mahoyana, 
Va|fayana. BY Dorothy C. Dona,th. A 
comprehensive review of Buddhist history, 
philosophy, and teachings from the trme of the 
Buddha to the present day. Offers a workable 
philosophy and fulfilling way of life, simply 
presented. 
Pub. at $6.00 Only 1.98 
THR ROOK OF CRAFTS. Edited by Henry Pluckrose. 
An introductory .guide to crafts for Imaginative 
people Who wish to rediscover the satisfaction of > 
making something with their own hands.' overso 
fields are discussed from clay and .modeling, 
collage, copper enameling, glass, leather, .: 
mobile, papers, puppets, sawing and wood v 
carving. Each chapter begins with a description:- , 
' of the tools used for the material of process , 
under discussion and,then moves Into basic how-. 
to methods., Over ?00 photographs. 
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-'It* • Job Market 








general, it's, too early to 
t«ll' exactly what, the job 
market will be this summer, 
but it's not too early t? apply, 
for positions. J. 
- A spokesperson for the 
Texas Employment 
Commission said the 
unemployment rate is  
extremely low — 2.1 percent 
and that  the job 
opportunities for students this 
summer looks good. 
The available summer jobs 
will vary from the highly 
specialized to hard labor, Jobs 
from secretarial and clerical 
work for women to 
construction and manual 
skills for men will be open. 
STUDENT seeking 
employment has 
several  al ternatives from 
which to choose. Private 
employment agencies, some 
summer 
specializing in temporary 
help, the University personnel 
office and the Student 
Financial Aids Office Are 
three possibilities that might 
; be explored. 
But the Student Financial 
Aids Office specializes more 
in part-time help, for the 
student who wants to work 
and go to school, although 
fulltime positions are posted. 
The job market on campus 
Is rather tight, said Frank: 
Campbell, director of job 
development in the financial 
aids office. 
"WE ARE dependent upon 
the business community at 
large to help us place students 
in jobs," Campbell said. "For 
every job on campus we can 
find 10 off campus. 
"We advise students to get 
acquainted with their  
departments and get to know 
the supervisors," Campbell 
said. "Usually they can get a 
job this way, although it may 
take a little more time before 
a job will come their way." 
ANOTHER possibil i ty 
would be the private 
employment agencies. The 
Yellow Pages in the telephone 
directory has a complete 
l ist ing of the various 
employment agencies, and 
generally lists the specialized 
areas, if any, within the 
agency. 
Employment agencies in 
the past have connoted a 
sacrificed percentage of the 
first several paychecks in the 
minds of many. This seems to 
be an almost outmoded 
tradition, with the services of 
these agencies free to those 
seeking employment. In most 
instances, the employer pays 
the fee; i1. 
, i ̂  
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Semi-Private Rooms as Low as$60 
Luxurious Private Rooms s100,™ 
* Maid Service • Private Bus 
"• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators* Intercom 
£isylri.'S ,7® Laundry FaciIjties • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
Special Package DoalsfRoom at Dexter . Board at Madison) 
available as low as $145 
Now accepting Fall '74 Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 W«t 22nd St. 
478-9891 - 478-8914 
'.it. Come See - .Come Live 
FOft YOUR MONEY $ $ 
•tM 
IS 
D.R. Price believes in 
• 
Development and muinlimmto of County parks. 
Qeee parks ami restrooms. 
Boat reetps. 
Nike end bike troik 
Better roads leotRnf into tke parks. 
Adequate pomp stations en tke lake to onload self-
sesteMng tanks from boose boats and etker boats 
kavinf saM-sosMMng tanks. 
legalode stand UnlikeDallas— 
City Symphony 
Has.Good Year 
not return the list and/or deposit within 
the required period is immediately 
presumed by the couft to be an act of bad 
faith on his part. 
IN SUCH a case, when a tenant sues a 
landlord to recover his deposit, the act 
provides that the landlord shall be liable to 
the tenant for three times the amount oi 
the portion of the deposit withheld, plus 
$100, plus reasonable attorney's fees. The 
landlord also loses any rightsiie.may have 
had to keep any part of the deposit, or to 
sue for any damages to the apartment. 
So the act obviously makes it risky and 
highly unprofitable for any landlord to 
. v .^withhold a deposit past the 30-day period,, 
to return the security deposit. If the.^? thereby hopefully solving a lot of the 
landlord decides to withhold any part of.problems with security deposits that have 
the deposit for damages to theapartment, pfbeen plagueing tenants in the past. But the 
he must then give the tenant a wrltten^new act is not merely for tenants. It 
description and i temized l ist  of damages,  ̂ provides some added protection for 
plus the balance of the deposit. This, too,^landlords as well. 
must be done within the 30-day limitation r e A landlord does not have to furnish a 
Prior to Sept. 1,1973, landlords in Texas 
had a distinct advantage over their 
tenants concerning' security deposits: 
time. Once a tenant moved out, it could be 
anyone's guess as to when or if he'd ever 
get his deposit back. 
Months could pass, and the tenant might 
still have to end up going to court to get 
what was rightfully his. But this should 
change under the new Security Deposit 
Act. Any rental agreemenfc.executed or 
entered into after Sept. 1* lift, falls under 
the protection of the act. 
NOW WHEN a tenant moves out, 
leaving the landlord his forwarding 
address, the landlord has 30 days in which 
period. Misdescription and itemized list of the 
f damages if there is any rent due and 
the landlord for normal wear and tear unpaid at the time the tenant vacates'the 
which did not result from the tenant's, dp apartment, when there is no controversy 
abuse or carelessness. Also, if a landlord w over the rents due. Also, the landlord is 
requires 30 days notice before the tenant ;? * not obligated to comply wth the 30-day 
vacates, he may not hold back the deposit period and return the deposit, or itemized 
for failure to give the required notice, V- list and balance remaining; until the 
tenant has furnished him with a 
f forwarding address. 
I If you feel that one of your rights under 
the act has been violated, but are unsure, 
'or if you have any other problems 
concerning landlord/tenant relations, 
please call upon the Office of the Students' 
"Attorney for assistance. 
unless the advance notice requirement is 
printed in bold-face type or underlined in 
the contract. 
If the landlord, in bad faith, does not 
return either the entire deposit, or the 
itemized list and balance of the deposit, 
the tenant should then take the landlord to 
court. And the fact that the landlord did 
'WBt 
By RUTH ABBOUD*^^ as we are successful in fund 
•The Austin Sympltt irr iy '*^ 
Orchestra apparently will 
escape , a fate similar to the 
financially-troubled Dallas 
Symphony. 
. ' "This has been the mlost 
successful year since the 
founding of the orchestra in 
1911," John Tabor, manager 
of the orchestra, said Friday; 
All seven concerts of the past 
season sold out. fg 
Ticket sales, s  nbwever 'r  
account for only 35 percent of 
the cost. The difference is 
mad£ up through 
contributions,  which 
sometimes pay up to SO 
percent of the cost ,  and 
through borrowingpnthenext 
year's operations./V ; • ' 
ALTHOUGH THE 
symphony does have a $35,000 
debt, it is "considered small 
in comparison with other 
symphonies around the 
country,  City Councilman 
Lowell  Lebermann, fund-
drive chairman fox the 
symphony, said. ' 
The goal for the fund drive 
this year is $77,500. "As long 
raising, we will be in good 
shape," Lebermann said. 
"The Dallas orchestra's 
debt got out of hand. We need 
to regularly reduce the debt so 
we're not always, playing 
catch-up," he added. 
Because of a lack of funds, 
the Dallas Symphony 
Orchestra recently had to 
suspend its activities for six 
I weeks. Although the season 
1  has - been reinstated,  the 
orchestra faces an uncertain 
mm-: 
^FUND-RAISING activities 
for Austin's Symphony include 
a street dance and country 
festival May 3 at 16th and 
Trinity Streets near Waller 
Creek. Will ie Nelson and 
Frieda and the Firedogs will 
be the featured entertainers. 
Adults are asked to contribute 
$1 and children 50 cents. 
. . 'The fund-raising drive also 
will include a mail campaign 
to faculty and others in the 
: professional community, as 




TO BE A PART OF THE LARGEST 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM FOR WOMEN 
IN THE WORLD — NEARLY $1 MILLION 1 
CONTESTANTS NOW BEING SELECTED 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 1974 
MISS AUSTIN 
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT ^ 






Price believes in 
Upgrading tha rescue Squad and am­
bulance service. 
Trained personnel to handle rescue equip­
ment and rescue boats. 
Upgrading our volunteer fire department 
equipment of Travis County. 
More police protection, in outlying com­
munities. 
_ *0 Coaoty welfare ero|rMi 
Prkt kotleves ia 
Tabng a kanl look at eor ckM waKaro program 
in tke ceoaty and saekig eack ckiM fah kh pre 
*• paid to Ike keeper ky 
. . .  . . .  
trk*Mkm b 
Iwwiiata ecHae of silt poBotisn flowtn§ tote 
oer lakes from o«tMn« strsaau. 
FHco fcitaon 
Koepin! freon ones tfcris|k>ol tko coooty 
protectinf oer croab om! trees. 
Iriti kowaoM. ki > 
tkwak" pro«raia to improve parks s«d 
jrittdM »fce koiAcap for tUs ptavrem. 
Wto knows kew to Moral Foadb« fertile 
ma' 
Prfa btfieyes in 
... Price kofiovos in' • • 
Mr end atri evafaatiees of «llAjproperty in 
Travb Coonty for tax perpososi 
Prke kdKoves in Mood and staklo tovernmeat. 
Wee wW be awailafcls ot oB times to Kston to 
tko needs of Hm citizens of Travis Comity. 
Price is tired of government ky crises. 
Prke koUovos in octioa and not jest woHsPI 
^ ™ comity «rawtk 25 
yoers in etveece esiim e Master Plan. 
Wee is afoinst kigk density In saUbisiins I 
tke ceeety or In oer lake and stream areas. 
Price kefieves in Heme RoU and land Use 
e MKMHk 
Price kelevts h eor tafletod times in «ettk«^1 
dollars wertk for every dollar spent. 
Price knows ksd|srtw>. 
I have set out in this ad lean 
be done and is workable. If you believe in 
this program vote May 4th for D.R. Price 
|o^ounty^Commissioher, Precinct 2| Place 
on your ballot.*'""'"' «.*. MM ^imsitpi IhMt 
tttt itMiM Oriw am. m 
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Clubs Honor New Members 
Two scholastic honor 
societies awarded cash and 
kudos to new members during 
the weekend. 
Phi Beta Kappa presented 
$100 awards to two University 
students who had the highest 
grades of 440 students 
initiated Sunday night. 
Both Kathryn Ann 
McDonald McGlothlin of 
Austin and John Michael Long 
of.<k  Beaumont,  are 
mathematics majors vHth all-
A records. 









Mrs. McGlothlin is  a 
graduate of McCallum High 
School in Austin. She is 
studying mathematics in the 
graduate school at  the 
University in preparation for 
teaching mathematics at a 
junior college or a community 
college. 
Kappa Tau '  Alpha, 
scholastic honorary society 
for graduate and 
undergraduate students in 
journalism init iated 
approximately 25 members at 
; the Maximilian Dining Room 
of the Driskill Hotel Saturday 
morning. 
f t - -* .  
Ideas and Issues Committee 
presents 
JOHN HOWARD GRIFFIN, 
author of Black like Me 




GOV 610A? _ £ 305? HIST 3151? 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 
CAN SATISFY 2 OR 3 OF THESE AT ONCE 
G.S. 613: 
Combines Government 310L (610a) 
s and History 315b. This sectfon moots 
on Tuesday ami Thursday morning from 
9-10:30, with Prof*ssorm Kraemw of 
: Govommont and PeH of History taam 
teaching. Students also attond a small 
! informal discussion eoction on Tuesday 
Thursday. Outstanding American 
S films, which aro an integral pert of the 
j course, are shown periodically in tha 
t evaning and are separately scheduled.1 
G.S. 913: 
Provides a similar arrangement to G.S 
813 but with Professors Perry of 
Government and PWIpott of History 
team teaching on Tuesday and Thure-, 
day, 10:30-12. Students also receive 
wodit for English 305 by attending a 
one-hour lecture on Friday at 2 p.m. and 
a two-hour discussion section from 2-4 
Jt»n either Monday or Wednesday. This 
portion of the course is conducted by 
Professor Jan Van Meter. (The Course 
Schedule errs in implying that students 
|in G.S. 913 are in class MWF 2-4; ac-
|taaily they are there for just three hours 
of that time.) 
*• prerequisite for either section of the course is Englis 
101 or credit for E.301 by advanced standing. 
The course is organized under broad topics that allow an in 
erdisctplinary presentation of materials in a more integrated 
fashion than the usual introductory survey. Such topics in-
Hude: Leadership, Elites and Mass Behavior, War and Peace, 
Irban America, Race and Ethnicity, and The Individual 
Society and the American Dream. Students taking G.S. 91: 
nil also read novels, autobiographies, and essays which ar„f 
lirectiy related to these topic areas, and will be helped to] 
levelop writing skills while dealing with material integrated! 
into the course. 
fhile advanced standing examinatiori lh Gb^emment and] 
I istory are no longer offered as an integral part of Hiel 
-"irse, instructors will help intrested students in theirl 
aerations for thf exams in History and in Government 





When you're walking across campus Wednesday — 
watch out. Alpha Phi Omega fraternity members, 
disguised as newsboys, will be trying to entice you into 
buying a copy of The Deadly Texan. 
This 12-page "arfnual phenomenon," as one unidentified 
Among other things therein you Will find: 
..j?spine-tingling account of the Naura civil war. 
• "The scoop" on the University System Board of 
Regents' new building plans. 
• Hrbnczyk Polyt^hnic's latest contribution to the 
Longhorn backfield. J ;,Vr •? 
• The mysterious secret 'of Hurt House. 
"It's alia spoof on The Daily Texan," David Peterson, 
Pearl staffer and editor of the 1974 Deadly Texan, said. 
"We've tried to follow The Texan format as closely as 
possible. We'll have all. the columns,, the editorials, the 
sports section..,." 
The Deadly has been in the making for about a 
month, Peterson said. Pearl is responsible for its 
publication, but Texan writers and many volunteers have 
contributed. 
NO ONE IS SURE just when the Deadly first 
"At least since the '50s," Loyd Edmonds, Texas Student 
Publications general manager, said. "There have been 
variations on the name, though. We've had The Dilly 
Texan and The Dilly Texanne." j 
"We've had to cut a lot of the maU$|rt," Petersoii said 
Some of it was obscene. Some of 'it was extremely 
libelous. But we have a lot left." 
.And all of it is deadly — beware. 
Tequila Overdose 
Ends 
Sanctuary To Admit Researcher^ 
By MOLE UIXMANN^4 allows the plant and animal .Jfeompson said. :-r— '•wmgtVJj.-W 
If Texan Staff 
Hidden in the HU1 
about 20 miles west of Austin, 
a 600-acre wildlife sanctuary 
run by the Travis Audttboin' 
Society is available to 
, University students who wish 
to do research in areas such 
as zoology* biology and., 
ecology. 
"The sanctuary was created 
for a preservation of wildlife 
habitat and also to preserve 
the beauty of the land," noted 
Luke Thompson, Audubon 
member and sanctuary 
chairman. 
THOMPSON, Who alsois 
biology major at the 
University, said he has taken 
various groups on field trips 
through the area. 
The sanctuary is on private 
property and is not open to the 
public. Few people know 
where it is, and camping and 
picnicking are discouraged 
even for members, said ^ 
Thompson. "ff 
He is interested lit allowing' 
students to pursue both 
undergraduate and graduate 
research in the sanctuary. 
Closing the area to all but a 
.'.few visitors, the society 
Ufe to exist in its natural 
. .  s t a t e . .  
The Sanctuary was created 
about 1967, Thompson, said. 
. The Ajudubon Society bought 
94 acres at that time and later 
„ had more than 500 acres 
donated to the club. v 
It was created rin part 
I because the area contains 
large numbers of a bird 
species which is on the rare 
and endangered species list, 
the Golden-cheeked Warbler, 
* 
Two University students 
guzzled their way into 
Brackenridge Hospital 
Thursday night after one 
downed more than 44 shots of-
tequila. •' : 
An lfcyear-old had a blood 
alcohol content of .35 percent,' 
police officers said, after 
drinking the 44 shots. Under 
Texas law, a motorist is 
presumed to be drunk if his 
blood alcohol registers .10 
percent. 
i After emergency treatment 
was administered, the 18-
year-old and a companion, 
il. 
also 18, were released, '""^r^taken to a physician 
Although students may be immediately. If the victim 
chugging for fun, Dr. Tom B. 
Hahcher, an Austin physician, 
warns there could be 
complications. 
"With alcohol acting as a 
depressant the respiratory 
system is slowed down, and a 
person actually could stop 
breathing," he added. 
The physician also said 
there is the danger of passing 
out and choking on one's 
vomit. 
Hancher said victims of 
alcohol overdoses should be 
MIDDLE EASTERN 
STUDIES ^ 
Course to be offered Fall 1974 
Course -••-•v . • " 
Description 
MES 301K Introduction to the MiMi Euh Survey of 
the RoRfioas, Cvftvral, and Historical Fowi-
datioos of the MidAe lost. MWF 2-3, BUR 
116. BezirgM. 
25445 MES 305 Pooplo, Petroleum ami Politics: AM lirtndec-
tory Survey of Hm Contemporary MUddlo 
East. MWF 11-12, PAR 201. Mowers. 
becomes nauseous, he said, he 
should lie flat on his back with 
his head turned to the right. 
He added that if the victim 
stops breathing, he should be 
given a firm rap on the 






25450 MES 322 Arab Civilization. 
WiKanis. 
MWF 10-11, III* 134. 
GLORY FLOWER 
An ArtCarved wedding 
ring will always be beau­
tiful. Because ArtCarved 
will refinish any of its 
rings to its original lus­
ter at any time without 
charge. See our com­
plete collection today. 
25455 MES 
81; 
Conference Course. Indepowdtirt Study. Cow-
sent of instructor Must bo obtained. Engfisb 
In charge. 
254M MES 361 Middle East CnrilizaHons and Cultures: 
Political and Social Consciousness in HM 
Contemporary Middle East. TTh 1030-12, 
' IEB 342. lonpe. 
Note: Middle Eastern Studies courses may be used to fulfill Area 
D. requirements for the B.A. degree. Plan /. They may also 
be taken in lieu el the foreign language requirement by 
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Today/ Monday, April 29 
'%moh mm " 
Gold or "SILADIUM" 
f / V " -
Now you can order it! 
a better than gold 
oollegenngatalower 
than gold price! 
With the John.Roberts SILADfUWT Semllry jSu can enjoy a ? 
"better than gold" ring at a "lower than gold" price. And V : 
ifs guaranteed lor life! , •- - r̂ r r̂  
Find out more about the NEW Siladium Jewelry. See the 
John Roberts ring display NOW! 
Audubon rofugo V > m . 
viThe warbler nests only ia 
Central Texas and requires 
mature juniper trees for ita 
nests, he added, 
Also in the area are at least 
five species of rare edible 
plants that were probably 
t introduced by Indians, he 
$aid. . . . , • 
A visitor to the sanctuary is 
greeted by what appears to be 
endless brush and trees. A 
smaff "trail winds through 
rocks and brush and leads 
down to a small spring. 
Here, at the risk of * 
accumulating several dozen 
ticks, visitors tan enjoy the 
rare privilege of drinking 
unfluoridated, unchlorinated 
> water. • 
THOMPSON serves as 
guide, pointing out wild 
violets, cucumbelta, onions, 
garlic and a possible recop) 
size black walnut tree. 
Farther along the traif. Wfe 
indicates various edible plants 
and cautions against picking 
the poison ivy. 
Even a short tour of the 
original 94 acres takes more 
than four hours. With more 
than 500 additional acres, the 
sanctuary represents a 
valuable resource to both 
conservationists , and 
researchers. 
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TERRY WEEKS ON COUNTY 
PARKS... 
"When I was growing up in Austin on Rivlralde Drlve, mu t̂i ov the 
county was ttill undeveloped. No on« thought muoh about saving land 
within tha city for parks andnopan spaoaa. Now, it's too lata to buy land 
within tha city because it is too expensive. Unless wa bagin now to 
purchase land outside tha city, tha same thing will happen to Travis 
County. 
"As a beginning I have t 
natural waterway from Longhorn Dam to Webberviile with bounty 
parks along tha way. As County Judge I will work to sat aside large 
araas of open space so that all tha people will have access to tha 
natural beauty of our county.%^s  ̂Mm 
•Dual endorsement by Student Action Committee and UT Young Democrats. Pd. 
Pol. Adv. by Students for Tarry Week*, 1108 Nuaoas. gill Bray. Anne Colvlg, Maxle 
Ouran & Joe Qag*n, WSM0M 
F 
S . . ** s 
* V» r • 
When you think of summer, you'f»' Vswimming pool with sundeck a 
usually think of sun. s^ncj and,au^. '̂ more, Plus, we're within walking dis-
It's only natural. ; - I . j \ ^ tance of campus, just two and a half 
However, if you're planning to attend ;r blocks to be exact. 
summer school perhaps you should 1 So visit us before you make your 
alter your thinking a little and consider v;i decision. Experience our experience, 
îis... we're the sun, sand and surf ofBecause after you do, we know you'll 
off-campus housing environments. X want to stay with us this summer. 
But it's also only natural. And in the Fall. And Spring. 
We have covered parking, reasonable Contessa & Contessa West . . . your 
prices, home-cooked meals, maidsp; summerplace* where you can live like 
service, an informal environmentJf§ you feel. 
v,_ J,_ - J&ISfe mmmJM 
c ^ 
2706 Nueces 
Austin, Texas. 78705 
(512) 477-9766 
- 2707 Rio Grande 
,, ̂  Austin, Texas 78705 
— (512) 476-4648 
f } f*., 
EXPERI BOOKSTORE 
DOBIE MAU 
21at A Guodalupa 
k tbe tredcnaii of John RtAerta, Inc. 
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'W 
hits In what Coach Cliff' 
Gustafson called the 
sophomore righthander's best 
game at Texas. A&M Coach 
Tom Chandler went so far as 
to compare him to Burt 
DANNY ROBBINg.,. 
Texas A&M had just beaten 
Texas, 114, on Friday and 
Aggie third baseman Jim: 
Hacker was making 
predictions about thf^Hooten, the former Longhorn 
Saturday doubleheader. «> ^All-America now pitching for 
Hacker, the Southwest^ the Chicago Cms. 
Conference's leading hitter- Coming mo the series, 
this season, thought his team Chandler'^-team had two 
would do well against Texas' things going against it: 1) a 
im Gideon, the leading.; weak pitching staff and 2) the 
' almost impossible jdb of 
having to sweep Texas to win ' 
the title. • 
But Friday, the Longhornsy. 
Who heeded only to win one 
game, were the team with No. 
Jimmy. Brown. The Texas fans came 
THE LONGHORNS took apiSaturday, though. In fact, the 
ipitcher in the SWC. 
"Gideon is our type of 
i^M'fpitcher," he said after A&M 
r?^t^had pounded four Texas 
^-pitchers for IS hits. "All he 
;J,-t'has is a fastball. His curve has 
r;,;- "jnothing to it." 
But the Aggies 
> . 'had trouble with something 
1 _ Saturday, as Gideon shut v 
"~".!\-ithem out, 8-0, in the first 
:game of the doubleheader to 
•. j give the Longhorns their 10th 
straight SWC championship. 
* GIDEON HELD Hacked 
Zmm, . . 
1, and the A&M hitters made 
definitely No. 2 seem a little less 
impossible. 
The Aggies, who owned the 
best team batting average in 
SWC history at .346, knocked 
out Texas starter Rick Burley 
Jin the fourth inning and had no 
problems with relivers Martin 
)base^<^^Jbiox  ̂waved him 
home. 
5-3 lead into the fifth inning/' crowd that came to see the Meanwhile, Texas 
and Flores had two out withlast day of baseball in Clark, centerfielder David Reeves 
Aggies on first and secondj fField filled up practically • recovered the ball at the top 
when leftfielder Paul Miller every available spot in the old of the hill and made a perfect 
doubled home two runs and ..ballpark and spilled over onto . throw from the summit" to 
catcher Tommy Hawthorne- the grounds of the LB J shortstop Blair Stouffer, who 
hit a single to score Miller, ^library and the top seats of- ^threw to catcher Rick 
* Gustafson thai brought iife^Memorial Stadium. 1,1 <' Bradley. And he had the ball 
Cuellar, and the first man he^ Texas got Gideon three runs when Chandler; ^ent 
faced, Hacker, smashed a 375- , in the first inning and added' Thurmond home. 
foot home run to deep.ri^t%i|^three more in the fifth a%.,,. Thurmond changed 
centerfield. - J " #pChandlerused five pitchersjl ^-direction and dove back to 
"Even at the College World "including Clint Thomas who third, but Bradley pegged the 
Series, we've never had,^started the Friday game. 
anybody hit us like that,"said^;;! THE ONLY A&M threat 
Texas senior leftfielder Terry came in the fourth inning and 
Pyka after the game. "We a coaching error by Chandler 
stayed•; loose all week and ended it. Aggie centerfielder 
Statistics 
%jand his teammates to just six Flores. Bobby Cuellar and 
CB" SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
•v. 
31951 












© US QUALITY SERVICEBB © 
YOUR AUTHORIZED DOWNTOWN 
•VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181 •  
Em™*30RNER 5TH & LAMAR 
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knew what we had to do. But|f|Al Thurmond hit a long fly to 
after the fourth inning,'"^he* top of the hill in 
nothing fell for us and they centerfield and sped all the 
just kept hitting the ball and way, around to third base, 
hitting the ball and hitting the \rhere Chandler, in the third 
ball." : 
The Aggies added three 
more runs, and as A&M relief ; 
ace Jimmy Juhl confused the 
Texas hitters with his 
curveball, fans who had 
earlier fought for seats began 
leaving Clark Field as early 
as the seventh inning. 
"EVEN IF we don't win 
tomorrow, I think it will have 
been worth it just to see those 
people file out of here in the 
seventh and eighth inning," 
said Hacker. "I was tickled 
pink, because at our field we 
could get drummed and our 
fans would still stick around." 
PUTT.PUTT 
season opeWerspecial 
*1 for all the golf 
you can play before 6pm 
•y ' A* * M 1 if it 
T.Pyka y»3. 4 6 i 
Stouffer n 4 4 2 
Moreland 12 4 6 4 
Burley 12 1 5 2 
Bradley 9 1 3 2 
Relchenbach 2 0 0 0 
Reeves 12 0 3 0 
Clark 9 2 V 1 
Ball 9 1 5 0 
Wortham, PH I. 0 1 1:'} 
, Pounds, PH ^. ' 0 0 0 0 " 
Flores ^ 1 0 0 0 
TOTA1S »i lr 34 IS 
Pitching ' > IP H R ER BB SO 
Burley 3 7 3 3 4 3 
Flores (L.4-1) 1 2/3 5 4 4 0 0 
Cuellar 1 . 1/3 1 1 1 0 0 
Brown 3 2 3 3 2 0 
Gideon (W, 16-0) 7 i 0 6 1 5 
'Wortham (W, 8-2) 9 10 3 2 4 .9 
Weekdays 





9 a.m. to 6 p.i 
. 6700 Burnet Rd. 454-8644 
Offer expires June 1/Open 7 days 'til midnight 
•ball to Keith Moreland for the 
out. "I blew that one," said 
Chandler. "Sometimes, your 
.anxiety to^tageJ^MI^.of 
rmlm The»lgartVSatUrd&y 
was of little consequence, but 
it was the best of the three. 
A HOME run by Moreland 
put Texas ahead, 3-1, and 
> Richard Wortham and Aggie 
starter David Lockett were 
both pitching well enough to 
get i 
In the ninth inning, A&M 
had a man on first when 
Hacker drove a Wortham 
pitch on a line to leftfield. Hie 
ball bounced against the green 
retaining wall at the base of 
the hill, and instead of 
bouncing back toward the 
Texas outfielders waiting to 
catch it oh the rebound took a 
weii-d bounce to the top of the 
hill. 
As Pyka chased the ball 
down, Hacker circled the 
bases, and Chandler had no 
worries this time about 
sending his runner home. With 
the game now tied, Wortham 
struck out Thurmond for the 
fourth straight time to end 
the inning. 
Texas put runners on second 
and third with one out in its 
half of the inning, so Chandler 
decided that it was time for 
Juhl to come in from the 
bullpen. 
The lefthander's first pitch 
to Tom Ball skidded past 
catcher Hawthorne, and 
Bobby Clark raced home with 
the winning run to give Texas 
a doubleheader sweep. 
A&M's Fred Ruts mokes it to third base just in time. 
t f i  V 4 
: 
Sports Shorts 
3Aeros Even WHA Series 
ST. PAUju, Minn. (AP) 
Revitalized Gordie Howe 
scored the winning goal, and 
the Houston Aeros slowed the 
speedy Minnesota Fighting 
Saints with a 4-1 World 
Hockey Association playoff 
victory Sunday night. 
The Aeros attd Saints are 
tied at two triumphs each in 
their best-of-seven series. The 
winner will play either 
Chicago or Toronto for the 
WHA title. 
^  •' .  '  
CHICAGO (AP) - Rosaire 
Paiement hammered in two 
third period goals to lift the 
Chicago Cougars to a 3-2 
victory over the Toronto 
Toros Sunday night in the 
World Hockey Association 
semifinal playoffs. 
• • • 
Three-time Kentucky state 
high school champion Gary 
Plock has signed a letter of 
intent to play tennis for the 
University. Plock, a 
lefthander, is ranked 15th 
among the junior players of 
the nation and recently won 
the Sugar Bowl Junior Tennis 
- Tournament. 
• • • 
CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) — 
Johnny Miller won his fifth 
professional golf tournament 
of, the, year Sunday when his 
clutch, four-foot, par-saving 
pi&tt on the 72nd hole earned 
TTum the victory in the 
prestige-laden Tournament of 
_Champions. , •. ; _ • 
NEW YORK (AP) - Rod 
Gilbert scored a goal at the 
4:20 mark of overtime 
Sunday, giving the New York 
Rangers a 2-1 victory 'over 
Philadelphia in the nationally 
televised fourth game of their 
National Hockey League 
semifinal playoff. .;; 
• • • 
SHIMS ACCOUNT. 
If all you need this fall is a little room (with AC and 
carpeting), maid service and all the good home-cooked 
food you can eat, perhaps you should consider the 
Barrone. At $117.50 a month (installment rate) you 
can't lose. 
And you can take all your left-over bread and 
v. 
Shoe Shop 












• LEATHER SALE • , 
Vorioui kind*, colon - 75' par ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309. 
The Barrone. Two and a half blocks from campus. 
Member FDIC 
c 2700 Nueces 472-7850 
*t  >ia '  i -Jf  <j\ ' ,  
* (/v'" 
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BOSTON (AP) - Johnny 
Bucyk and Phil Esposito 
scored two goals each in 
leading the Boston Bruins to a 
6-2 victory over the Chicago 
Black Hawks Sunday night 
and a 3-2 advantage in the 
National Hockey League 
semifinal playoff., 








A CHILI-BURGER SPECIAL! 
2 
CHILI-BURGERS 1 
$ l l9  
MEAT PATTY COVERED WITH 
STEAMING CHILI ON A TOASTED BUN 
- $1-60 VALUE MUST BRING COUPON 
ll 478-0395 SAVE 41e COUPON GOOD Till 5/15/74 | 
iBaaaaaaaaE^ffiaaaaaaaaai 
AIR FORCE R0TC 
TWO-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FOR _ i-











Is your major listed above? Could you use help to defray your college 
expenses? If you have two years of school remaining, undergraduate, 
graduate or combination, you could be eligible for an Air Force ROTC 
two-year scholarship, it pays full tuition, all fees, textbooks, and $ tOO 
each month.. 
For more details contactrS m 
CAPT. JOE DATE OR TSGT JIM WALKER AT 
EXTENSION 474-1776/1 777«jOR VISIT 
STEINDAM HALL ROOM 115! 
*UT IT AU TOQjETHEll IN AIR FORCE ftOTC 
MP 
' . •• •• • ' . "• •!&$$?•' 
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By LARRY SMITffv 
..... • • Texan Staff Writer "' 
: LUBBOCK^ Despite their lack of tournament competition, 
the Texas women's golf ^ejam wm the^ stsite golf tournament 
here Thursday and ' 
Texas, which posted a 481, frftiShWl7 stroRes ahead of second 
place Texas Tech and 40 strokes aheadpiE Odessa College, which 
was third in the nine-team field. " 1 
For Texas; it was only the teamVse^nd tournament of the 
year.' In March, they won the first annual University 
Invitational golf tourney at Morris Williams Golf Course. 
Texas Coach Pat Weis said the play o! Naiicy Hager was the 
main reason for the large margin of victory . Miss Hager posted 
a 149 to take medalist honors by 10 strokes. On Friday, she had a 
70, which was easily the best round of the tournament. 
THE OTHER playere on Texas' first team also finished 
among the top 10 of the 33 participating. Debbie Norton finished 
third with a 164 and Jan Rapp ended tournament play in ninth 
; with a1!®. 
• I: Under tournament rules, each school was allowed to enter as 
many four^person teams as it wished with only the scores of the® 
top three players on each team counting. $ 
"We were going to have two teams of four, but two of the; 
women could not make the trip because of exams," Miss Weis-
said. "So the women decided to have two teams of three and leti 
everybody play." . • 
Texas' second team of Margaret Blacklock, 194, Pamela 
Marcum, 188, and Carolyn Nichols, 183, posted a 565 for sixth 
place. -
AltEough Texas won by 17 strokes, the margin of victory 
might have been greater if things had not been working against 
Texas. On the way to Lubbock, they had gar trouble and arrived 
too late to have time to take a practice round. -
"SINCE WE didn't get a practice round, we kind of had to 
guess our way through the first day," Miss Rapp said. "The 
first day I played all right, but I had to scramble a lot. The 
second day I didn't play as well." 
Miss Rapp had an opening 82 on a day when the wind was 
blowing in gusts between 20 and 25 m.p.h. When the wind died 
down Friday, she had an 86. 
The goal of the team now is to get enough money to travel to 
San Diego for the Women's Collegiate Golf Tournament from' 




Texan Staff Writer 
The Texas A&M White team defeated the 
Austin Blades of the Austin Rugby Club, 34-0, 
Sunday in the championship game of the sixth 
annual Pearl Beer Rugby Tournament: -J . 
The Blacks took second place honors in the 
A division competition. The tournament was 
held Saturday and Sunday at Martin Junior 
High School behind the RebecCah Baines 
Center on Town Lake. Approximately 500 
players representing 24 teams participated in 
the two-day event.. 
A&M completely dominated the Blacks. 
The closest the Austin team came to scoring 
was midway through the first half when it got 
close enough to attempt a drop kick at the 
goal which went wide. A&M led at thelialf, 
12-0. 
The Whites were even more aggressive in 
the second half as they controlled the ball 
most of the time. Their first score of the half 
came on a penalty kick, whichrwas good for. 
throe points. A&M quickly followed that up 
with a try (score) and an extra point kick by 
Bruce Mills, giving them a 21-0 lead. 
A&M was not content with this widemargiii 
in the score, however, as they completed twb 
penalty kicks, a drop kick and a try for the 34*. 
0 rout of the Blacks. 
The Blacks made it to the finals after 
defeating Galveston, 15-0, Crescent City, 9-4 
and Sam Houston State University, 18-0. % * 
In other A division competition, the Austin 
Huns Rugby Club lost its first game to 
Houston, 20-13, putting them in the 
m consolation bracket. The Huns came back to 
^win their second game against Dallas, 32-0. 
The Huns lost their second game to the 
pf|Texas • 
Worth, 34-6. Fort Worth went on" to wiif the 
northern? division . champion,, Fort 
m 
Rugby tea m$ 
ran nvfr nvfn 
rday competition. 
^.consolation trophy. 
Celtics Down Bucks, 98-83 
MILWAUKEE (AP) - The 
fast-breaking Boston Celtics, 
behind 26 points by veteran 
John Havlicek, withstood a 
second half Milwaukee rally 
for a 98-83 victory Sunday and 
a 1-0 lead in the National 
Basketball Association 
championship playoffs. 
The second game in the 
best-of-seven series will be 
played here Tuesday night. 
A-three-point play by center,;^ 
Dave Cowens with 2:55 left 
made the score 89-75 and 
wrapped up the victory as the 
Celtics weathered a §§-point 
barrage by Milwaukee's 7-2 
Kareem Abdul Jabbar, the 
NBA's Most Valuable Player. 
Bob Dandridge, who had 
averaged 21.2 points as the 
Bucks took just nine games to 
win their first two playoff 
series, was held ,to eight 
points until .the final minute,: 
Cowens, five inches shorted 
than Jabbar, sank most of his 
shots from the top of the key 
or the side, including three in 
a row midway through the 
first quarter when Boston 
broke an 11-11 tie and took a 
permanent lead." 
Cowens'i outside shooting 
forced Jabbar away from the 
defensive basket, opening 
, routes to the hoop for the hard 
• driving Celtics. 
1 Soccer Team 
Defeats Baylor 
The University soccer team 
won a rematch game with 
Baylor Sunday, 4-2. The two 
teams met earlier this year 
and Texas also won that 
match, 6-2. • . r';;; 
Baylor recently became a 
m e m b e r  o f  t h e  T e x a s '  
Collegiate Soccer League, but 
Sunday's match was not TCSL 
competition. 











Information on Dtmtnd 
1906 Pearl 
474-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
M-F 11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE VHU ANSWER ANY 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
•ANY SUBJECT. UNGTH. LEVEL 
• THOUSANDS ON FILE AT 
2.S0 PER PAGE « 
• 3-DAY DELIVERY * 




Unf WW an "J 
WARNING 
If you aren't buying your 
Motorcycle Insurance from 
Jones-Elliott Insurance. Agency, . • 
. You may be Pacing TOO MUCH 
EXAMPLE 
NO. 1 '74 Honda 125cc 
Liability only - $38 ! 
Comprehensive Collision & 
Liability - $124 
NO. 2 74 Honda 250 cc 
Liability only - $56 
Comprehsneisve Collision & 
Liability - $124 
NO* 3 '73 Model 850cc 
Liability only - $143 
Comprehensive Collision & 
Liability - $284 
We have local claim service 
plus premium financing. 
3607 Manor Road 
926-6665 
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 8-6 
SAT. 9-2 









5726 BURNET RD. 
and Pancakes 
"I'm running because I'm 
concerned about what's 
happening to Travis County. 
"We've got to stop the 
runaway development that's 
polluting our lakes, soarrlng 
our land, and contributing to 
problems ranging from traffic 
to health services to energy 
demands. 
"We've got to provide more 
recreation facilities! parks, * 
trails, blkeways, natural areas. 
"And we've got to make sure 
we have responsible law 
enforcement, 
"Those are things a county 
commissioner can DO 
something about. 
"That's why I want to be your 
County Commissioner."'f-" ^ 
^ Dave Oorsett has spoken out on the role 
£/\ > 'V of the County Commissioners In pro-
tecHn6 our environment He'swoilced to 
ft stop destructive high-density develop* 
fe:: v i: m®nts along our lakes. He's exposed the 
5 , V enormous paper profits being made by 
^V '̂-^the.men;.who want to build Wilding, a|^t M 
K " r^new 30,000-person city at >Austin's west 
I?'' : ^edge,."';: 
We need a strong, Independent voice on 
": the Commissioners Cqiurt. 
We need Dave I 
ENDORSED BY 
- • U.T. Young Democrats 
• Travis County Young Democrats 
• Travis County Democratic Women 
• The DAILY TEXAN -
5 • AFL-CIO "COPE" t * *r ' 
Paid for by STUDENTS FOR DOMETT, John HolllngthMd, Coordinator. 907 0rown Bltfg,, Auitln 
- -  •  - r v - - •  r -  , . . ^— 
HENRY JACOBSON'S 18TH ANNUAL 
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16 TO CHOOSE FROM 
But there is 3 way to make it sqmewbat easier 
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions 
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands 
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself 
—but it may-free you from those financial problems 
which, understandably, 
I 
. can put a crimp in your 
concentration. 
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover 
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll 
receive a good monthly allowance-all through your 
Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in 
Betljesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its 
work-in MedicalResearch. 
And if you've read this far, you may be interested 
In the details: Just send in the coupon "and we'll 
supply them. -
| JfmMrorcw Scholarship* 1-CIM4 ^ 
MjM-'f»" . #-7 
TELL EVERYbbDY 
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VALUES TO $30 
ASST. STYLES 
si* rSisS?:^ 
aw a UnhWfMl CHy. Tun TtiM 
»n. 
happens after you graduate? ; 
Thert, as a health care officer in the_ military 
1% 
tbranch of your choice you enter a professional 
environment that is challenging, stimulating and' 
•̂satisfying. 
Asa An environment which keeps ytiU lQ contact with* 
'"practically all medical specialties. Which gives you 
the time to observe and learn before you decide on • 
your specialty. Which may preset the opportunity 
4o train in that specialty. And to<Jr»ctic«.;iJ. 
& You 'may also fing sonte of the most advanced 
medical achievements happening right where you 
kwork. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in 
4 San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat-
- tnent Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the 
itemed Aerospace MedIcal Division, also In San 
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3y HERB HOLLAND 
; •;; Texan Staff Writer 1 
,„_ DES MOINES, Iowa -
.^#fter 10 unsuccessful tries, 
l|f|Pexas finally beat Baylor 
-/%^aturday before 18,000. ijo too much about it. 
^creaming fans in the John hM NEVERTHELESS, Sturgal 
Griffith one-mile relay, the''came cm strong at the tape 
That's when Jenkins came 
into the picture. He passed 
Sturgal, who had a 47.1, 
coming into the home stretch, 
arid the Texas senior couldn't 
and had the race beat 20 yards 
longer, the finish would have 
resembled the controversial 
T^xas Relays.;:Ki?^K| 
i Texas finished in 3:m0. " 
Son, Who dragged in at 48.6, 
kept fading and was passed by 
Oklahoma's Calvin Cooper for• 
third place. Baylor, finished 
fourth in 3:12.4. >P~ 
"Sure it feels good' to beat 
Baylor," Texas Coach 
Cleburne Price said. "But this 
race didn't show us much. 
"Baylor has a good track, 
team and I'm proud of them,"! 
Price said. "Baylor was 
outstanding as far as the 
conference goes. They're in 
 ̂,v.sfjeven though Glenn Goss' 48.7 good position to be extremely 
^W^opming leg was mediocre and strong in the . .conference 
t. ^ 
g In the running events, 
Texas' showing at Drake was 
the poorest of the 1974 relays 
circuit (Texas, Kansas, 
,finale qf 
The only" hitch was that 
: Texas Southern University 
beat everybody to win the 
- race in 3:10.7 on the strength 
of another fantasticanchor 
lag by "Ron Jenkins. 
, Jenkins fought the "wina, 
; which gusted from 15 to 35 
miles per hour in Drake 
.Stadium, to finish his anchor 
leg in 46.7. 
Baylor built an early lead 
through the first three laps on 
sgood legs by Michael Carter 
(47.6) and James Jordan 
jg*-;g(47.5). 
TEXAS HUNG relatively 
«C 
iS£KS? 
%lose in the first half-mile mm 
&^:§Ed Wright (48.0) started his 
gllf leg too fast. -
? On the thi^Mfexas leg, 
^though, sophomore Billy 
^ |Jackson ran a 47.0 440 and 
" Jbrought the Horns within five 
. ' 
si# 
(IS  ̂ * ' 
yards of front-running Baylor 
fi to set up what looked to be a 
^dramatic anchorman's duel 
between Baylor's Tim Son and 
Texas' Don Sturgal. 
$••• But Son came out of the first 
icurve too quickly and 
lengthened his lead to about 20 
z yards over Sturgal. Son died 
on the back stretch, just as 
y Sturgal began his kick. .'£££ 
Drake) as its second place in 
the mile relay was the best it 
could manage. 
"I don't think we ran up to 
our potential in the distance 
medley and sprint medley 
relays," Price said. "We had 
a S0-flat 440 and John (Craig) 
ran terrible." 
The 50-flat 440 came in the 
distance medley relay. Senior 
Rudolph Griffith was the 
Women Tennis Players 
Lose in Quarterfinals 
• BEAUMONT (Spl.) — 
Texas representatives in 
doubles and singles were 
eliminated in the 
quarterfinals of the Women's 
State Tennis tournament over 
the~ weekend at Lamar 
University. 
After defeating Paula Beard 
and Marian Roasin of the 
^University of Houston, 64), 6-
2, the Texas doubles team of 
Jo Ann Kurz and Mary 
Tredennick lost, 6-3, 6-3, to 
SMU's Nancy Wheelwright 
and Maggie Riley. 
In singles play, Ms. Kurz 
won her opening match 
without losing a game, but 
then lost to.the eventual 
fourth place finisher, Candy 
Reynold of SMU, 6-2, 6-2. 
Culprit. After that, ,the raceV 
was purely academic sinceJ 
Texas was in eighth position 
when Griffith took the baton. 
CRAIG HAD his troubles in 
the sprint medley relay. After' 
good 220 legs by Overton 
Spence and Sturgal and a 47.4 
quarter by Craig Brooks, 
Craig was clocked in 1:55.0 in 
the anchor 880 leg. 
v The two-mile relay team 
finished a strong third behind 
Oklahoma State and Kansas 
State in 7:21.8. Paul Craig's 
1:49.5 880 split was the HorpsV 
best individual performance . 
in that event. Reed Fischer 
had a 1:49.8. 
Texas took fifth and sixth in 
the 120-yard high hurdles — 
Nate Robinson and Randy 
Lightfoot both finished with > 
wind-aided 13.6s. 
^ Texas had more than its 
share of bad luck at Drake.. 
Freshman Kerry Smith pulled 
a leg muscle on the opening : 
leg of the 440-yard relay 
qualifying heat but continued 0 
the race, nonetheless. 
Unfortunately, Texas couldn't 
make up the lost time and 
didn't qualify. 
And, once again, a bobbled 
handoff cost Texas a 
seemingly certain win in the 
880-yard relay. :v 
SPENCE OPENED the 
race with'a 21.2 and passed to 
Jackson, who ran the 220 
yards in 21.3. At the time, 
Jackson was pulling into a 
strong lead. But when he 
passed off to Robinson, the 
baton ended up on the track. 
' "I had the baton in my 
wrong hand," Jackson said. 
"You know Nate would have 
held his ground and Sturgal 
would have gotten down on 
that anchor leg." 
Despite the shortcomings of 
the relay teams, the field 
events produced some high 
points for the Horns. 
Sophomore David Shepherd 
placed second in the pole vault 
at 164. He nearly bettered his 
own school record of 16-8 but 
barely missed his third try at 
17 feet. -
Dana LeDuc (185-1), Jim 
IfccGoldrick (182-10) and 
Bishop Dolegiewicz (175-0), 
took third, fourth and fifth, 
respectively, in the discus 
behind Marshall Smith of 
Colorado State, who won the 
triple crown (Texas, Kansas, ; 
Drake) with a throw of 192-2 
and Rice's Ken Stadel, last 
year's Drake and Texas 
Relays champion. 
Dolegiewicz and LeDuc 
dame back to place second: 
and third, respectively, in the 
shotput behind Western 
Kentucky's Jesse Stuart's put 
of 64-2*4. Dolegiewicz threw 
63-3% and LeDuc threw 62-2 V4. 
Perhaps the best individual 
performance was turned in by 
long jumper John Berry, who 
„ set a personal record with a 
leap of 25-2%, just oneincta 
shy of the school record. 















Kansas C . 
Chicago . ........ 
... Cleveland 10, California 2 
; New York ll-S, Texas 24 
• - Baltimore 4, Oakland 3 
Detroit 6, Chicago 4 
, Minnesota 6, Milwaukee 5 














: Pittsburgh 7, Houston 3 
Chicago 4, Atlanta 3 -
: St. Louis 9, Cincinnati 2 
New York M, San Francisco 0-4 
r San Diego 5, Philadelphia 4 
Los Angeles 4, Montreal 0 
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The 63rd Legislature, while it passed some reform bills* failed 
in many areas. Single member districts must still be enacted. 
Taxes must be made more equitable, the environment must be 
protected, and the budget must give a higher priority to people 
instead of concrete. 
THE STUDENT ACTION COMMITTEE & 
THE UT YOUNG DEMOCRATS ENDORSE 
THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES FOR 
A MORE RESPONSIVE STATE LEGISLATURE 
STATE SENATOR LLOYD D0G6ETT 
STATE REP. PL. 1 WILHELMINA DELCO 
Mrs. Delco will be a welcome addition to the 
legislature. She will work for equal funding for 
poor school districts, a student on the Board of 
Regents, and a corporate profits tax. 
STATE REP. PL. 2 SARAH WEDDINGTON 
STATE REP. PL. 3 RONNIE EARLE 
STATE REP. PL. 4 GONZALO BARRIENTOS 
Gonzalo will be a superb new legislator. He will 
push for a solid student legislative district, a 
citizen's standing to sue polluters, and a utilities 
regulation commission. 
* 
VOTE ABSENTEE OR ON MAY 4 
-M 
•j/r-ii-v.v.i' 
• m ism-% v •> 
TtmOaHr*a&' »01 
4aM* T* 
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Predicted 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
> expiration " of economic. 
control authority Tuesday will 
W bring a new push for higher 














[though hopeful that labor 
will show restraint, Nixon 
administration officials view 
the prospect with concern, 
fearing that explosive wage 
hikes will only fuel the 
nation's boiling inflation. 
Government figures show 
settlements have indfaed up in 
the first quarter, reversing a 
four-year trend. Strike y.J|pnt a percent jump, 
activity in recent weeks is 
also up substantially,' 
About 4,000 contracts 
covering most of the 
construction industry are up 
for renegotiation this year^|| 
Vtfhe- International 
Longshoremen's Association, 
representing dock workers in 
six northeastern ports, is 
demanding a 34.4 percent pay . 
raise. The railroad unions, ; 
preparing' for negotiations 
later this year, are said to 
An indication of labor's 
militancy came last week 
when the Machinists Union 
voted 5-1 against a new 
contract with United Air 
Lines which would have 
raised mechanics' pay $1 per 
hour over the next year. 
NEGOTIATIONS Were 
scheduled to resume Monday 
against a Friday strike 
deadline. The United contract 
is expected to set the pattern 
for the major airlines, jfV' 
Potential labor trouble's tiso 
THE MOST worrisome 
negotiations — as far as the 
Administration is concerned 
— is in the soft coal industry 
which begins talks this 
suntmer with the United Mine 
porkers. - , 
'' Delegates to the union's 
recent convention called on 
their new. leaders to negotiate 
higher wages; sick pay, cost of 
living increases and a tripling 
of industry payments to the 
welfare fund — demands 
described by company 
spokesmen as "pie in the 
sky," 
Nursing Schoo 
„ By DOUG BURTON 
HI Tetan Staff Writer r A' nurse "must positi^ 
IfJyearn to serve her fellow 
4 Jnen," a nursing educator said 
^. Friday as she dedicated the 
'n new School of Nursing 
Building at the University to 
the "unknown student of' 
nursing in the year 2000." 
Dr. Margretta Styles, dean 
of the .Wayne State University 
College of Nursing, ^as 
principal speak e r at 
dedication of the five-level,: 
$3.4 million structure at 1700 
The School 'of Nursing 
stnoved from World War u 
vintage Army barracks at 24th 
and Speedway Streets to the 
present concrete and glas| 
structure in October. 
University System Regent 
(Frank C. Erwin presided at 
the ceremony, pointing out the 
new facility was '"another 
step forward'? in the 




v between the new curricuIurP 
and the 61d one is an emphasi* 
plans to providefiSeptembe^ 1972, Darline 
and functional Fennell, faculty member at 
- ®*-bool of Nursing, said on illness prevention and a dfr 
NURSES ^Oposse9sth^g}after the dedicationemphasis of studying the sick 
knowledge and skills of ^ajkvcereimrde^ . ^person in isolation of hit 
without the endless thirst and „. "WE PROVIDE the student family and his environment; 
capacity to incorporate nevr with a wide range of clinical 
ones will, indeed, very soon, activities," she added. Often a 
become the illiterates— the, nursing student will be 
indigents — of ouiL^assigned an expectant 
profession," Dr. Styles^ mother, whom the student 
former dean of the University '" will counsel over a long period 
•School of Nursing at Sa%^of time — through pregnancy, 
Antonio, said. J , - .^labor and the infancy of the 
Speaking ' to ~ the child, Ms. Fennell explained. 
shortcomings of modern,. "One of the things we are 
toursing education, she said£ trying to do differently is 
*We have been extreme 
dealers in unreality ... the 
world pf education and the 
world of wort: are clearly 
divisible." 
bring health services to the 
consumer and find out what 
services the consumer 
wants," she said. "When you 
think nurse, you think 
"A blend of practicali:;/hospital, but 90 percent of the 
clinical applications (of people who need medical care; 
&CHI M4Jf «IIU Mto VUTUVMIIIVIIIi 
Dr. Terry Blaylock, School of 
Nursing Faculty ^pbeir, 
said. " ,'•< & 
"The new curriculutti take! 
a holistic approach," she 
explained. In each of the fottf 
semesters In thfe 
undergraduate nursing school 
sequence, students take * 
single course for which they 
receive from 12 to 15 hours of 
credit.. Each semester 
corresponds to a particular 
level of study in which all 
topics are related to a central 
theme. 
as 
teaching) and the theoretical-
academic applications," is 
one of the aims-of a new 
curriculum at the School (fit 
Nursing, in effect since. 
are outside of the hospital. 
THE CHIEF different* 




f" ST W' ^wrcfiose Your 
STUDENT-RAILPASS 
New nursing building 
news 
• Soviet - Plane Crash Kills1108 
LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. (UPI) - Western airline 
sources said Sunday no one survived when a Soviet 
passenger plane crashed in a ball of flame seconds 
after taking off from Leningrad airport Saturday. 
The sources said at least 108 persons died in the. 
crash, including a crew of about five. 
They were unable to say immediately whether any 
foreigners were aboard. ^ v <•„. -
The sources said the turboprop Ilyushin 18 plane had 
just lifted off for the flight to Krasnodar when one of 
its four turboprop engines appeared to explode. 
Austrian Nun Beatified by Pope 
VATICAN CITY (UPI) - Pope Paul VI Sunday 
beatified Maria Franziska, a goddaughter of Emperor 
Franz I of Austria, who rebeled against her wealthy 
social climbing father to become a nun and devote her 
life to the poor. 
Sister Maria Franziska, whose German father 
, Right Across 
; The Street 
•It'.'. 




- 4v " 
hear the pope proclaim Sister Maria Franfciska 
"Blessed" by the Roman Catholic Church. 
Beatification is the final step toward possible future 
sainthood. c> -jVTV •tmw-?•»-
Soxbe Sets Hard-Line Policy 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty. Gen. William B. Saxbe 
is setting a hard-line policy for the Justice Department 
!A— A A ^ 1 1 ' ~~ in its treatment of lawbreakers WlM. - _• 
He stresses the need for prisons and punishment, 
insists there are ba<J. people who defy all efforts at 
rehabilitation and scoffs at the notion that criminals 
are simply misunderstood individual. 
Dallas Times Herald Endorses Briscoe 
DALLAS (AP) — The Dallas Times Herald endorsed 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe for re-election in the Democratic 
primary and James Granberry for the Republican 
gubernatorial nomination. 
Among the three candidates seeking the Democratic 
Si 
persuaded the Austrian emperor to be godfather nominatioj^for comptroller the Times Igeraldlaid in 
during a visit to Aachen, founded the Order of the - a Sunday editorial it believes Bob Bullbbk is the best 
Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis. candidate since he seeks changes in state laws to make 
A crowd estimated by Vatican officials at 15,000 Texas' tax collection system more effective, thus 
crammed St. Peter's Basilica on a rainy . Sunday to reducing pressures for totally new taxes. 
iiT-fm 
All art and school supplies 
ART * SCHOOL SUmiRS. INC 
2021 GUADALUPE/DOBIE MALL$$f ^ _  . . . . . .  . v i a  
Sale Good thru Sat. 
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• 21 Great Meals par Waal* 
'Ik Maid Service 
CkMM to Camputrj&l:; 
% Private Trantportatfoh 
• Private Pools 
•401 AU THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROO 
• •  
I:. 
ISON HOUSE 
709 W. 22nd Stl 
478-989^»* 478-89-14 
^ JS1 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
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HE THUMB IS THREATENED. 
Street 
Student-Railpass. 
Just about the cheapest way to see 
Europe outside of hitching. 
Unlimited second-class rail travel . 
in 13 countries. Two months only $165.̂  
You buy your Student-Railpass here-* v 
you can't buy it in Europe. And the $165. . 
price is tax free and a beautiful way to beat 
currency fluctuations. What's more, train 
schedules are as 
" frequent as ever, 
while getting about by 
car or motor coach 
isn't always as easy as before. 
Who's eligible? 
Any full-time student under 26 
years of age registered in a North 
American school, col lege or university. , 
^ - You spend two whole months seeing 
practically the whole of Europe. And you travel 
in comfort. On trains soclean and so fast (up to 
100 mph) you wouldn't believe it. Of course, you 
can also take our cozy little trains that meander 
through our remote countryside—that's part bf 
' the privilege, too. 
It can mean the Summer trip of your life, so don't 
wait. See your friendly Travel Agent or clip the coupon |f 
, ̂ nd we'll send you all the facts. 
See if you don't agree. The day of the thumb 
may be over. Farw subject to change. v 
m-c-ao 
Eurallpass is valid In Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. 
. Eurallpass, Box 90, Bohemia, New York 1X716 ? " 
I Please send me your free Student-Railpass folder. • 
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Gllen Murchison is a life long resident of Travis County' 
who knows that future generations of Central Texans 
need a natural environment. As a County Commissioner||^ 
Glen Murchison will work to keep the natural beauty of 
Travis County from being marred by developments. iwti M 
? J a 




ment which hurts Travis County. This project would have;||?x 
endangered the wildlife and water supply of Travis Coun­
ty. The placing of 30,000 people that far from th£ city of 
Austin would cause more highways, roads and air pollu-i 
'J.V, 
tion. > >• ivtlSM 
... .... . . . . . L  
'r * >• - V "11' 1 * u > "" ' ' M 
Currently County Commissioners have no authority to 
»stop developments. The proposed Constitution will have 
\a referendum to give countys home rule. Home rule will 
give ordinance power to the county government. Glen 
Murchison would use this authority to zone natural 
Wildlife and beauty areas for non-development. 
WsS&hm. 4rt&as'f."tr 
10B0SM » 
i->y u 5* 
ELECT H .,S.> i-. t®:.. . m *M%£i 
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SaWS 
WASHINGTON <AP)-~' staff feelS? could constitute 
,After four months of impeachable offenses if 
hivestigation the .s^ipported by facts, 
finpeachment staff of theti?;- Here are the five subject 
House Judiciary Committee is 
_ ready to start presenting the 
facts it has gathered. 
•f||l!he presentation is' 
vscheduled to begin May 7 after' 
. the committee works out final 
;• procedures for receiving 
evidence, but it could be 
delayed by continued* 
.wrangling with the White 
Bouse,  over addit ional 
evidence the Committee has 
.̂requested. -V- Sf|gf#| 
' 1 THE FACTS 
.organized into five major 
Subject areas, each one 
containing specific 
allegations. They are not 
charges against President 
TjTixon but vartious actions the 
areas and the specific 
allegations involved in the 
inquiry: 
^ 1) Allegations concerning 
domestic surveil lance 
activities conducted by or at 
the direction of the 
House. 
• The activities of John 
Caulfield and Anthony 
Ulasewicz in carrying out 
surveillance and intelligence 
activities allegedly at the 
direction of the White House, 
including the formation of the 
plan for the fire-bombing of 
the Brookings Institution and 
the plan to create a private 
corporation with security and 
intell igence gathering 
Capabilities called 
• Formaticftr arid Captivities 




(Show this ad toyburfelksj 
unit (the "Plumbers" 
* THE 17 wiretaps 6t 
Various newsmen and the 
wiretaps alleged to have been 
conducted by G. - Gordon 
Liddy. 
.White#! * The Dita Beard iif&dent, 
'• including 'the allegation that 
Liddy was responsible for her 
disappearance from 
Washington and her seclusion 
in a Denver hospital, and the 
report that E. Howard Hunt 
interviewed her before her 
public repudiation of the 
• "Dita Beard Memo," which 
indicated the International 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Corp. would help pay the costs 
of the 1972 Republican 
convention in San Diego. 
The approach to federal 
'"Judge Matthew Byrne during 
the trial of Daniel Ellsberg to , 
:: determine if he was interested $ 
in becoming FBI director, the * 
events surrounding the 
eventual disclosure to the 
court of the break-in of 
Ellsb.erg's  psychiatrist 's .  
office and the events! 
surrounding the disclosure of 
electronic surveillance of 
Morton Halperin. 
The "Huston Plan" for 
• ALLEGATIONS concferil^' 
ing intelligence activities 
conducted by or at  the 3 
direction of the White.House' 
for "the 1972 presidential  ~ 
• The^imployAfenT^nd 
Supervision of Donald 
.Segrett i , -^^allegations ' ;  subsequent efforts to conceal 
concerning ramp&ign "dirty those events. 
tricks" and the relationship of 
. , w including trie response ofv&nd a review of the efforts to 
"Various individuals after the obtain those .tapes, their, "j 
Lgruder's testimony gradual disclosure of the availability and .ctfrrenfr^g 
domestic surveillance and; ^presidential campaignf*?* 
intelligence gathering.- " ;f||fr <;VDESTRUCTION of ibreak-in, 
~  * Evidence immediately '  •  JebMagrude  
following the Waterg^e^.Jiefore the grand jury and at  scope of Watergate,  
break-in of June 17,-1972. f^j|>S;the Watergate trial, including, • The formation of 
• Allegations concerning "the alleged decision to offer 
the custody, removal ancL., perjured testimony. 
destruction of the files in E#f • THE ALLEGED attempt 
Howard Hunt's safe in the' 'by the White House to have 
Executive Office Building and . the CIA retrieve materials. 
status. 
th<g|s • THE APPARENT 
^obliteration of 18Vi minute? of 
afboutoas. AC 
Ameica{$i65 for 1 month and $220for2 months).' And this invaluable guiite 
JCOvers economical sleeping accommodations along the way. Plan your 
^Ntitrip Anywhere. Anytime. Sleep cheap. TJien hop aboard another bus. 
- 'Another nice thing: yog can bring your bike along too. We'll carry it in 
Py' baggage compartment at no extra cost. You c&ri do some, extra expior-
Ing.on your own wheels. i • 
So if your folks voted thumbs down on your travel ptans this summer, 
here's a sensible way to reopen the discussion. 
yj'Go Greyhound. And leave the driving to ys. 




FrBmmer-PasmanHer Kiblishino Corp. 
70"-5tl> Avenue. • New York, N. Y. 10011 -
I plan totsuy a G.£yhcund Ameripass. Please send me a postaoe-oaid 
copy ol "wiwre to stay ySA»«t,trte special reduced puce olSt.75. 
A ctieck or money ord^r is enclosed made payable to 
fiommerRasmamier tfubiismng Corp. 






Segretti to E. Howard Hunt 
and Dwight Chapin. 
• Allegations concerning 
the cover-up of the activities 
of Segretti'. 
•  Allegations that  E.  
Howard Hunt prepared forged 
cables tying the Kennedys 
administration to theft  
assassination of President 
Diem of South Vietnam. 
• Miscellaneous campaign 
intelligence activities by thefl 
Committee for the Re-
election of the President. 
; 3) Allegations concerning 
the Watergate break-in and 
related activities, including 
alleged efforts by persons in 
the White House and others to 
. Cover up such activities 
•\! • The development of the 
plan to provide the re-election 
committee with an 
intelligence-gathering r 
carpability for the 1972 
Allegations 
the secret delivery of-* 
substantial sums of money to 
the seven Watergate 
defendants, their attorneys, 
and jtheir agents, and alleged 
assurances respecting 
executive clemency. 
: - • .Allegations concerning 
- attempts by the White House 
to involve thPe CIA in an" 
attempt to block or limit the 
scope of.  . the FBI's  
delivered to it by the Justice 
^ Department after the 
concerning -iWatergate break-in, including 
>;a packet of photographs 
containing evidence of the 
break-in of Ellsberg's  
psychiatrist's office, 
is:... •: Disclosures made during 
the Senate Judiciary 
Committee hearings on the 
confirmation of L. Patrick 
Gray III as director of the 
FBI. 
Watergate and aftermath, 
special prosecutor's office, 
and the breakftftWQ in the tape recording of 
agreements * vand presidential conversations on , t. 
understandingsregaraingthatv^Jun® 20, 1972. 
office. 4) Allegations concerning 
1 • The removal of special ' improprieties in connection,! 
prosecutor Archibald Cox- with die personal finances of •?-
after his refusal to acquiesce„ the President. 
in the White House demandsj$| • The findings of the staff of 
that  he desist  from trying to A the Joint  Committee on 
subpoena tapes and Internal Revenue Taxation 
relating to the President's . 
personal finances, including a 
determination of whether 
there was criminal tax fraud 
documents from the White 
House. 
•  White House'  tapes,  
including an analysis of the 
information that  could 
reasonably be expected to be 
contained in the tapes 
originally subpoenaed by the 
Feb. 25, 1973, to July 16, 1973^. special prosecutor's office 
GENEVA (AP) -
~ I V n 
i A3,  ̂  ̂
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE 
Kelly Girl needs students and teachers to help fill 
vacation replacements for our clients. Earn top wages 
for your office skills. 
If you live in the Dallas or Houston area apply as soon 
as possible - you'll be glad you did! 
r?r 
GIRL 
"The Bast Known Nama in the Industry" 
Dallas 
Dta 742-1721 
North Dodos 233-9093 
Irving 259-7M1 
CarreMtwi . 242-147* 
Houston 




(An Equal Opportunity 
Employer) 
Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger began his f if th 
Middle East peace mission 
Sunday night by meeting for 
almost two hours with Soviet 
Foreign Minister An.drei 
Gromyko. r 
The two diplomats were 
understood to have discussed 
the American and Soviet roles 
in seeking an Israeli-Syrian 
*troop disengagement in the 
Golan Heights, as well as 
prospects for the stalled 
United States-Soviet strategic 
arms limitation talks. 
They planned a longer 
meeting for Monday. 
A senior American official 
in the Kissinger party 
suggested that the United 
States feels Israel should 
make "the first move" to 
bridge the Syrian and Israeli 
negotiating posit ions.  He. 
ALBERT DAGAR'S 
SCHOOL OF SCUBA 
OFFERS YOU 
1. Cwtifad P.A.D.I. initniction 
2. limited doiMs for individual 
instruction 
3. AH kuom indud* t.«t, all 
n*c*Hary •quipmint, air, 
. P.A.D.I. certification card. A all 
transportation to A (ram din 
- ana. 
4. Abl< to supply OACOR aquip-
tnont at 30* Mow factory list 
prko 
.For Furthor information call aftor 
5 p.m. 474-4437 




When you come to the Optional Student Services 
Fee Card, read instructions carefully. Don't, mark 
THE DAILY TEXAN. This way, you'll be helping 
save your student newspaper by paying for 
subscription; to the TEXAN for next year. 
11 Anoth* TSP PubUcation 
Paae Î Mondav' A ÎI 29. 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
called the differences 
hard to reconcile. 
Stressing the uncertainty 
surrounding Kissinger's latest 
peace trip, the official also 
asserted that Syria has an 
"emotional block" against a 
settlement with the Jewish 
state. 
Ambassador Robert  J .  
McCloskey, acting as another 
U.S. spokesman, said 
Kissinger and Gromyko 
touched on several  other 
topics,  including the 
European .  Security 
Conference and prospects for '  
a  35-nation East-West 
summit j 
They conferred gt the Soviet -
mission.in Geneva. 
Kissinger hopes to mesh a 
withdrawal plan brought to 
Washington by Israeli  
Defense Minister Moshe 
Dayan on March 30 and a 
counter Syrian offer. 
A compromise likely would 
call for Israel yielding some 
of its 1967 six-day war gains— 
in addition to territory she 
took in October — in exchange 
very . Syrian armies. 
rf Meanwhile, in New York, 
President Anwar Sadat of 
Egypt said he believes 
Kissinger is  "a man of 
miracles" arid will succeed in 
disengaging Syrian and Israeli 
troops. 
The Egyptian president was 
interviewed on ABC's "Issues 
and Answers." 
Asked how he would rate the 
secretary of state's chances in 
his current peace mission to 
the Middle East, Sadat said: 
"He's a man of miracles. I 
think he will be doing it again 
in Syria." 
Sadat would not divulge 
what advice he had sent to 
Syrian President Hafez Assad 
in a message delivered to 
Damascus last week. ^ ̂  
But he said the fighting on 
the Golan front "could be 
dangerous if we don't use all 
our efforts from your side, 
•from our side, from the Syrian 
side to try and reach this 
disengagement agreement. 
"And I'm convinced, that 
for which the President was 
responsible. This includes 
deductions claimed for a gift 
of personal papers and 
expenditures by the 
government on presidential 
property at Key Biscayne and 
San Clemente that  the 
committee staff declared to 
be personal income. 
5) Allegations concerning 
efforts by the White House to 
use executive branch agencies 
for political purposes and 
alleged White House 
involvement with election 
campaign contributions. 
•  ALLEGATIONS that  
contributions to support the 
President 's  re-election 
campaign were given to 
purchase ambassadorships. 
• Allegations that in return 
for a pledge of campaign 
contributions -the President 
ordered dairy import quotas 
to be lowered and price 
support levels to be raised. > , 
• Allegations that in return 
for support during the 1972 
presidential campaign the 
sentences of various prisoners 
Were commuted. v 
• Allegations that attempts 
were made- by the White 
House to use the Federal 
Communications Commission 
to control  and retaliate 
against media criticism. 
for the emplacement of U.N..  Henry will  be reaching this 
orces between the Israeli and. agreement," Sadat said. 
The Center for Teaching Effectiveness 
Presents 
A Media County Fair " 
A potpourri of techniques for producing audio­
visual aids for your classes on a shoestring or a huge 
budget. 
Exhibitors: 
Mark Seng - Curriculum and Instruction 
Don Nicholas - Director of Media Education 
OscarWiegard -Zoology 
Robert Reynolds-Director of Visual Instruction 
Bureau 
Paul Bosner - Coordinator of Closed Circuit 
Television and Texas Educational Media Program 
Wooldrige Hall 101 2:00-5:00 P.M. 
• Allegations that attempts 
were made by the White 
House to use the Internal 
Revenue Service to harass 
"enemies" of the 
Administration and to prevail 
"Upon the IRS to be lenient 
towards friends of the 
President. 
• ' •^Allegations that  
Administration officials 
caused the antitrust division 
to permit various mergers " 
and acquisit ions to go 
Unchallenged because the 
participants made campaign 
contributions to or had 
personal or poli t ical  







A directory of fall -'74 
Psychology courses Including 
course/taxt descriptions & 
teacher/student comments I* 
available now thru Sept. in 
Mazes 206. 15' 
Country-Western Benefit for 
Kenneth Threadgill 
and, * ; 
The Velvet Cowpasture 
TONiqyT 
8 p.m. - 12 
Latin Quarter 
. . .  . ,  
4749 E. Ben White Blvd. 
$3.00Do nation 
10 KEGS 0F FREE BEER 





KLRN To Sell Art 
A* A- d*^ At Annual Auction 
f ^r*r^m" * 
&.£l 
More than 200 works of art and a wide range of antiques will 
s offered at the KLRN annual auction May 5*11. Ranging in 
alue from $26 to 12,000, the art' works include paintings ia^a™ 
«- sriety of mediums, sculpture, ceramics and metal work.  ̂
A collection of fine antiques, including a Latin grammar book 
, Lta 1536> are scheduled for sale on KLRN's auctioiHjfe* 
; £$the-air beginning at 4 p.m. May 8. . J v< ., »4k 
The KLRN AucUon May 5 to 11 is a vital source of funds for 
® public station's weekend and evening programing, morn 
an half of which is funded through proceeds from the auction. 
More than 1200,000 will flow into KLRN's treasury as a result 
the auction, Mrs,, William T. Archer Jx,,wChairmau of the 
*?;^pPCLRN art committee, predicted. 
antiques, collected by antique chairmen Mr. and Mrs. 
Spckett and their committee, range from primitive fartn 
v • - ^-implements to an elegant, cobalt blue Minton urn and pedestal 
4 Valued at $875. t 
i C The annual auction involves more tfy»n 4,000 area residents 




commissioner for the Texas 
Department of Mental Health 
and Mental Retardation (MH-
MR) advocates a community-
based system of mental health 
services. 
"Such services must be 
provided as close to the 
community, family and home 
as possible," Dr. Kenneth D. 
Gaver, appointed Friday; 
said,-. . 
Head of Ohio's MH-MR 
program, for three years, the 
49-Vear old psychiatrist said 
he wants to provide better 
facilities as one step toward 
better treatment. 
?#§w 
"Any institution housing 
more than 200 people is too 
big. But, practically, it's 
going to take years to pare 
them down to workable size, 
Gayer said. t' 
"If we're really going to" 
meet national standards, 
there shouldn't be more than 
four residents to a room," he 
said. 
The MH-MR Board, 
currently establishing the 
1976-77 budget, will consider 
replacing outdated structures 
of state institutions at its May 
24 meeting. v 
Gaver's appointment is 
effective Sept. 1. 
iWftito/ Requirement Believed Ouidatem 
By CHARLES DEAN focusing oh the need to 
A proposal to amend the broaden students culturally  ̂
foreign language requirement . Wissler's proposal reads 
for all doctoral programs was "in lieu of the above language 
tabled by the Graduate requirement, a graduate 
Assembly at. itf-AprM,̂  studies committee may 
meeting. j*«h require, competence in a 
"Once there was a great professional skill which lies 
deal of literature available 
only in a foreign language. 
Today we have many more 
translations available," Dr. 
Eugene Wissler, associate 
dean itir academic affairs, 
College of Engineering, said 
in defense of his proposal. -
"'TfflB FOREIGN language 
requirement demonstrates 
mainly the ability to translate 
into English. There are better 
ways to spend time in 
graduate school," he added. 
Defending the requirement, 
Dr. Irwin C. Lieb, dean of 
Graduate Studies, described it-
• fl<a g ^minimal rAhiiinamatit^-
outside ot the student's major 
or supporting areas of study." 
A MOTION to table the 
proposal by Dr. DeWitt C. 
Reddick, professor of 
journalism and education, 
was approved unanimously by 
the assembly. 
„-'iin other action, Lieb read a 
report on 13 minority 
fellowships awarded by a 
program begun this year. The 
Graduate School allocated 
funds for 10 minorfty 
fellowships, and Dr. Stephen 
Spurr, president of .the 
University, provided funds for 
three others. The fellowships 
total $39,000 annually and are 
not part, of the $100,000 
allotted by the Board of 
Regents f&r, minority 
recruitment. < 
V<A REQUIRED plenary 
^meeting of the Graudate 
Faculty is scheduled for 4 
p.m. May 7 in Batts 
Auditorium. 
Thirty-two members have 
tiled formal protests' on the 
rtiajor legislation changing 
the criteria and procedures 
for membership in the 
Graduate Faculty. 
The Graduate Assembly It a 
legislative body of members 
elected by the graduate 
faculty of each division, in 
addition to all graduate deans 
and the president of the 
University. It meets once a 
month to provide policies for 
graduate studlesy;;,̂ ^^  ̂
Pre-tease now for 
summer fua. 
* % U lV* ,1 
Use Classifieds— 
V TWI 
• Stall Mwt* by Chip Kevfmen 




The use of Latin American and Spanish children's books was 
discussed; over-the weekend during the first symposium on 
Spanish-Language Materials for Children and Young Adults. 
The Austin symposium brought publishers, distributors and 
reading and literature Specialists from Latin America and 
Spain together with American librarians arid educators who 
serve Spanish-speaking children and young adults. 
•' The purpose of the sumposium was to give American 
educators and librarians an idea of what material is available to 
them in Spanish from other countries.Books discussed are 
mainly the type which a child would read for pleasure rather 
than text books, and cover pre-school through high school age 
groups. 
v;; IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
WOODWARD STREET 
APARTMENTS 
• 2 bedroom, 1H bam '• 
• large enough 
Study room  ̂ x 
• furnished 
tl75.00'/mo 
» plenty of parking 
• city transit to campus , 
v J • 2 swimming pools ' 
° • 24 hour maintenance 





J walk, bike, or bus *> anvMvhcre ln Central 
Austin 
452-4447 
4539 Guadalupe ' 1 '* * Demonstration on •fil-new modern furnishings 
convenient to 
downtown St the 
University 
Center for Asian Studies 
HYPNOSIS 






Medically Associated Science 
by one of the nation's 
leading physicians. 
Pass Those Tests - Learn - Lose Weight 
A reservation & one dollar 
Call now 454-7783 admiuion) anyone 






are a luxury apartment home 
foronly $79.50, furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
Two students can share a luxurious, furnished 1 
bedroom, 1 bath apartment this summer ...and 
all the fun that goes with it En)oy such features 
as: :M'0:;;r / 
e Swimming poojswlth water volleyball 
courts fx 
e Luxurious clubhouse with wetbar 
e Free (comakers 
e Lush landscaping tor leisure sunbathing 
e Plenty of closet and storage space jes 
rwH 
^ Till •••, 
pfjBiwIHbfci; 
- 5 %€ on the shuttlebue route  ̂
&/ 442-1499 e 1700 Burton Rom 




ration Apartments for Austin's NOW 
. share for *67^0 
 ̂ furnished ALL BILLS PAID 
• aub with theplaoe, sauna . 





-t®444-77B7  ̂v •» 
1601 Royal Cn* Drtva, just 
A Development of Jagger Associates 
What a line! It ranks right up there with the clas­
sic scenes of the mustachioed villain abandoning the 
sweet young damsel tied to the trades and cackling, 
Just Sign, etC. . . " ' • 'mm 
> {The difference is, 6ne is a classic, the other a reality. 
You know how it goes. 
You find a place you like but the landlord shoves a two-semester con­
tract in your face. So it's 'sign the deed and suffer' or move on. Oh, the ag­
o n y  o f  i t  a i l .  -  *  " •  •  v ;  j • '  • ;  %  • • :  ^  -
i But fear not. Tri-Towers North has a Uttle something we invented called 
the One Semester Contract. You aren't trapped into staying or losing your 
deposit if you move on after one semester. And we haven't raised our 
prices since 1069. .A**®*? vf& • . - • • . . 
Tri-Towers North is two and a half blocks west of campus. 801 West 
24th - 476-7636. 
' . V - " 3 f ~  
Luxury living at its best 
14 2br-2BS$gj oe mst 
< A can share for ^W*¥ •£m%0 each .$ 
furnished ALL BILLS PAID 
mm • 
'iWi 
• Fireplaoes, Town Lake views 
• Pooi wtth water volleyball court 
• 1 or 2 bedrooms, 1 or 2 baths 
• Large decks, outside storage 
• 24 hour emergency maintenance service 
• On shutttetous route • • 
444*1806 1®*̂  
1801 Royal Crest Drive, lust o« Riverside Dr. 
A Development of Jagger Associates •" 
< il 
"'•rU -
z-w, V c !jtm- <«.<• 
* » 
•$Sp 
l- ' t , 
' * ul" ^ ^ 
<.<4  ̂ w* r >• - <%m 
1 **'' ' '< ;1 i'&ii 
* -ii' 
\ vAj 1 ^ 
; * r-J^r 
Four students can save by sharing 
2 BR-2 B,frbm rs "Tl 
$61 .25 each 
fumished*AII Bills PaideMany Apts. on Cable 
* 1. T. A bodfooHii. 1 m Tiillii * lowuluii i. Iwue Juki 
INmIswWi water voHeybaH * Parking & laundry 
•Ciubtwuse with wet bar, • Second stop on stiuttlebus 
rout® • 
444-4485 < 122tAl0aritŝ  
lrpm lH-3S, take Ottort exit to Algarita, turn right one Mock. 
A Development of 
-id ">V 
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Mood Plasma Ddilbrs Needed 
Men & Womenr 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Blood Componentsf lnc: 
Vftowav? AfOJV. A TBURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
& TUBS, 4 FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. A SAT. 
409 W. 6th î»77-3735 
going with no technical 
I i|is. 
,y ED SARGENT 1976. 
Texan Staff Writer ', Bob Dennis and Euris - arm." 
Two University graduate Carmichael, graduates in|^| People now working on the 
students working on the City community and regional technical aspects of the 
planning, said funding of the Edges project for the 
Bicentennial Commission 
expressed concern Friday 
that a lapse in funding could 
halt the project 
The project, started by the 
School of Architecture and 
adopted by the Bicentennial 
Commission as a project for 
the city, is intended to provide 
a comprehensive land use 
policy for Austin's creeks by 
project "is in question. 
Originally, the project was 
financed through a 140,000, 
grant from the National; 
Endowment for the Arts 
sponsored by the city, which 
will end in June. 
, UNLESS MORE funds are 
provided by the city or the 
Bicentennial Commission, 
Dennis said, the project would 




I PLEDGE TO YOU I 
• PRIORITY: fairly enforce landlord tenant laws—-protect 
•:'® 48$$? v®ur !?* 
• PRIORITY: small claims court - you won't need an fix-
, attorney to get protection. 
,. PRIORITY: enforce personal bond program * you won't 
*  * >  n e o d  t o  p a y  a t  p r o f e s s i o n a l  b o n d s m a n .  
• PRIORITY: Judicial probation for 
"  ̂ offenders. ' 
first time JUI? 
• licensed attorney— seven years private law practicf 
before courts of eight Texas counties. , i 
• Hove NOT sought or paid for any votes of an,y 
^neighborhood or pseudo-political groups. 




• Justice: regardless of race, color, or creed. 
'j* 
f!P$l Vi*-* < 














project should "continue in an 
advisory capacity" when the 
plans are implemented, he 
said. 
1 Sinclair Black, associate 
professor of architecture and 
head of the project, said ther$ 
are several different groups 
working on 16 waterways in 
Austin. Dennjs and 
Carmichael are' studying 
development of part of Boggy 
,£reek in East Austin. 
c, Dennis said they wanted to 
Create a "linear park system" ^ 
along the creek with "a ' 
number of recreational^ 
features." Everything would^ 
be done, he said, "with^., ^ 
consideration for the 
environment." ' 
In studying the possibility 6f 
using land along the creek for,;, 
farm plots, Carmichael| 
pointed out "the nice fertile 
soil" would be good for 
farming. 
THIS WOULD alleviate 
^inflationary hurt, especially 
in underprivileged areas," 
Dennis said. 
"Everybody would like to 
see his part of the project 
continue," Black -said. "But 
the vehicles of finance are few 
and far between." «,;/ 
Dennis said they had 
received "a favorable 
reaction but no commitment'' 
for funds from the city and the 
Bicentennial Commission.. 
' • • 
W 
. n, T«wn Staff Mm** by DavM Wrtwiw 
Hubble, Rubble, Toff and Trouble $£$§4;-
Parking lots are not the only thing under construction at Zilker Park. A footbridge is ; 
being built in a mar»h ar«a which i» being converted to a garden. 
f 
V-5 
Law Students CompltijiOi 
fall Finals Remain Ungraded 
By MlCHEIJLE overworked and apologetic^; 
PEMBERTON' * , and the law Ischool dean is 
> Many University law 
students searching for jobs or 
simply trying to find out 
where - they ; stand 
academically are complaining 
that some professors still 
have not graded finals from 
the fall semester. " 
Students are upset, the 
professors are admittedly 
•iit 
adamant that no student will 
suffer because of the problem, 
"I was (Hie of the culprits," 
Dean Page Keeton explained, 
describing the grading of 250 
papers as a:j "harrowing 
experience. 
"THEY TAKE on the 
average 20 to 30 minutes each 
and we doq't have graders like 
Austin homicide detectives 
Sunday continued their search 
for clues in the stabbing 
murder of a Bastrop woman 
who managed a North Austin 
service station. 
Mrs. Nona Kathleen. 
Reckart's nude body was 
found lying in blood Friday 
morning at the Sage service 
station, 6500 Airport Blvd. , by 
her husband, Cecil G. Reckart 
of Bastrop. ^ " 1' 
^ Police Lt. Colon Jordan said 
the victim had been stabbed 
"numerous times." He also , parking lot. 
said less than $100 was taken 




^departments," he added. 
"Many professors are just 
,too busy, especially, the ones 
who only teach part-time and 
also have law offices 
downtown," he continued. 
"Even then they can get 
heavily involved in their-
practices and after all, 
nothing is more important 
than clients: They are the first 
obligation of a lawyer," 
Keeton said. 
The dean explained that in 
the case of a class which is 
needed fSr a prerequisite or murder and a Thursday kidnaping of a woman in a . *• 
North Austin shopping center, social consideration would 
' be given. ' : 
Police said the kidnaping , Prerequisites would be 
victim was abducted at waived, he noted, and if a 
" g r a d e  i s  n e e d e d  f o r  
graduation, the student would 
5>i' 
Police reportjEMj Stinday they knifepoint in the Highland 
are awaiting autojisy reports Mall parking lot and was held 
to; determine whether Mrs. 'n .^er captor's car for about 
Reckart was sexually abused. one hour- > 
Jordan said no substantial The woman said the 
clues have been uncoveredliut kidnaper later released her, 
added he is investigating a s,aying, "I don't have the 
possible link between the nerve to do it." 
CROSS THE STRffT? 
The street s Guadalupe and the answer's simple: because he was looking-for a place to 
live this summer and had heard some good things about the Castilian but wanted to see 
it for himself. 
So away he went. 
When he arrived he found a total environment featuring an indoor swimming pool, a 
game room (with billiards, foosball, ping pong, pinball etc.), sauna baths, a mini-gym, 
covered parking (at no cost during the summer), a typing room with IBM electrics, maid 
service, a reference library and more. 
He also liked the idea of getting all the good, home-cooked food he could eat. . . like 
sirloin tips, roast beef, chef salads, breaded veal, shrimp, and beef stroganoff ... foods 
that are becoming too expensive to buy except in large quantities 
And he liked our price (which isn't really hard to believe). 
Compared to the costs of living in an apartment, it's chicken feed. ^ -
So visit us before you make your decision. Just cross the 
street, and hop an elevator to the 
l lth floor. 
I 2323 San Antonio-478-98l 
W 
-4" ' 
U Atfjci •4. 2 -vr/ 
\a » b. 
u 
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be given a designation of pass-
fai l .  (This  is  af ter  the 
professor briefly reviews the 
final to determine if the 
student has made a passing , 
score.) 
BUT LAW students are still 
upset. . * • . •' 
Asking to be identified as -
"an irate law student," one 
i second-year undergraduate 
eicplain^d why obtaining the < 
grades was so important. 
- "First, in most of these , 
courses, you have only a final, 
"and without that grade, you : 
have no idea how you did in 
the course and where you're 
standing. 
"Second, law students are j; 
the kind of people that grades i 
mat ter  to .  They are  ̂  
aggressive and competitive * 
and they care. Third, jobs are I, 
dependent on an average. Aq ; 
80 is much better than a 79.1 
What do you do with an " 
incomplete average? That ! 
other course might have : 
helped you." 
S ANOTHER STUDENT who < 
has three ungraded finals I 
from- last fall said he and a * 
friend both had graded papers ' 
for professors and described it 
as an "odious task. i 
"You read 150 papers that ? 
say the same thing and say it * 
badly. I'm sure there is a > 
tendency to put it off and put " 
it off, but there's no excuse ! 
for it taking this long. Doing 
one or two a day would get it I 





^TICICCTS AT:WnKS Hi MIS.****! p t toibt t  SMICTVM 
•P HP '•yy'iw;.11 wmmmm 
A 
Novel 
By JOAN HANAUER 
, NEW YORK <UPI) - In; 
Spiro Agnew's still 
uncompleted novel, "A Very 
Special Relations^," the; 
vice-president of the United 
States in 1983 has some 
decidedly critical thoughts 
^bout his President. , 
It is unfair to judge the book 
^mistakenly believe ttaatA'future in the novel titled man of greatexperiencein 
Russia ^is planning to take*,;/"1984;" At one point Canfield ihis area." '".-V <-
"looks at the Soviet foreign-over Afghanistan, fearing 
Jhat Iran will be the nextj^mster^d thin^^ 
Soviets, the militants plot the * "THIS WAS the 
Soviet-U.S. facedown by. 
heating up the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. 
tough: 
negotiator who carved out the: 
big bargains at SALT VI and 
i^VII in Geneva . •*- the 
"At the end of the excerpt; 
Agneto has'  Canfield 
wondering whether to 
embrace the HEW secretary 
for the first time at the door of 
Jier apartment.  Instead, 
Lagunaploria 
Of San Vt.eOi 
I ----- — "—•», IN THE magazine excerpt;— Agreements that ieft the U S "Canfield reached out 
fa «», few thousand wonfr. which tacludes a brief portal ' X5Sffi£ ™d to. M 
from Chapter 3 that appear in 
4he May issue of Ladies Home 
^Journal. This glimpse reveals-
no tantalizing state or 
political secrets, but there are 
some interesting insights into 
Agnew himself. 
eft In an accompanying article 
the former vice-president said 
he was not writing 
fictionalized autobiography, 
but admitted that some of 
himself must naturally come 
into the book. Sq^jrarijung 
fthe; plot,: he;: wrote^®^^ 
"Briefly, it concerns"a vice-
preisdent of the United States 
(in 1983-1984) who becomes 
the dupe of Iranian militants 
who want to cause an all-out 
confrontation between the 
^United States and the Soviet 
Union, ^he, militants 
of a Cabinet meeting and a v to eventual mediocrity." 
White House dinner for the,,^ 
charismatic Soviet chairman|| WhUe ^ title of ^ ̂  
*g 0 ,n 1 s 1"v 1 c4e " refers to the very special. 
president, Porter Newtofr* relationship between a vice-" 
p®".Jel. u 2 1 president and president, there , ^ .. , B1 . 
President Walter. Hurley fails also is a very specials wntten' an<* t',at Playboy 
to catch onto a not very thinly relationship between Agnew's" p^sst >*" ®iya"c®!* " 
veiled barb tossed out by the runhappily married hero and estimated $50,000 to $250,000 
Russians and later thinks to,athe aiiuring woman secretary tor rights, Agnew 
l>f health, education and 
Reservations may be made 
now for a May :8 bus trip to the 
Witte Museum in San Antonio 
being offered by the Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum, The 
purpose of the tour is to view 
an exhibition entitled "Indian, 
whimsically and chucked her the Americas.?^ 
under the chin."- ^Opening Fridayy, it is r 
- ^national traveling exhibit of 
800 objects from the Museum WHILE IT is reported that 
the Ladies' Home Journal has 
agreed to pay, Agnew $100,000 
to serialize his novel once it is 
himself 
"The line between 
. deference and obsequiousness 
is blurred by the habits of 
international diplomacy but 
Canfield felt that others would 
agree with him that the 
President went beyond 
graciousness. 
The time .setting of the 
novel itself is interesting 
1983-1984, as in Goerge 
Orwell's chilling look into the. 
welfare. 
""'article I n <  t h e  
accompanies the 
Agnew said that writing love 
scenes "frightens me to 
death" and that he won't 
.^^ttempt to make them 
l'"superheated." He added, "I 
have to admit that I won't 
always be writing from my 
own experience; I'n^ot a 
insists that critical acclaim is 
more important to him than 
is# financial success. 5 
' ' •  
. He wrote that he is "far.too 
excerpt, bitter" to write a nonfiction 
account of his vice-
presidency, but added: R 
MSSfll.clU.lM 
"My serious book, the boqk 
about my own experiences, 
will be written — but not until 
after the Nixon 
administration leaves office." 
In Monday Concert 
UT Jazz 
N>> „ ^ 
To Perform 
MMm 
A' * 1 
• • t 
of the American Indian, Heye 
Foundation, in tyew Yqrk 
City. WMkk 
The tour wflV'li&ve train 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 
3809 W.'35th St., at 8:30 a.m., 
returning to Austin at  
approximately 3:15 p.m. The 
cost of the tour is $10, which -
transportation, 
entrance' fee to the exhibits 
and lunch.. Reservations may 
be made by calling the 
museum at 452-9447. 
"INDIAN ART of the 
Americas" has been selected 
to bring new, attention to the 
varied ,  esthetic 
accomplishments of the 
American'  Indian artist  
ranging geographically from 
the Arctic to Tierra 
Fuego, and in time from 2500 
B.C. to 1870 A.D. -
The tour will provide a rare 
opportunity to compare 
cultural achievements and 
esthetic forms, similarities 
and differences^ as they have 
evolved over the last 4,000 
. years, far removed from Indo­
-European and other "old 
world" traditions. 
Every medium in which 
these artists worked is 
represented: wood, stone, 
metal, clay, textiles, bone and 
shelL Painted works are 
included as well as carved and 
modeled objects. The range of 
esthetic skills is well 
represented from each of the 
major cultural groups of the 
Americas along with lesser-
WM 
m. SchedulesTou 
exhibition. Electrically ulive 
and Vibrantly Colorful, the 
artist's immense canvases 
known expressions of, Indian portray a perception of New 
art. . & 4 York City that is at once 
OPENING simultaneously joyous and tragic. <• 
with the major "Indian Aft of 
the Americas" is the 
contemporary primitive 
painter Ralph Fasanella's 
exhibit Painting since 1944, 
Fasanella was discovered 
only last year, when he was 58 
years old by New York 
magazine in a widely-
discussed covet story 
following a ptajor one-man 
Tout: participants will have 
ample time to view the Witte 
Museum's excellent 
permanent collection. 
Following the guided tour, 
Laguna Gloria has made 
arrangements for the tour 
group to have lunch at Los 
Patios'  ,restaurant f ;®rhe 
Gazebo. 
television-
0n channel 24 at 6:30 p.m. 
Monday, a l ive debate 
IB! •' 
SSiSi: ^ ' N<,W" *'' 
sw& Congreit: 
between the three candidates 6y«wttne« n«wi 
ninning for district 10, U.S. Gon>mok, 
Congress, will take place on .i 9 special o» the w«»k^'Th« 
"The Democratic Race for '4!l,I!Lc'l,l,!'?lld °' 
Congress." U.S. Rep. J.J. ti» rookim ,v 
"Jake" Pickle, State Rep. t!?'34 Th# w#»,c,an ' 
Larry Bales and E.H. *m 7  Her#' .uucy '  ,  
Meadows will participate. • * spiciai of m 
N«tlon'» Economy — Out of U )•; 
cantrol" " " 
7 Dragnet 
24 Movie: 
34 Movlii'^Ulrhbo" |Si« 
ti'io p.m. ., * • 
1 The N«w Dick Ven Oyke Show 
• n-w. 
. ' • 7 Medical Center • 
9 Wathlngton Straight Ta|H • K 
MO p.m. 
9 School Talk 




1 Movie. "The 3» Mipf' 
t'tmfflil 
U Tonight Show 
The University Jazz 
Ensemble and its offspring, 
the Son of Jazz Ensemble, will 
present a joint concert at 8 
p.m. Monday in Hogg 
Auditorium. The event is open 
to the public and is free of 
charge. 
Glen Daum, director of the 
Jazz Ensemble, will conduct 
the Jazz Ensemble in a 
number of different musical 
arrangements, including "But 
Beautiful" by Jimmy Van 
Heusen with JitriT Mings 
performing on guitar;  
"Dolphin Dance" by Herbie 
Hancock and "Coltrane's 
Blues" by David Baker. 
"Mean What You Say" and 
"It Only Happens Every 
Time" by Thad Jones, "Brand 
X" by Billy Byers, "Jack 
Acid's Revenge" by Alf 
Clausen, "Smiles" by Butch 
Nordal and "Games" by 
ensemble member David 
Caffey also will be performed^ 
The Son of Jazz Ensemble 
will be conducted by Terry 
Trentha'm, a teaching 
assist  ant in the music 
; 'd epartm e nt.  W orks 
performed will  include 
"Home Free" by Benny 
Gholson, "Up and At It" by 
Wes Montgomery and "Black 
Roots" by Howard Harris 
(Editor'* Notai Danton and Dawn 
Spiny, who praparad thb column, on 
locol WMIO)III tptlollilng in natal 
(hartt, pwMnal inlMvtowt, analytfc and 
atttology dawn.) 
AMIS: Be observant, You will gain more 
from sight than from sound today. 
TAURUS: You may appear slow to learn, 
but once a lesson is learned, it sticks. 
GCMINl: You have strong likes and 
dislikes which now become apparent 
to others. 
CANCCKt You can be diplomatic when 
motivated. A smile goes a long way. 
UO: It may not be easy to know what 
you're thinking — even to you. 
VIRGO: ;JYour skill at communicating, 
perhaps through writing, may be 
'Called Upon today. • 
UMAi You don't always enjoy the things 
you've vyorked so hard to attain. 
SCORPIO; To doubt the changes that occur 





red clay ' 
3" to 12" is 
6* to $2.26 
Open Sunday 
913 N. Lamar 478-4037-
SAOtTARRWS. All your fine ideas will not 
manifest your goals. A little sweat Is 
needed. 
CAPRICORN: One could tend to 
Intellectuallze too much when a 
definite action would suffice. 
AQUARIUS: There may be many people 
through your life just now, bringing 
with them many challenges. 
PISCIS: You may not be an artist 
yourself, but you do appreciate the 




• NO COVER • 
BEVO'S 
r The program, which 
promises to be a reflection of 
the influences a number of 
important jazz musicians 
such as John Coltrane and 
Wes Montgomery have had on 
modern music, will feature a 
number of solos in the 
saxophone section recreating 
the styles of famous past 
saxophone masters.' • -
The Shrimp Harvest 
h «asy to m|«r mvmty Monday, Tuwday. VMiwtday, Thunday man and night at 
inffatton-ttaapor .pricat. Ommut Mrvtn|< of MM OwH Shrimp an ka »• pod and 
vat. Cocktail taiK • •-
A fK 
TO 
Muct and huihpuppiot, too 
BIG CATCH 3.50 HAIF CATCH 1.95 , , 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
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MIXED DRINKS 
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- (IN RIVER HILLS SHOPPING CENTER) j 
c r / c U £ t c i v b  
19' BEER 
EVERY WEEKDAY 2:30-5:30 , 
Plus pool, Tornado foosball, and pinball. 
1905 E. RIVERSIDE DR.;t 
I  
Smw May ,, Wid. - Sat. May f 
RUSTY WIER j I 
Premieres new ABC Dunhill Album 
"Stone, Slow, Rugged" — 
Moppy Hour 5-7 p.m. 'a; 441-3352 





STILL A GREAT 
PLACE TO BE 
Mow. Dan & Dave 
Tuci&ii Frank & -Greg ~ ' 
Wed. iabbernow f^ 
, NEVER A COVER 
«*BACK ROOM ^ -^3 
• '  »s 
2031 E. Riverside Dr. «t Burton 441-4677 
%?i> SUPPORT!fAIRiWAGES j 
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Milage Cinema Four-y 
Riverside Twin Cinema 
Sifjvg ''Y '̂yC 
I 
I 
Dobie Scrfeiehs l 
«8ivV0 m 
yiSnowtown Twin Drive-in |
South Side Twin Drive-In • 
& 2 sg^g «>: 
' your 
UndmsHMjii 








I Burnet Drive-In 
Drive-In 
Fox Twin ' v 







Paid for and sponsored by Local 205. International Alliance Theatrical 
I" IS215111 * Whttl*4i | Employees and Moving Picture Mac^nTSpe '̂̂ TFL-CWL 
^ | J Serving Austin *s Entertainment Industry Since 1911, 
f 
Complete Research Service 
Collegiate Research Systems has a complete 
Educational Research Service, including 
Term Paper Research, Thesis Research ana 
Professional Typing in all areas. 
< Phone: 474-1236 
50,000 Research Papers on file -
Quick Delivery Collaglat* Rosoarch Systems 
Man. thru FH. ' 104 East 6th Strot No. 518 
Hit: 10:00 to 6:00 o UtHafiold Building 






EVKRYONE ADMI ED FREE TONI 
BUBBLE PUPPY 
plus 50* Tequila 
Happy Hour Every Nite 
8-9 p.m. 
Pitcher Beer $1 Mixed Drinks 60<-$l 
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200 ACADEMY 
- "MAY 2 & 3 -
FLASH CADILLAC 
And the Continental Kids ^ v 
Advantm Tltkatt on Sa/e at: 
Joske's; Texas Hatters; Discount Records; River City Inn; 
Inner Sanctum; Texas Opry House 
May 1 performance $2.50; May 3 performance $3.50 
SATURDAY, MAY 4 w<~ 
•U.F > ? • / * > ' > «  
Doug Sahm - Freddie Fender 
and * '• 4 
Freda Ond the Rred '̂!;'::v |̂ 
—Every Sunday— 
'"Freda and the Firedogs :~h 
nrr-hML. 
Every Hirplane collection 
has seven cuts missing. 
n-im 
and two singles never on an LP can now 
be heard on Jefferson Airplane's new 
album Early Flight": 
High Flyin Bird. Ri 
World. It's Alright In the Morning 
J.P.P McStepB Blues. Go to Her Up 6 
Down Mexico and Have You Sc"^n 
the Saucers. 
The Airplane collector ha 







By KERRY KIMBROUGH 
"Zilker Park is still here, isn't it? I mean, they haven't; 
aved over our paradise yet? Well; like the lady said, yoi| -
-just don't know 'til it's gone, and the two things that make 
' fills city God's own Austin — its fertile green spaces and its 
young, strong music — may be slipping away. Some healthy 
outrage ought to save Zilker Park, and if we're righteous, we 
might not lose Zilker Sunday, either. 
, Zilker Sunday is still Austin's solidest Jazz-rock band. 
People who like to frolic in the out-of-doors know about his 
group. Every once ill a while, on sunny afternoons, the van 
pulls up, the speakers and mikes roll out, and suddenly 10 
musicians are pumping the air full of brassy, brick-loosening 
.sound. That first Sunday in the park, folks had to leave earljjpf* 
-.because the band kept knocking the water out of the sky.*?; 3 
§1 - ^ * " Hj|j 
NOW ZILKER Sunday is fre$h back from a highiy)% 
successful date in Vail, Colo. As it turned out, not only were" 
they gassing them nitely at the Casino Vail, not only were the ^ 
other clubs opening earlier and closing later in an effort to,/ < 
wrench the crowds away (or at least get some of theZilkei^p 
horn men over to jam after hours )T but when producer Diclt'If 
Able heard them, his comment was, "You guys aren't a club m 
band, you're a concert band.'V^^,ft> i^v ti' * li 
Yeahv well, they don't call the cat Able just because he has 
a brother; the result is that Zilker Sunday-be appearing 
in a couple of Colorado concerts with wife* Dog Night, 
.Grand Funk, Tower of Power atid Lydia Pense early this<?| 
summer. It's just the next step, is all. Zilker has of late beetf-%?j 
concertiiing with the likes of ZZ Top, The Jackson 5 and ^ 
Billie Joe Royal, after a steady rise in popularity at Austin's,, 
clubs and beer-crazed fraternity bashes that began three*; 
years, ago. . . 
With possibilities for the future ever-widening, the band 
now faces the proverbial prongs of dilemma: like, whither, 
man? To go on the road for the lucrative tours and club 
circuits, or to stay at home in Austin and, said trombonist;; 
Mike Mordecai, "starve?" Lead singer Jim Lederer said 
"I'm skeptical (of the road). We'd have to play that top-40# 
rfuff." ' ' " If 
CLEARLY, Zilker Sunday is bursting at the seams with| 
'"more music than will fit in the top40 mold. There's a'" 
ratchetey, off-beat rocker called "Frat Rat," an original by® 
Lederer and guitarist vocalist Johnny Simpson, and other 
tricky compositions by pianist Doc Martin and reedman Paul' 
Ostermeyer. Thre's the immense flexibility of having, with 
Sharon Loveall, three lead singers. And there's trumpeter 
Mel Winters, who can rip the roof off with pure jazz power. 
But Austin? Starvation? Perhaps, although the band is 
busy here recording the finishing touches on an album that 
just might make it financially comfortable for them ta,.stay$. 
at home. And if Austin ever sees this greening of the musicS|f 
industry that we keep heaving about, maybe we'll all bcj$I 
dancing in the park, digging Zilker Sunday and this earth thateff 
still grows. -'Ste 
* ggflftg :;s: 
Zilker Sunday 
Site for Second^Annual Nelson Picnic 
i*. 
' s 
Village Cinema Pour 






A NOSTALGIC LOOK 
AT TNI FUTURE 
V 1:«4dfr£M 
v v i* * 
Willie Nelson's second 
annual Fourth of July Picnic 
will be held at the Texas 
World Speedway in College 
Station this summer instead 
of at Dripping Springs, and 
the music will be spread over 
three days — July 4, 5 and 6. 
The outdoor country music 
gathering drew more thatn 
50,000 persons on July 4 alone 
at Dripping Springs last year. 
It was hailed as a success by 
criucs from coast to coast in 
such diverse publications as 
The New York Times and the 
Los Angeles Free Press. 
Host Willie Nelson, who-has 
been named to the Country 
Music Writers Hall of Fame 
• since the Dripping Springs 
extravaganza, has announced 
that all entertainers on last 
year's program have been 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
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11:«OJ:gW:S0-7:40-'. 10:00 ; • 
$1.25 til 3:00 
 ̂ 1:40-3:20-5:00 
|§®f16:40-8:20-10:00 „ 
hTHE MOST UNUSUAL AND 
PROVOCATIVE WORK 
I Of SCIENCE-FjCTION." 
-4>it Collins. WCBS-TVi 




invited back, plus many more. 
Already confirmed as 
returning from the Dripping 
Springs program are Waylon 
Jennings, Sammi Smith, Billy 
Joe Shaver, Kinky Friedman, 
Johnny Darrell and Hank 
Wilson. 
Nelson said confirmations 
also have been received from 
Jerry Jeff Walker, B.W. 
Stevenson, Ray Wylie 
Hubbard, Michael Murphey, 
Lee Clayton, Red Steagall, the 
Geezenslaw Brothers, Johnny 
; Bush, Asleep at the Wheel,-
i Rusty Weir, Johnny Duncan, 
Jimmy Buffet, Darrell 
McCall, Delbert & Glenn, 
Jerry Lane, Augie. Meyers, 
Dotig Sahm, Jimmy Day, Dee 
Moeller, John Prine, George. 
Chambers, Dottie West, Steve 
Fromholz and Floyd Tillman. 
Nelson, who lives near 
Austin,, said the outdoor 
gathering was being moved to 
the Texas World Speedway in 
~*Cbllege Station so the crowd 
could be accommodated more 
comfortably. He added that 
free camping facilities will be 
available at the speedway. 
•: ̂ Advance tickets are being 
sold by mail order, for $8 per 
day or $20 for three days. 
Cashier's checks or money 
orders should be sent to: 
Willie Nelson's Fourth of July 
Picnic, Inc., P.O. Box 9500, 
College Station, Tex. 77840. •, 
Electric Light Orchestra To Perform 
The Electric Light 
Orchestra and Chi Coltrane 
will appear in concert at '8 
p.m. Monday in Municipal 
Auditorium. 
Brought together by guitar 
wizard Roy Wood and Jeffrey 
Lynne, the group's lead 
singer, guitarist and 
composer, the Electric Light 
Orchestra is a perhaps unique 
hybrid in modern pop music, 
liie group's presentations are 
about equally divided between 
the most pulsating and 
powerful of hard driving rock 
and the refined structure of 
classical music. 
In existence for about a 
Starts FRIDAY! 
THERE'S NOTHIIT THEY miTT TRY1I 
-r 
I WOW' 
THars NOTHiir JMRTY MARY 
MNMB SGKEEH1 & 2 
21st &. Guadolup* Sccond Ifevei Dobi* Mall 477-1324 
VARSITY 
Th* year's Most Talked 
About Milkal film 
. F. STONE'S! 
JWEEKLY|j 
Narrated by Tom Wicker. I 
n o i l  v  
V. ; L) /*• i • nt Rf.c T 
I HAVE SEEN 
THE FUTURE 






$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
2:10-4:05-6:00 
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MAUREEN ORTti, Newsweek 5 
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year, the Electric Light 
Orchestra first achieved 
commercial success with the 
release of "Roll Over 
Beethoven," an old Chuck 
Berry song in which strains of 
Beethoven's Fifth' Symphony 
are intermingled. Since then 
the group has made a number 
of successful American tours 
and appearances on late-night 
televteed rock concerts. 
Coltrane, who will be 
performing before the 
Electric Light Orchestra, is a 
talented young pianist and 
singer. Ms. Coltrane; who is 
only 23, has been playing for 
the last few years in the 
Chicago area, where she first 
received critical attention for 
her song writing ability and 
talent for combining classical 
and popular piano strains. 
\ Tickets for the concert are 
?4 and $5 and may be obtained 
at both Raymond's Drug 
Stores and the Municipal 
. Auditorium Box Office. 
HECTOR'S 
TACO FLATS 
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A scene from Eudora Welly's 'The Ponder Heart' 
—Tmwi IMI I'M* toy OnM I 
A delightfully comic murder trial climaxes a chamber 
theater fund-raising production of Eudora Welty's novel, 
"The Ponder Heart," to be presented by faculty and $tudents 
at 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday in;the 
Communication Building Auditorium. 
Produced by the University Department" Of fcpeech 
Communication, "The Ponder Heart" features members of 
the university faculty. Admission is $1, and-tickets are 
available by reservation from the Department of Speech 
Communication (471-S2S2) or at the door. Proceeds will go to 
a fund for student awards. 
Narrated by Edna Earle Ponder, the story is about her 
waftn-hearted, simple-mindedly generous uncle, Daniel 
Ponder. It begins as he is giving away strings of hams, a pair 
of fantail pigeons, his own cemetery plot and much more,. . , „ ... 
including "little hugs," and ends with his trial for thej|% students Margaret (Meg) Davidson and Brian Carpenter. 
? murder of hissecom) wife — a trial full of wildly improbable The production manager is Dr. Lear Ashmore, graduate 
1 developments. adviser in the Department of Speech Communication. 
Although Edna Earle is mainly concerned about Uncle <ff| 
Daniel, she takes time to give the reader-listener a vivid |p$ . . _ , 
iaccount of life in Clay, a small town in,rural Mississippi? A multi-media show multi-media class. 
uThe cast of characters includes Grandpa Ponder, Daniel's ;t l̂escribing behind-the-scenes 
father and no-nonsense matchmaker for Daniel's first' operation of a dinner theater'; 
I marriage, which didn't work out; Miss Teacake Magee,; :f J>riM •>© presented at;3;,p.m. 
; Daniel's first wife: Bonnie Dee Peacock, the girl behind the '̂ Monday in ,1 the appearing at Thf„ Cpjjntry 
jewelry counter at Woolworth's who becomes his second- If Communication Building > Duuier Playhouse^Mî j»^#3l 
that voice and the sense of time past^two features thai 
distinguish narrative from dramatic literature. 
The cast is headed byDr.Robert Jeffry, chairman of the 
Department of Speech Communication, who plays' Uncle 
Daniel Ponder. Another major role, played by teaching 
assistant Dixie Gray, also of the. Department of Speech 
Communication's that of the narrator, Edna Earle. '*-v. 
, Others in the large cast include Dr Wayne Danielson, dean 
of the School of Communication, as Truex Bodkin, the blind 
coroner; Dr. Alfred G. Smith, director of the Center for 
Communication Research, as Grandpa Ponder and Dr. 
Elisabeth Carrow, director of the university's programs in 
communication disorders, as Miss Luttie. 
The director is Dr. Beverly Whitaker, university professor 
of speech communication. Assistant directors are graduate 
Multi-Media Presentation Self' 
Included in the presentation 
will be interviews with Joseph 
Gotten and another actor 
Ww 
Parker* ?radio |̂§staging group 
A live performa»6e by 
HeymaMrrs 
Symphony, BenefitScheduled 
x;Willie Nelson and Freda and 
the Firedogs will headline the 
entertainment at an old-
fashioned street dance and 
country fair at 6:30 p.m. 
Friday at 16th and Trinity 
Streets. 
The |1 admission charge 
will be donated to the Austin 
Symphony Orchestra, which 
must raise half of its annual 
budget in contributions. John 
Tabor, business manager of 
the symphony/ notes 
community support, including 
heavy student attendance at 
concerts, has helped the 
•• Austin—orchestra 
while other orchestras as 
prestigious as the Dallas 
Symphony Orchestra have 
cancelled performances for 
lack of funds." 
The street dance will be 
held in front of the 87-year-old 
Hardeman House, which will 
be moved to Symphony Square 
to join three other nearly 100-
year-old houses in a small 
performing arts center 
nestled on the banks of Waller 
Creek. This major restoration 
effort is part of the total 
Waller Greek project, which is 
turning, tile creek banks into a 
offices and headquarters for 
musical programs. 
Symphony officials see the 
occasion as the forerunner of 
future community music 
festivals to be staged in 
Symphony Square' and the; 
"will conclude the show, 
Jacinto Boulevard and IH 35. Waller Creek park. 
' The four old houses, in the .7 In addition to Willie Nelson, 
Symphony Square complex - Entertainment will be 
will be used for a restaurant, provided by the University ; 
Longhorn Singers and the 
Merry Mixers ,Square 
Dancers. 
 ̂ No advance tickets are 
being sold for the street 
dance, so all ticket purchases 
imust be made at the gate. 
wife, and who was either murdered or died of fright from an ':' Auditorium, 
electrical storm; Narciss, the Ponders' servant; DeYancey, ...r Andy 
Clanahan, young lawyer who defends Uncle Daniel until he is^fMlevlsion-fllm ma jor:,xs 
replaced at the trial by the prosecuting attorney and Dorris (Coordinated the tape-slidd "* Admission is free to'" 
R. Gladney, politically ambitious prosecuting attorney ̂ vs^how as a requirement for a public. 
whose courtroom prowess is praised generously by the 
defendant throughout the trial, and assorted prominent 
citizens of Clay. 
The University production of "The Ponder Heart" is a 
chamber theater version of Ms. Welty's novel. Unlike a^g 
: straight dramatization, which eliminates the narative voiceW 
w-
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MONDAY, APRIL 29, 8:00 P.M. 
; MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM 1 
RESERVED SEATS: $5 AND $4 
AVAILABU TODAY 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS No. 1 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS No. t 
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FOR SALE H FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS.Ji FURN. APARTS. H FURN. APARTS. |  FURN. APARTS. H FURN. APARTS 
mm 
- For Sal* 
COMPONENTS 
1974 Component tett (only 3) complete 
with tpeekert end dust covert. To be 
told tor $88.00 each. Cath or term*. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 4S35 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 to », Saturday 
9 to 6. 
Huge two. bedroom. 1240 plut 
-Bedroom for June 1, J27J blll̂ ald  ̂ ;*r 
_  »  _  ,  . , ,  _  _ _ _  „  ^  2 5 0 6  M a n o r  R o a d  
unique efficiency, *150 Mil* paid. , MARK IV APTS. '• ; Students Welcome 
uge t o.bedroo . »240 piu« bin*. 3 •, ^ ^ ^Svalk or bicycle to cia$s 
™ J Efficiencies only V 
iftr - $50deposit 
Lowest Rates In towifl 
Going fast! 
$124 bflts paid V'fp® 
474-5550 ,..V. .477-36^91 
Garrard 
It the heart 
A t̂ooo-garrard 4  ̂
't famou* professional turntable 
the AX-7000-Garrard of 
3 way 10 tpeaker system. Feature* 
heavy duty 8'' woofer. S'a" midrange,-4" 
horn tweeter, end 3V> duocone tweeter 
in. each tpeaker enclosure. 1 year 
guarantee on parts and labor. Lists at 
S529 but will tell at iV». Cath or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar.Monday-Frlday M, Saturday 94 
ACTIVE, old large brick family 
«n quiet, tree-shaded street. Easy 






 ̂Auto -' For Solo 
1970 TRIUMPH GT, 6 plus, good 
condition. 37.000 mllet. Call 4S348M for 
more Information 
*72 OPEL. Excellent condition. 24000 
mllet. AM/FM radio, air, new tires. «•-
0115 after 5:30. 
1948 VW BUG. *700. Call 474-54627 
evenings 451-71*3. Ask for Robert.. 
1987 FORD VAN, 4 cylinder, ttwnderd* 
ln>, interior, ̂ 10*5 or best i 
47 h 
19M79*0LV04 door sedan, 




71 FIAT 124 Sport 30 mpgr AM/FM. tow 
mlleege. excellent condition, good tires. 
474-W3, 454-7S10. 
Vt DATSUN 2000 Roedtter convertible. 
Tt Torino Cobra. Must tell both. Call 
Scott .afternoons 47S-4173. ;;;\ •. 
BUY ME • I'm a 1972 Gremlin X with 
everything on me. After 5, H2-10I9. 
m9VW*emiautom«ic. *1000.453-5452 or 
call 47*4942 after 5:30. Ask for Peggy. 
a FORO. Tudor ha 








:HE »14. I.7,> 
auto. PB, PS. 
& a* haute. 
1974 PORSC > . 1.  AC AM/FM. » 
m |̂. *4000 or test offer. 92I-29M or 453-
'72 CAPRt, new engine, good condition/' 
*2400 or bett offer. Tom 476-7*59. Ring 
ten times minimum. v 
Homos - For Salo 
ATTR Ol i 
home o
walk 
ev*nlngt for appt. 
14xM MOBILE HOME. CA/CH. 2 
bedroom, 116 bath. Wather/Dryer. Best 
offer. Even|ngt. 2U-l474. 
1971 14'x51* MOBILE HOME. AC, 
furnlthed. shag, wfther, dryer, very 
reasonable. Located UT Trailer Park. 
474-1300, 
Garago Sale - For Salo 
MOVING SALE. iParietonlc'itereo, 
AM/FM, turntable, tpeaker*. Dynaco 
FM tuner, Scott amp.- Daybed. 
Mitcdianequ* items. 472-1794, 470-4959. 
Musical • For Salo 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar. Amtter Mutic 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
Instruments repaired -at reasonable 
prices. OUDS. LUTES. DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
string*. Geoff Menke - Amtter Music, 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and uted 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on , 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio. 476-M21. Tuet. -
Sat. 104. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Mutt tell. Penny, 442-0702. 
GIBSON ES335, *325: 50-watt Marshall, 
month old, four 12" Lantlngs, U00. Must 
sell. 472-9495 before 1:00. 
RCA CONSOLE - beautiful color TV, 
stereo, AM/FM radio combination in 
solid oak cabinet. Excellent condition. 
*550. 477-3001 after 5 p.m. 
NEW 12-ttrlng Ventura. Bett offer. 470-
tl54, Frank. 
leate. 1902 Nuecet. 476-3442 476 
. TIREDOF THE STERILE COMPLEX? 
Go by and- tee. our one bedroom 
4. apartments at 1007 West 26th end at 1714 
Summit View. ACpool, trees, *100. Call 
manager, 472-0690. 
EFFICIENCY, |utt off camput. 29th and 
. Guadalupe. Queen tlie bed, 4 burner 
.  ̂ttove, big refrigerator, sofa, lots of room 
end thelvet. AC/CH. *125 ABP. Call 478-
: 5131 before noon. 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Dishwasher • Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT DOOR 
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR -$130 2 BR - $150 
Summer Rates Start Today 




SUMMER RATES NOW 
1 BR Furn., $130, -if 
Small friendly complex. Pool. Fully 
carpeted. Water & Gat Paid. Central air., 
conditioning. -̂
3100 Speedway 477-1605, Shuttle bus corner 
•108 plus E 
e co lo r fu l  Shag  
Carpet 
e Central Air 
e Pool 
e Shuttle Bus 3 Blks 
Rates  
5 BLOCKS 
WEST OF CAMPUS 
New teml-efflclenclet 
Shag carpet,, cable, gat, ' 
water furnithed 
RED OAK, 2104 San Gabfiel 
*121 Summer Rates 
477-5514, 476-7916 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. *130 
Luxury one bedroom apartment, fully 
carpeted, dlthwather, pool. 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




2 Br. Furn.-$150 
1 Br. Furn. - S130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air. 441-058# 
" SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




Large apt., one bedroom, targe closets, 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
gat, swimming pool, furnished. Walking 
distance to UT. No children or pets. 610 
West 30th. 477-0858. 
e Summer  
Start Today 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 AVE. A 459-0058 
: MOVE IN TODAY! 
LA CANADA APTS, 
Signing Summer Leatet 
1 BR, *150 _ 2 BR, *100 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Pretty thag carpet, dlthwather, pool 
Shuttle But Corner Walk to Campu* 
t' 1300 W. 24th . - ' ' . . 472-1S90 
TANGLEWOOD 
NORTH 
Summer Rate* Start Today. .< 
1 BR $140 ^$155 
2 BR $165 - $175 
• A/C Paid 
e Bright Shag Carpet 
e 2 Large Podls 
e Shuttle Bus Corner 
P-
tSUMMER ON THE LAKE 
£ STUDENT DISCOUNT ; 
îFor the three summer months only,' 
>?Town Lake Apartment* will give a 
A substantial rent discount to UT students. 
'̂ -On Town Lake, cable, ell bills peld, 
'Vdiiposal, telephone jackt, laundry 
'facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
'.-.'efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, but. 




Your time is valuable 
Our service is free 
PARAGON 
^PROPERTIES4 
; 472-4171 f 




Clote to camput. Luxury efficiencies 
*115, one bedroom *130, two bedrooms 
*170. Pool, tundeck, fully carpeted, cen-: 
tral air and heat. , < 
302 W. 38th<" - • 
<&«*§< 451-2461 451-6533"? 
L41 Central Propecties Inc. 
<fflfe«§6syj•: '' I ' • li • I 11' ii • • - •' : 
r SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate; 
Stt bedrooms plus enormou* one and two 
if'i bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
. convenience, furnithed or unfurnithed. 
• ;,OAK CREEK "I* environmentally 
- oriented and offers a creek that winds 
, ' through, the community convenient to 
camput 8> shopping end conveniently 
- priced from *129. 1507 Houston Street, 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533. 
' 1500 Eatt Riverside, 444-1. 444-3750. 
1020 E. 45th 452-0060 
MG MIDGET. Mutt sell 
summer car. Radio, tape deck 
offer. Anytime. 470-9130. 
A greet 
A. Ma ke 
1*64 BUICK La Sabre, fine condition, 
good engine, tuperb firet. new muffler, 
nice body. *400. 471-5093. 
1974 VEGA Hatchback needs good home. 
1000 miles, 6 weeks old. Very well-
mint condition. equipped, absolutely 
*2995.472-0006. 
'65 VW CAMPER, new radlel tiret, new 
brakes, new clutch, insulated, equipped 
for camping. *750. 472-9490. 
•60 VW BUG 
radio. tlOSO. 






1066 PONTIAC Tempest. 6 cylinder, 
standard, ttick shift, good condition, 
*325. Cell 454-9003 after 5:00 p.m. 
Motorcycles - For Sal« 
.BULLTACO PURSANG 250CC. Excellent 
^condition. *350. Must see to eppreciate. 
Cell David. Day 476-7221. night 444-5727. 
"72 MA I CO 250 motorcycle. Akron tront 
rim. Must ride to eppreciate. *750or t*st 
oHer. After 5. 092-1609. 
reer tires. < 
1971 HONDA CB3S0,65 mpg in t 
t good thep*. *475. Alv 
windshield, sissy bars end luggage reck. 
Jso Yameha 
Make offer. 4S24049. 
Misc. - For Sole 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop. 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6177. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lent, 
Proiectors, Accestortes. The Rental 
Department at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, 
Dobie Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sites to choose from. *3.00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
ORNATE BRASS BEOS. Polished, tide 
railings, curved foot boards. Doublet 
and singles. Sendy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-50*OFF. Olympus OM-
l, fi.2. List *579, only *200. Camera 
Obscure, 478-5187 eveningt. 
BenkAmericard. MatterCharge. 
CATAMARAN SAILBOAT and trailer 
See spray 15'. 1973. Complete with tails, 
lackets and instruction!. Excellent 
condition. Will deliver, *1400. Atk for 
Martha. Call toll-tree 000-392-3366. 
2ENITH COLOR Porteble TV. 21". 
Excellent picture, *105. Cell 441-7205 or 
441-7342. 
INTERNATIONAL 420 Oast Sailboat, 
14' racing tloop, trapeze, compett. 
splnneker, treiler plus complete 
tolltaire rig. *1650. Call 452-8024. 
HONEY FOR SALE. Buy in quantity, 5 
gallon, 55 gallon. Special price for 





S»«r«o - For Sal* 
STEREO BUYING SERVICE. It you 
can't get the system you want at a 
minimum 20% discount, call 453-1078, 
Clay. 
REALISTIC setup (44rms) imp. 
matching tuner. Optimus-1 lifetime 
tpeekers. BSR changer, 8-track 
recorder. 470-7965 after 6. 
tape PLAYER VJW. 7" reel-reel. New! 
*350. take *200. 920-20M after S:30-
15' CHEVY 283 inboerd'tkl boet and 
trailer. *1400. Pulls three slalomsl 441-
3340, 441-0609 evenings. 
KING SIZE mattress end box springs. 
471-4001, 304 *30. Cell LaDonna, 
Brentwood. 
-AR-LST's new. one pelr 
Stereo Inc. 476-0947. 
PIONEER CS88 speakers *270. 477-9711. 
ext. 254. or «36-*4«5 
ROBERTS 450-A tape recorder: Sound 
with sound. Must tefi *100. Call 4724U2 
before 1:00 p.m 
STEREO BUYING SERVICE. If you're 
date sale* talk, end 
least. Cell 453-MP*. 
UVj- SAILBOAT. Light, fast, 
maneuverable. Board boat cartops. 
EicellenI racer. Cell Deve. 4544480. 
WATERBED, King tlie with freme, 
Itner, etc. Perfect condition, *25. 10-
tpeed bike, not so perfect. *20. 451-4350.-
DELUXE WATERBED, heeler, fitted 
liner, pedded neughehtde freme, eimost 
*900. Circle new. *150. Good Mil. Call 452-3838. 
WARD'S 12" Mack end white porteble. 
excellent picture. 441-5805 efter six. 
tired e* looking, b
want the best lor ' 
Ctey 
THE COOP STEREO SHOP et 2Jrd 8, 
Guadalupe is open Thursdeys & Fridays 
unto t 30 with speciel-saiet like Pioneer 
heedptKHies - 40% off, f(LH 73 tpeekers -
v* ott And speciel prices on tapes. 









• Kenwood Receivers 
a Sony Receivers 
e. Altec Speaker* 
• Dual Changer* 
e AKAt Tape Decks 
e jve Tape Oecfcs * 
• Pioneer Tumtatrtes 
e Marantt Receiver* 
• ShwreCartridae* 
• Headphones 
-r 205 Cast 
WwikymwiiW of t i t .  
CAMERA BUFFS 
BEWARE 
How would you like to make a deal on a 
Metx Mcclablitt 202 Autometic 
eiectronk fleth? This 201 is in mint 
condition end hat »CI  guide no. of 93 end 
65. I mutt sell by May 1st so left deal. 
Cell 472-3900 / 
FURN. APARTS. 
Who knows more about a 
student's apartment needs 
than another student? 
Call the HABITAT HUNTERS 
474-1532 
Suite 8A, Dobie AAall 
Free service, 7 days a week 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 west 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. Managed 
by owner. Shuttle Vi block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 





THREE OH FIVE 
APARTMENTS 
Large new contemporary ef­
ficiency apartments leasing 
for Summer. $125 - $129.50 plus 
electricity. 
• Walk-in closets and 
outside storage area. 
• Pool 
• Cable ' 
• Laundry and parking 
• On shuttle bus route 
• Optional studio couch or dou­
ble bed 
451-4364 
305 West 35th 
(6 blocks to cempus) 
V.I.P. 
APARTMENTS 
33rd 8, Speedwey 
walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
split level luxury living. Beeutitul studio 




Summer Rates Start Now 
2 BR Furn. $125 - $135 
1 BR. Furn. $115 
Central Air Conditioning,- Carpeting, 
Large Pool 
Ride Bike to UT 







24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE WILLIAMS 8.  
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 South Congrets 
*110 plus E 
Summer Leasing Now 
ESTABLISHMENT 
APTS. 
• Dishwasher • CA/CH 
• Kingsize Bedrooms • Pool 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
FACULTY , 
AND STAFF 
Large 3 bedroom duplex fownhoute in 
; convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gllllngwater Com-
pany. ' 
EFFICIENCIES 
FROM $119 plus E. 
1 BEDROOMS 
F ROM S130 plut E. 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE 
38TH 8. SPEEDWAY 
453-0540 472-4162 
BARRY GILLINGWATER CO. 
LOOKING FOR AN APT ? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
' Free 
451-8242 - NO fee. 
KINGSTON VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
2 BR-2M> BA. Furn. 
Studio w/fireplace 
$240 - $250 : 
All Bills Paid and 
Cable TV 
6855 U.S. 290 E 
Berkman Dr. Exit 
SU ROCA 
, APTS. 
* *  ̂ i . 
SUMMER 8. FALL LEASING 
1 BR, SI35 
Dlthwather--Nice Pool 
Covered Parking - Paneling 
2400 Longvlew 478-5203 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
SUMMER RATES 
From $115 
910 West 26th. Largeefficiendet and one 
bedroom apartments available for 
summer. CA/CH, all built-in kitchens, 
completely furnithed. Walk or ride shut­
tle to University. Paneling. 
4764609 or 4516533 
Central Properties, Inc. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, tundeck/built-ln kitchen. . 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 , 451-6533 
,, Central Properties Inc. 
KENRAY Apartments and +owhhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock ,Dr, 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance ot North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One hall block from shuttle. ( 
tnd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom* 
flats/ one and two batht. CA/CH,j»»-
hwather, ditpotal, door to door garbage 
pickup/ pool, maid service H detired, 
washaterla In complex. See owners,. Apt. 
113 or call 451-4848. 
a»3:.WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
' 4 1722 E. Woodward OI,fice 107 
444-7555 - V, 
* l, 2, or 3 bedroomt .. • 
urnlshed or furnithed 
iiSsyBi'i?,. From1 S140 - S265 ' ' • • 
'2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F B., slept from 
BILLS PAID, ~ 
X W 
IRS, on bus line, 
channel TV. 
Free 
2 BR-2 BA Furn. 
. $220 * $230 
THE VINEYARD 
& SNOOTY FOX 
New Ultra Modern Apts. 
Bright Colors, Shag Carpet 
Dishwasher Pool 
Fabulous Summer 
Rates i ; 
Efficiency ............ $120 up 
1 BR $140 up 
2 BR $175 Up 
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO HIGHLAND MALL 
AND DPS 
6309 BURNS ....451-4561 
Stafford House 
Apts. 
1 BR Furn - $112.25 
,r 2 BR Furn. - $128.00 
Small Friendly Complex 2900 Cole 
Fully Carpeted 
2500 E. 22nd 476-5421 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL.'BILLS' PAID 
Efficiencies, I and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a. creek fn one of Ausfin't prettleit 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur­
niture. SI3 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
6533. v.; 
Central Properties, Inc. 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn, or unfurn. only 3 , 
min. from downtown, 5 mln. from UT. 
Large walk-Ins, extra storage, private, 
balconies, lots of glass. From $179 plut ' 
E-.OAK KNOLU 620 South 1st (ute 
•Tlmbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Glllingwater Company, 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
: giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedroomt furn. or unfurn. 
>vith large walk-ins, beautiful landtcap-
Ino. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 452-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Glllingwater Com­
pany. 
, EASY WALK 










. Hurry! Hurryl Hurry! -
Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR $155 2 BR $190 
-' ALL BILLS PAID 
' Shuttle Bus Route 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools 
Security 
Clubroom, Volleyball Court 
Move In Today 




1 BR Fiirn - $145 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Walk to camput - Fully Carpeted -
. Dlthwather - Pool ' 
711 W. 32nd 454-4917 
EL DORADO 
APTS. 
Special Student Rates r 
1 BR $115-$125 
• Small friendly complex 
• Pool and patio area 
• Shuttle bus corner 




1 BR Furn. $120 - $133 
Shag Carpet, Central Air, Pool, Shuttle 
But Corner 




Northwest Austin. $119.50 All Bills Paid, 
furnished, " 6811-6813 Great Northern.: 
Cable TV, washer-dryer facllifiet, 
CA/CH, mature studentt, no pelt or 
children. Quiet for those who are terlous 
and want to study. Phone 472-6201, John 
"Ludlum before 5 weekdays. Resident 
manager 452-4944 after 5 and weekends. 
JERRICK 
SUMMER 8. FALL LEASING 
1 BR, Furn. $135 plus Elec. 
BRIGHT SHAG CARPET 
DISHWASHER, POOL 
1302 W. 24th 477-1292 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
Luxury  1  bedroom 
apartments, with central air, 
carpeted. Dishwasher, laun­
dry facilities, TV cable. 
Walking Distance to UT 
'/3 Block to Shuttle Bus ~ 
Fantastic Reduction 
On Summer Lease 
NOW $105 to $1)9 
Water & Gas Paid 
Manager Apt. 103 
104 E. 32nd 
- 476-5940. It no answer, call 345-4555 
4105 SpeedWay 
451-2832. If no answer, call 345-4555 
FALL LEASE NOW 
THE WILLOWICK " 
Live in Wooded Seclusion : 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
1 Bedroom , 
$145 uhlurnistied $160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
$178 unfurnished $198 furnished 
Ail Bills Paid 
600 South JEjrst S» - • .444-0687 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept iri apartment 
communi ty  l i v ing .  F ive-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
327-2239 Longvlew Apts. 
4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th 
Summer Retes 
Luxury 2 bedrooms, 2 baths 
$185 including gas, 
water & cable 
451-3941 
New con ten 
TANGLEWOOD 
EAST 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer Rates 
Start Now! 
2 BR Furn. $140 
1 BR Furn. $120-$125 
Nice *hag carpet - central air « 
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
MM Manor Road 477-1064 
• 'e^ciwcr *fART^*f$.. 
Summer rates Heer UT, CXswWe bod. 
dHfMML Ml sue timet. 
porary decor. Walk-lnt, 
pool, cable TV, thag carpet. Oulet 
elegant atmosphere. — 
King tlie one bedrooms elso available. 
Leasing tor Summer end Pall 
Oraitlcalty reduced Summer rates 
No cailt after 7.-00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
TAN6LEWOOD 
WEST 
Leasing tor Summer S, Pell 
1 Br, Furn. $13$ 
1 Br. Furn. $140 
Dlthwather • Stilag Carpet 
Central Air 8. Heat 
1403 Norwatfc 






I and 2 bedroom apartments. Dazzling 
decor. All the extras. Assigned parking, 
shuttle bus. From $140 - $180. Also 
summer retes. 4520 Bennett. 
451-3470 451-4119 
Ml AM I GO 
Efficiencies, I and 2 bedrooms, and 
studios. Pool, sauna, exercite room, 
shuttle, club and game room. $140 • $295 
bills paid. Also summer ratet. 





LEASING FOR SUMMER 
2 BR. Furn., $150 
Golf courte acrots ttreet, pool, central 
air cond., dishwasher. 
910 E. 40th 451-4373 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
DIPLOMAT APTS. 
i 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
1 BR Furn., $125 
Small, friendly complex. Central air, 
Nice thag carpet. 
1911 San Gabriel 474-2703 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
ANTILLES 
APTS. 
SIGNING SUAAMER LEASES 
2 BR FURN $170-1180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
DISHWASHER # FULLY 
CARPETED 
2204 ENFIELD RD. 478-0609 







I MOftOOM. turnimed. Jtgf, 
{•mpte*, trees. slwttte. !14j fe 
ttl$ tar sammer- 48MMS 
laik»6 erptciewcv. twWwiwwmi.-' 
t Wjr.$t» Aay.488%WWl»l<iW»».87V. 
SANJ«;w»T0Al»MSlM9S«.iac«le. 
iteve tat. MWMS *«»^c» U«»ersltr-Tri 
OtW M lied rawn. M battt. CAyCH ' 
<*•** >tm paMt We $tn,<aui-. 
Manager tee I08 8M4888. OMH •' 
, "J Mock from Camput 
itcantt matched erifn 
roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
, A Paraaon Property 
SUMMER RATES 
 ̂ From $115 
9t0wm< Mitt. Large efficiencies axd one 
.''bedroom epartments available lor 
CA'CH. ell teillt-ta kjttlwm, 
ly turmthed walk or ride 
to University'. PeMttng. 
476-7M8 or 4SI-4A1 





Ajmrtmmit >i*«tg W Week from 
imvfMW ipfMCaill A|V0M 1 
... rMwnnivi 
Siirrantr Dct«t Start 
\ B$L 1 BA. 7 B*, t BA; 3 BR# 3 BA 
$155, $210, . $290 
Large Pool - All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 




T ft 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
t Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
. Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study, room 
P*»c*fwi courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping . 





Efficiency, 1, 2(i and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to 
your housing. 
The South Sitore't central location 
providet eaty acceit to ll-T-
Come by artd tee o<ir nevt efflcitmey apd : 
I bedroom apartmentt on the bankt of 
Town' Lake. Complete with thag 
carpeting, accent well, modern fur- . 
niture. plut m individual deck overlook-' 
•ng the water. 
From $T45 - alt bills paid' /,. 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
•'•v.. POSADA y 
ADVENTURE. 
Lease Now for Fail to get a 
tiff of one month rent, tudents «nd singles will love 
our garden, pool and 
clubroom. Your owrn private 
bus, group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $12S 
East St. John. 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
2 and 3 bedroom townhoute and faltt 
from 1180 all bills paid. Summer from-
$165. On shuttle bus route, dishwasher, 
disposal, central air, pool, game room. 
Call 444-3411, or come by 1201 Tinnin 
Ford Road, Apt. .113. Turn East off IH35 
on E. Riverside Drive. 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL: $139 
Make a IWte money go a long way dur­
ing Woodside's summer special, effec­
tive June t. See our spacious one and two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional -fireplaces. 
Sundeck. pool and cabana are available 
for your total relaxation. Lovely view of 
Austin's hills. On the shuttle bus route, 
just minutes from the University and 
downtown. From SI39 to 1204, furnished. 
WOODS I DE 




MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with ell extras. Close to shuttle  ̂
bus, new shopping center, 290 an/9 
Koenig Lane. Call todey. 
472-8278. 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
x$123: 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Very large efficiency with beautiful pan­
eling, Open beam ceiling, thick shag 
carpeting, all built in kitchen, pool, 
CA/CH, clote to camput and thuttle bus. 
4000 Avenue A or 4200 Avenue A. 452-
5533, 454-6423, 4SI-6533 
Central Properties and Co. 
WARWICK 
, APARTMENTS 
1 Bedroom - $150 
Efficiency - $122 
"Luxury - Extra Nice Aptt. 
* blocks campus 
2919 West Ave. 
474-1712 
1 BEDROOM - $130 
EFFICIENCY - $100 
2 BEDROOM - $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
6 BLOCKS CAMPUS 
2408 LEON 
476-3467.' 
Special Student Rate 
1 BR, $135 2 BR, $160 
Central air, fully carpeted,, nice pool, 
patio area. 
Shuttle But Front Door 
2408 Longvlew 472-5316 
THE TIMBERS 
APTS. 
Summer Leasing NOw 
1 BR, $110 - $120 
Small, friendly complex, pool, new thag 
carpet, water 8, gat paid by owner. 
1307 Norwalk Ln., 472-2627 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
HALLMARK 
APTS. 
Summer Leasing Novir 
1 BR Furn., $125 
: • King size bedrooms 
• Central Air 8, Heat 
• Dishwasher • 
• Fully Carpeted 
• Walk to Camput 
708 W. 34th 454-6294 
NOW LEASING new efficiency 
apartment. One semester or longer. 
S135/month. All billt paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
RENT NOW 
PAY LATER! 
L E A S E  N O W  F O R  J U N E  A N D  
SEPTEMBER 
EFFICIENCIES- ONE BEDROOMS 
TWO BEDROOMS - THREE BEDROOMS 
Furnished arid Unfurnished 





805 West 10th Suite 105B 
Park Your Car and Walk To School! 
SUMMER > 
with us in eight 
, great University complexes 
PONCE de LEON 
'V THREE GREAT BUILDINGS 
' . . .  
FIVE GREAT BUILDINGS 
10000 TO v26500 
451-815 452-2744 
THRE^ ELMS 
480 Wett MM. Furnithed - Unfurnithed, 
*,i OLD MAIN 
APARTMENTS 
Wtiy watte time on bat? Walk to dau? 
unldiie etficlencv and one bedroom, 
apartments. Furnithed, all Wilt paid.-
S125 and up. , ^ - ;J 
- nn Pearl, A, X ; ' •' --
Ceil 477-32*4 ' - ii
i  ^ t i  \  '  * •  t i  
Efficiencies/ 1 Br, XLarge 2 
Call Our Office 
PdL I, 2207 Leon .,M. 
PdL II, 2200 Leon 
PdL III, 2200 San Gabrtel 
PT I, 304 E. 34th 
»«e«.t»<•#*-• •«*«*«* •««» 
MINI APA*T*E*T. Open beam 
: cemng, thag carpet througMut. atl tialtt. 
In kitchen, color coordinated CA/CH, 
m 
PT II. 408 W. 37th 









1 • I I 
lyTwv-.i • 
FURN. APARTS. 
EFFICIENCIES. JUS plus electricity. 
Pool, AQ carpet, paneling, no pets. 
Huntington vufe. 46th and Ave. a. 454-
W03. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near 
campus, shopping center, and shuttle 
bus- All bill* patd. For more 
Information/ cal| 4S4-9475, 
$149 50 ALU BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
fyrnlshed, CA/CH, built-in kitchen; near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 4S1-
3S40. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER * RATES NOW I Six blocks 
from Law School; -2 blocks'shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom $150; one bedroom $120. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and Interregional 477-0010' 
or GL3-222J 
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED •  MISCELLANEOUS 
4ust' North of 27th 
^Guadalupe 
TH- - ACTOR-ACTRESS needed Sate Drivlft Flirt, 3 days in Gslvestoft. Contact Jef 
. iioftus, Texas Safety Assoc. 451-7421, 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully;*,,' 'iff?''' 
carpeted; .OA/CM, rich wood .paneling, 6?®; 
pool, all bullt-fn: kitcHen, From S119.M.SE& 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 S. 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From S139ABP; 405 
East 31st 472-2147, 472-4162. Barryf 
Glllingwater Company 
„ . . M.B.A . 
ypmg, MUDIIithfng, binding? V 




with or without pictures." 
•: 2 Oay'Service ,. • 5^L 
472-3210 and 472-76#§J 
k^ j 'P 0 7  H e m Pht l l  Park  - v " j j |§g  
T Y P I N G  M  $ $ !  






Free to work at) summer. 
Willing to 'travel. Earn Si SO 
SKYDIVE! 




,PRODUC€R.:.Work Wt bhe ot Au«tln*|J4,«»-ra ....... ......... 
^Challenging .positionwith 
end film editing experience. Send,/ . 272t5711 anytime. 
fesumefor appointment, M0 Mutuwf ~ ,«\ ^ -a 
'Saving Bldg., Austin, Tx. "• •*"••• 
^81.-.,: V v:̂ -V: A • 
:ueajrn to sAlt; • 
Stan your summer vacation by joining 
Call Mr. Webb, 452-9371, *-Vort &«SS*S"SR IS 
••'••te^Joyce 477-3757 • • "w•" aboard our 46'- sloop . in the Gulf ot 
Mexico May 18-22.- includes overnlte 
graduation cruise, Write .or coll Viking 
Sailina, P.O. Box 421, Port -Aransas*> 
Texas 783737i*5««0. . , „ , 
WATERLOO 
GARDENERS^ 




§2S£-,s i.'tk ™ Vi 1, rawr*' , ac. 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRfCA 
Student (lights ali yeer round, 
• CONTACTj 
ISCA . 
6D3S University Ave. No. 11 ' 
,$an Diego, Calit. *111} 
(714) 217-3010, , 
(213) «2«-M6t~ , 
Methods 
m : 
ripr wi-,ic nine i.iunut fmr ' f,VRGENTI Nbed toor men or women,,-s x per weeK pios expienses. Car- - college graduates or college seniors for 
necessary. For information,employment with muiti-miiiion dollar • 
' 4-6 0^nri. onl^ls 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom • 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings, small 
community living, *139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-W71,. 472-^ 
. 4162. Barry Glllingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
S137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton* 
Lane. '453-7914, 472-4162. Berry 
Gnlingwater Company ~ 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 : 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, v: 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in*>>' 
Northeast off Manor Road. From S159* 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, m-m 
4162. Barry Glllingwater Company. fe;1 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with '' 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished • 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry GiilingwaJer Company. 477-;% 
7794, 472-4162. „ .1 
GREAT PEOPLE I Brand new two' 
bedroom, apartments, completely 
furnished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning, oven, dishwasher, S149.50 
monthly, S75 deposit. Convenient . 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome: Manager 385-2043 " 
after 4 00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN Colorful , 
efficiency. Shag, complete Kitchen, neat" 
Enfield shuttle. *110 plus Elect 1211 
West 8th (off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4162 
Barry Giilingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472* 
4162. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - S155.667 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
• NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom.. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From J125 plus electricity, 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308. 472-4162. Barry Glllingwater 
Company: 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, 
shuttle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing, 
VersaillesApartments, 4411 Airport.-452r 
8385. 
LAW SCHOOL - One block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. S150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE $40 to $50"per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. 
WALK TO'CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms $75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6p33, 
MINI APARTMENT- Open beam 
ceiling, shag carpet throughout, all built-
in kitchen, color coordinated-. C/yCH, 
pool, nearcampus. 4000 Avenue A. $123 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc.' 
NOB >iiLL'APTS„ 2520 Longvlew. Now 
leasing summer and fall. Large 1, 2 
bedroom. Dishwasher, disposal, shag 
carpet, pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 
courts. V4' block IC shuttle. Summer 
rates, 477-8741. 
NOW LEASING for summer. One 
bedroom apartment and 2 bedrooms. 
One and two bath apartments. Large 
pool, CA/CH, IVi from UT Law School. 
Shuttle bus route, ABP. Casa Del Rio 
Apartments. 3212 Red River, 478-0672. 
EFFICIENCY, carpeted, one block Law 
School, $95/mbnth. 2700 Swisher. 
Manager apartment no. 203. 478-6550. 
$124 - $159. GAS, WATER, and TV cable 
paid. One and 2 bedroom, pool, paneling, 
and dishwasher. Two blocks to shuttle. 
West 39th and Avenue B. 454-0360, 452-
4342. 
GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. One 
. block to Law School, quiet. Luxury, two 
bedroom, two bath, shag carpet, 
sundeck, pool. Now renting for summer 
and thereafter. 477-338S. 
t.-. 
'Fast •' I74" 
Professional? 




m On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
Multilithing, Typing, 
s Xeroxing 
\ C AUS-TEX VrV ' ̂  
' . DUPLICATORS 
, 476-7581 " ^ 
118 Neches " j 
RESEARCH. 
SERVICES 
, A TYPING SERVICE £ 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
'—law briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
A B A C U S  -
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional T 
444-0816. 
typing (50* page), Printing and Binding, 
One block south of Riverside.: At the.' 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
4720149 
Theses, Dissertations, Themes, 
P R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes . 
Multilithing, finding 
Everything From A to Z 
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing . finest quality ' typing for 
students and faculty members in every, 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread: 
478-0762. < 
Reports, Resumes ,s-;' 
Theses, Letters 
All University and i -i 
business work 
Last Minute Service :1 
Open 9-9 Mon-fh & 9-5' : 
SERVICE FrlSat 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center-
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraihe 
Brady. 472-4715. 
~ BOBBYE DELAF'IELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports', 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge, BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations," 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY for mature, 
flexible individual desirous of summer, 
experience as recreation director" 
working with adolescents in a residential \ 
centers Duties include planning and 
supervising, recreational and 
educational activities. Afternoons and < 
occasional weekends $300 per month. 
Contact The Settlement Home between 
9-5 8362150. 
SUMMER JOBS in Austin, Houston, San 
Antonio and other Texas cities and. 
Louisiana. Part time or full time-
openings In 3 different types of iobs. 
Must have car and be able to deal with 
public, $2.50 hour up. Apply 3004 
Guadalupe, Rear suite 108, 4 p.m. dally;:,; 
PART TIME salesperson demonstrating' 
cosmetics. Call 345-2346 after l&m. 
SOCIAL DIRECTOR - new;apartment 
complex. Free apartment .plu^;... 
compensation. No lncumherencest(- '"J 
" • 71712. 
VW PART§.& SERVlCe 
Oil,*lily W'trVal TO«oual>lcprices. Tuntv 
' lift • slfli^p pl^'iv fKjrts Froc diaafOSij" 
L^htn.itr'S 'tonipfOSSIOn.'C^<?CKS. 
I'ltMS!' H y os! IVVC have moved to 100J: 
s.iijn Hrixli I t-'or irtlbrmijtlon call 836* 
fin engine (V Supply 
1TUT0RING 
J in  yvw*  
nWi.' 
• Reply Box D-3; Austin, TX 
RECEPTIONIST needed to work 
weekends for Real Estate company. 692;. 
2256. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS and contact 
work. Pqrt-time or full. Female clothes 
i . and accessories, some travel. Rtfply Box// 
D-3. Austin, TX 78712. .. 
AUSTIN BOWL-A-RAMA. Cocktail 
; server wanted. Part; or full time.. 6pm-
, 11pm, 517 South Lamar. Apply after 5:30 
'P.m. 
Ajll TIME CASHIER needed at Home 
/EKjyrtalnment Center In Highland Mall, 
-.Apply in person. 
. ELS A • Lissen, sweetheart, 1 hear you're 
living in Austin. Doncha think you owe 
i?™ a visit? After alt, who got you and . D 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY' 
MATH TUTORING thet-yoiLcity 
understand. 4764757., k , • > ', -
PHYSICS TUTORING'by experienMd 
: graduate student; Problem solving. 4^ 
;,.v iJiOor 870-3376- leave number for Steve. 
y, VIOLIN, VIOLA, FIDDLE lessons. I 
Victor Lano out ot Casablanca during 
i;!M-thc war?, My bar 's in Dallas, now and on 
Texas international's evening and 
weekend flights, yoy can get to Dallas 
Austin ' Maternity ' Xouhstling Servicet 
offer,!', residential and — 
SgfJi city trahsit, ihuttie/Cail CwroC 454 





Love Field tor only 
Victor 
$15. Don't bring 
Rick. 
• . ASTRONOMY. 
non-residential • tutoring, Experienced 
programs. Located 2 blocks from JJT master's degree In Attroohvilc* caii 
campus. JlO West 26th. 472-9251. ' Martin an?tTm" 441^141^ 




TIME JOBS , 
$600/month, no - experience required, ', 
paid training; travel expenses, for 
Interview time, ;j' 
Call 454-1234 
Mondefy-Friday > ; 
5-9 p.m. 
?• 1 SUMMER WORK, City of Alcoa has 
"-i-. openings for summer work. For details 
*cali MAIN NUMBER - In Ddllas, 241-
kV .3671; Houston, 526-3020; Austin, 452-2758 
'V or 452-4691; San Antonio, 342-4655; Fort 
/4Worth, 460-8886. (Clip out and take 
^ home) , < , 
PORTER, must be 21. Mechanical'1 
^-experience helpful, not necessary. 
lAppiy: Airways Rent-A-Car, 3515 
Manor 
TOPLESS DANCERS needed. Hour.s3to 
.8 Monday through Saturday. Apply In 
person. ,Slt.N'Buil,3JOO Gu»d^|g(i?. 
'STUDY MEDICINE 
IN MEXICp 
Best program for English speeker*.' 
Write: Universidad Interamerlcana, 
Aptdo. Postal 255, Saituio/ Coahuila, 
iM«* iCO, iV" - '  
I •, 
Ml Xerox or IBM 
;4« COPIES 
Also: Thesis-Dissertation Reproduction. 
r ,M« .Rtimio^uitliiii^u^ 
ROOM & BOARD 
, ,r_ BELLSON DORM for Men. Excellent 
• home-cooked meals. Air conditioned, 
—' ol. " 
wmm 
tism 
• ':&W* M 
NELSON'S GIFTS: ZuAl Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Tongress. 444-38)4. Closed 
Mondays 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced,. Drew Thomason. 478.-, 
2079 5 "i. , Sra?' 
PAWN LOANS made oh most anything »' 
of value. 611 West 29th, 476-2207. < 
MOVING? My pickup makes the going a 






maid, swimming p« i Now taking 
reservations tor summer and fall; 2610 
Rio Grande, 474-5680, 
SUMMER ROOM, BOARD Vacancies 
for graduate or (over 31). Undergrade , 
women, 6 week contracts H20-$I50. AC, 
comfortable, varsity bouse, Co-Op. 441. -




LOST & FOUND 
ROOMS ROOMMATES 
1 
42 bbbi^AAall Lost: v»Aall female Black Cat Was 
Hi wearing yeMow_cotlarV Vicinity of 30th 
>'•, 7 a.m. 
» 9 a.rrt. 
10 p.m. M-l 
- 5 p.m. Sat, 
1!SWur,r<'C,lll sch001 curriculum 
penny i,s lost in Highland #erk'»r^u several Austin dentists 




OP is now accepting 
applications fbr Fall 
Rush employment,; 
Some of the positions4 
will be starting as early, 
a s  J u l y  2 9 ,  1 9 7 4 ,  
Applications may be 
p i c k e d  u p  i n  t h e  
Personnel Office. 




Your summer working in Switzerland: 
An experience you will benefit from as 
long as you live. International Worktrips 
in Switzerland - MO including working 
permit, guaranteed iob (students Only! 
incl. registration plus Youth Airfare 
(Toronto-Switzerland-Toronto, Canada, 
S347). You can purchase your airline 
ticket directly from the Airline or your 
Travel Agent. While working In 
Switzerland - Minimum weekly pay S50 
to S65 plus food and lodging. For further 
details and free brochure write to U.S. 
Representative International Worktrips 
in Switzerland, c/o J.A.T. Inc., 4319 E. 
St. Joseph Way, Phoenix, Arizona 85018, 
USAi 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid daily. Call 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
IMMEDIATE or summer |ob driving 
school-type bus- afternoons. Chauffeur 
, license required. Apply in person, Austin 
: Bowl-O-Rama. 517 South Lamar. 
VAUGHN HALFWAY HOUSE for the 
Deaf needs Assistant Director to work 
with small group of low achieving men, 
In evenings and early mornings. 
Communication skills and experience 
necessary. 444-5832, 441-0166. 
FULL OR PART TIME work, S300-S500-
pius per month. Call for appointment, 
452-2758. -
STUDENT OR HOUSEWIFE. Put your 
ART telent to work. Full time'or part 
time. We will train you. Call 452-9516 for 
appointment. 
2-4 PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED from 
May 22 - June 3rd. Must be neat, serious, 
willing to travel and have 35mm SLR 
with normal lens. This Is a commercial 
venture, I'm not interested in art for 
art's sake. 474-4879, 1 - 2:30 only. 
mtmnmwim 
PHOENIX 
1930 San Antonio 
Singles $67.50 ^ 
Doubles $42.50 
4Newly redecorated, dally 
' maid, new lounge, color TV, 
washer-dryer. Hot plate and 
refrigerator allowed. Free 
parking one block from Cam­
pus. 
476-9265 
NEED A ROOMMATE for summer? 
Live as low as $67.50 abp. Call 472-8941, , 
NEED FEMALE roommate share 2 
bedroom-2 bath apartment on Town 
Lake 590 ABP. 447-2014. 
FEMALE for both summer sessions^ 
Large one bedroom apartment on IF . 
route. ,10 minutes to campus. S65 plus 
bills. Must tike cets. Jeanne, 451-7127, 
after 5:00. 
COOL PERSON share three bedroom 
house with guy and girl. 558; 451-7650, 
Own bedroom, unfurnished. 
SENIOR OR GRADUATE female 
roommate needed. One bedroom 
apartment four blocks off campus. Call 
472-7391. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Apartment 
available June 1. One block from UT. 
COMBS &  S H P A  P Q  L O S T  T A N  F E M A L E  S h e p h e r d  c e l i l e ,  VV",UJ ** anCMIXQ STACY. t»n cnllarrrahlei tan 
Presents Vera & Judy 
Two well-trained stylists speciallting In 
men 8. women, wash 8> wear layered 
cuts. We are Interested In maintaining 
the PH of your hair with Redken and RK 
products 
Space 7 • Doble Mall 
477-0433 
** COPY SHOP II 
RBC/Bpnd Paper Super 
Copies 
named , ta  coll r, .rabies t g, 
disappeared Wed; 17th In University 
area, Reward. Please call Mike gi 
Roble, 472-0352, 477-5569. 
7 II m 
LOST; 4-22-7J Male poodle-terrier. Black 
with white paws, neck. Riverside 
Mlnlmax vicinity Call 444-5222. 
DOG LOST at Cattle Creek Saturday, 
Black with white. Part terrier, 





477-5777 S60/month plus electricity. 477-1659. 
; TEXAN DORM. 1905 Nueces. Doublet -
: S52.50/summer session, Singles -
595.00/summer session. Daily maid 
^ service, central air. Refrlgeretors, hot 




BEST ACCOMODATION, single room, 
AC, 1 block campus. - Summer rates. 
Mustang, 205 West 20th. 472-1941. 453-
4082. -f" . 
ROOMS FOR SUMMER, S40-S70/month, 
deposit, single or double, AC, 4 blocks to 
campus. 2706 Salado, 478-0444. i 
SUMMER ROOMS. Doubles 550/month. 
Singles $65/month^ air conditioned, close 
to cempus, deposit reoulred. 477-5307 or. 
477-2556. 2614 Rio Grande. 
SANTA ELAINA HOUSE, 2411 Rio 
Grande. CA/CH, kitchen, maid service, 
$75. 472-3684. Don. '. 
1906 SAN GABRIEL: Fi/rnlshed room. 
Private entrance and bath, refrigerator, 
water cooled fan, ABP. $85. No. 8, open. 
477-8168. 
FEMALE WANTED to share country 
house with minimal responsibility for 
V/2 year old. Kitchen, garden, 15 minutes 
from UT. ^Aust have dir. 385-3409. . 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
ONE BEDROOM furnished duplex. 
Modern, Ideal for single graduate, in 
nice, quiet South Austin. See to 
appreciate. 385-0855. $160 ABP. 
15, start pay June. 
tin, near 
MOVE IN MAY 
Large 2-1, CA/CH, South Ausi 
Shuttle. $165 plus. 441-2875. 
RENT DUPLEX near University. 1-2 
bedrooms. 2835 Pearl. Fenced backyard, 
patio, AC. GL3-5314, GL2-1339. , 
MALE GRAD student needs roommata 
to share large one bedroom epartment 
clOse to campus, 451-5882. 
NOW AVAILABLE, own room, $42.50. 
Near campus. Really good deal. Call Jan 
or Nick. 472-6029. 
FEMALE NEEDED to Share 2 bedroom 
furnished apartment, $75 plus 
electricity. Calf477-4611 after 5. 
MALE, private bath, AC, on the drag. 
Take over lease till May 18th, $32. May 
stay afterwards, $55/month. 472-1343, 
444-8422. 
SHARE HOUSE on IF shuttle. $62 plus 
bills. OwiLroom. 4522 Avenue C. Dyanne, 
471-5107 
COOL FEMALE roommate to share 2 
bedroom studio epartment, $75 month, 
ABP, no deposit, Enfield area on shuttle 
route. Cindy, 451-6889. 
FEMALE ROOM/MATE or tublett*ri 
needed for summer. Quiet 2 bedroom 
fourplex near CR shuttle. 476-1972. 
MALE Architecture student needs 
roommate to shore large two bedroom 
duplex for summer. Five blocks to 
camnus. 472-0168. : 
UNF. APARTS. 
APRIL FREE. Sublet until August. One 
bedroom, unfurnished, shuttle, 
dishwasher, pool, CA/CH, cable. >135 
ABP. 442-0815] .••Vv-'A 
V NO RENT UNTIL THE FIRST , , 
-1 BDRM - I Bath, $127.50 plus Elect. 
2 BDRM - l'.» Bath, $149.00 plus Elect. 
On Shuttle But Route, Convenient to 
Capital Plaza. Gas, Heat & Cooking, 
CA/CH, Free Cable Television, Pool, 
Laundry Room, Shag . Carpet, Pets 
allowed. 
KAILUA VILLAGE APTS. 
5211 Cameron Rd, v. 
451-3046, 836-6967 
474-1124 
Pictures , - Kalograph... 
finding ' Printing 
Save Time- Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. 
Expert repairs, moderate prices. 
Guaranteed work. 1024 Airport. Call 385-
9102. 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-
4198 for help in pregnancy decisions. 
GUITAR LESSONS. L«iarn finger 
picking techniques of Leo Kottke, Mance 
L ipscomb,  "  . . . . .  
UNCLASSIFIED 
2bd-2ba apt. one vecancy 477-3388. 'm 
Get your piano tuned today. 477-5t53. 
Afghanpupt.836-4128. 
Cash tor record albums. 441-4110. « 
Marantt, Pioneer sale 25%. 441-4110; 
Stereo wholetalel AII brands. 441-4110. 
Guitar Yamaha. FG75. $35. 474-2555f ; 
'70 Yamaha 2i0DTI. $425. 441*7416. 
Beginners 
and Kurt Van Sickle, 
advanced, 478-5197 or 447-
WANTED 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
and wife seek apartment or 
house in Austin to rent for^l-6 
weeks in May and June. (Ap­
proximately 12/May -
20/June): Please contact 
Charles Ross, 617-B Madison 
Ave., Charlottsville, Virginia. 
22903 
WANTED apartment menager for small 
complex. Send retume to Box 1668. 
WANTED - 2 bedroom unfurnished 
house, west, for nice lady and 6 yr. old 
daughter. Seeking permanent residence. 
Call 475-4262 or *11-4696. 
BUY SELL ail types fnagatlnes, books, 
records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
lewelery, musical instruments. New 
buyer oft duty. Aaron's 320 Congress. 
Downtown. 
PRESTIGE HOME. Three bedroom 
-with lerge living area for summer. 459-
9025. v 
Girls year old 10-speed. 476-8590. , , 
$135 ABP turn 1 bdrm. 477-1753. 
Refrigerator, Arrows. Cheap. 451-1272.^ 
Gibson ES345. $250. 451-1272. 
14W sailboat. Fast, $200. Dave, 454-6488T 
AKC Siberian Husky pups. 444-51(7. '• 
Portable stereo. $50. Call 452-1264. 1 
Rubber raft, new $60, now 125. 476-3337, 
Darkroom enlarger, $45. 476-3337, 
17 ft. canoe, cer rack. Bob, 441-7494.1 
Garrard w/Plckerlng $35. 472-7160. 
Old tewing machine. $15. 459-8254. 
40W AM/FM Stereo/amp. $90. 476-3975. 
Vintage drum set. $150. 478-4046! T" 
26" 10-speed $30. 451-7180, 'IT*" 
Sony 6200 Receiver 1285.454-3074. 
By KARON CUSTER 
"It may s«em hard to 
bfilieve, but just about 
everything we've previously 
been taught about cleaning 
teeth was wrong," reports a 
current issue of Readers 
THEv^new and better-
way to brush your teeth 
attacks the prime culprit of 
tooth decay — not food debris 
but the invisible sticky 
substance known as dental 
plaque. 
Austin dentists, for one/ 
have had to convert many of 
their patients from the 
conventional up-down hard 
bristle brushing to one that 
consists of brushing at a 45-
degree angle with a soft nylon 
brush, using dental floss and 
disclosing agents regularly. , 
This five-minute-a-dajr 
plaque control therapy, which 
removes the gummy bacterial 
mass and tartar from around 
the gums, may be new to the 
American Dental Association, 
which has recently revised all 
of its brochures, films and 
But  
have 
been employing the practice 
for years, 
DE. NORMAN L. MASON, 
2113 E. 19th St., has offered 
"Tooth Brush Instruction" t6 
his patients for three years 
Flossing, fluordiation staining 
and  gum brushing  a re  
emphasized. 
tA report from the American 
benta l  Assoc ia t ion  
recommends three basic 
suggestions to prevent $§0 
cavi t ies :  ea t  less  sugar ,  have  J " f * 
regular check-ups and start 
plaque control as early as 
possible ... your teeth may 
well depend on Jt 
Facts Clarified 
About Yearbook 
The Texan incorrectly 
stated in  i t s  Apr i l  26  i ssue  tha t"  
the University System Board 
of' Regents were eliminated 
from the Cactus yearbook 
complimentary list, 7? t 
Cactus editor t\i'~ 
explained that letters were 
sent to the regents asking I 
them to return the lower 
portion of the letter by April if i 
they wanted a free copy.; 
"They were not cut from the ^ 
list,'* she noted. 
Retail value, oMthe 200 
complimentary yearbooks for 
Cactus staff and University 
administration totals 91,500 
annually, not $15,000 as ^ 
.reported. 






NOW LEASING super summer r 
and 2 bedroom, pool, grills, tennis courts 
close by. $125 - $165,1200 West 40th, No. 
135. 451-3333. 
LEMON TREE APARTMENTS. 
Ef f i c iency ,  qu ie t  res iden t ia l  
neighborhood, shag carpet, all built-ins, 
CA/CH, individual storerooms, laundry 
center, shuttle bus. Water, gas, TV cable 
paid. $123.50, Summer $110. 4406 Avenue 
C. 459-7401, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
ONE BLOCK from Law School. 
Towerview Apartments. Large, nicely 
decorated. Gas, water, TV cable paid. 
$110. No pets. 472-0191. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED. One 
bedroom, boot, cable, shuttle, city buses. 
$130 plus electricity. 1510 West 6th. 476-
8835. 
ONE BEDROOM, CA/CH, disposal 
dishwasher, pool, laundry, shuttle. 
Summer $120 plus electricity. Scott II 
Apartments. 3405 Helms. 47^-7885. . 
AC, BEDROOM, living room, bath, 
kitchen,: private entrance; Water 
furnished. Close to Law School. 3408 Red 
River. 472-1091. 
MUST SUBLEASE one bedroom 
apartment in River Hills. Price 
negotiable. Call 447-5130 for Information. 
MONTAGE APARTMENTS are renting 
for summer. One bedroom, CA, shag, 
near campus. -$U6.50, $139.50 and 
electricity. 2812 RiO Grande. 477-2977 
SUMMER STUDENTS: The Cloisters 
apartments on Town Lake offering our 
exceptional rates. Shuttle bus at front 
door, three pools. Our present tenants 
recommend us. 1201 Town Creek Drive. 
442-6333. 
FOR SUMMER: 2-2 ZBT - 710 West 28th; 
Reasonable rates: For further 
information, call Irving Prengler, 478-
NEW EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS. 
Summer fotet. Near UT. Double bed. 
dishwasher, dlspotel, full size stove, 
- shag carpet, 400 We*»-24th. 451-7937. 
1 BEDROOM, furnished, quiet, small 
complex,, trees, shuttle. $145 tor May, , 
$123 for. summer. 4J9-6645.. , 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate, 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. „ 
NEAT, ACCURATE and pirompt typing. 
60 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A 
complete service from typing through 
binding. Available until 10 p.m. 
Experienced in all fields. Near campus. 
1401 Mohle Drive.; 476-3018. 
CAPRICORN TYPING SERVICE.  
Reasonable rates. Quality work done on 
all student papers. Phone 477-8092. 
L A R G E  D I V E R S I F I E D  
f  i  n a  n c i a  I  f  i  r  m  n o w  
interv iewing fu11 t ime 
salaried employment. May 
or  August  Grad wi l l  be 
considered. Call 472-7206 for 
interview. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
2323 Townlake Circle : 1 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus> muzik, pool', shag carpet/ small complex, 
very clean. • 
Call 441-0014 or ^ 441-3020 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast, 
cents/page. 472-4212. 
50 
CROCKETT COMPANY - typing of all 
sorts!- Themes, theses, dissertations, 
resumes, and other papers, xerox 
pies, binding. 5530 Burnet Road. 4$3-co i  
7907. 
Just North dt 27th & 
Guadalupe 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 




NEAR TOWN. Attractive 
graduate student, no pets. 
May 15 -'Summer S8S. References. 412 
Itlt, 447-1037. 
$144. ONE BEDROOM Sao Paulo 
Apartments., Shag, pool, balconies, 
watnut pMtel. One Mock Tavern, shuttle, 
- perk. «ff«72, 47^4999, ::i 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
schooi sh»g carpet, disposal, cawe Tv, 
sundeck, CA/CH. laundry, shuttle, great 
•ocatton, ABP, summer end fell leasing,' 
il» »12 Noe«*t 472-6497 :V:; 
Si 
loiet. 
lOCO COMPLEX on Leke Austin 
Bedroom unfurnished, 2 bedroom 
_.-,„jed.$125 plus etec.. $175 pfus elec. 
327-047*'after 5. 
FOR RENT 
LAKE AUSTIN - IS minutes 
campus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom . 
mobile homes. $85 to $140., Mack's 
Marina, 327-1891. 327-1151. ,V V 
SHARE RENT for 3 months. Unusual 
house, beautiful trees, CA. Barton Hills, 
447-2632. 
SUMMER LEASE. Unusual 2-1 home. 
Above Barton's. All conveniences 
Responsible couple. 1000 Lund. $200.447-
1177, 
GRADUATE COUPLE, faculty. Rant 
dor hous# for summer, CA/CH, 3-1, 
Many «**•$. Mxwt «lf0. Call 4SNB30. 
•«r! 
iOd 
ALLANOALE PARK. 4 
baths, appliances, central 
convenient. $235/month for goo
housekeepers. May to August. 4944M. 
SUMMER > NORWALK LANE Married 
couple oniy. No dUMren or Mi. 1 
bedrooms, garege. sMO/moptti. Bo* U, 
-Partin-H0,-.v ... •,.. • 
MUST One "jMAMSOtATei.Y. . 
Be»oo |̂iytm»nt. River Hilli. all bills 
THREE BEDROOM house tor rant June 
1 through August 20.454-4553. PAX 1711. 
MOBILE HOME tor renll 
3 bedroom. 2 bam $t» 
3»i 
or "W 
IF YOU DONT DO 
IT ... YOU WON T 
GET ONE! 
A sihnple mark with your No. 2 pencil on your Optional ^ee 
Card when you preregisterthis week will reserveyour copy of 
THE CACTU8, tnothwr TSP pubHctrtion 
Your future as & 
* . • " ,v I' i 'ii.'i'.'t'' 
• "rv rv • 
M" 




, for the guahfim 
. ! -V - w 
t 7 ft M /eye gradm 
CourM* _ 
1974 and Sapt*mb*r, 1974: 
unlv«r»lty, In' 'cooperation With The NWjwoii 
Center for Legal Trainln0, presentt* 12 week program that 
quallflM the earaar^mlndid eollaga graduate to aaauma 
admlnlatrativa iMponsibilMiM with a law firm, corporation, 
banking firm or togal agancy aa a qualifiad mamper oftha 
jagal tadm. 
Jilaior ataaa of afN^iflizit^: ^ 
:<*oiponMom # Litigation^ jmsmm ^ 
Estates, Truapi and Wltla d Raal Estate and. 
M«rc*r UnhwraHy In Atlanta 
3, jUwyaf*» Asatotant Prograr 
:;av Atlanta. Oaorgia 30341 
Representative will be on campus 
m FRIDAY, MAY 3 
. See PiiKfement Office for Interview 
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^.iPISSpS 
Hopefuls Spep 
(Editor's Note: TW» U Ifce Bftfc to rf | 
itrin 'o« tbe cudlditti involved ta;-••: 
contested recta to the May 4 Democratiĉ ;. 
primary.) 
Voters in the Democratic primary will 
make only two choices inkthe state 
representative .race. State Reps. Sarah 
Weddington and Ronnie Earle are running 
unopposed, while State Rep. Larry Bale s 
Place 1 seat is up for grabs and State Rep. 
Wilson Foreman facesjr«iree competitors 
lor his Place 4 seat. L^of higher learning. This woftt cost the 
Along with the iM&fItftoulblllt^ state too much, and will help these men a 
great deal." 
Lewis wants to "keep a good business 
rfttnatft in Texas — I am not anti-business, 
but I am for all the people. Teachers and 
state employes should receive wages 
comparable with industry and business." 
ut on Education, 
LawU 
axes aWd Public. Funding 
Rev. Estes L. Lewis is an ex-Air Force 
chaplain who feels that he ''understands, 
-the needs and desires of the people." 
Lewis is active in the Austin recreation 
department and serves as chaplain for the 
Retired Officers Association. 
HE PLANS to equalty jhoney available 
for school districts regardless of the 
property tax base In the area. "Veterans 
should receive free tuition to institutions 
-/S'.ry- ^ •' ;>./ •. .v.-.-
as a*'research affgjntont in the refinancing is a big and valid issue,* ne 
IXritional bsvcholoffv department. said. "I think we should use money from, 
Barrientos has been a program officer highway fund to help school districtf|k;' 
f/»r vista Southwest regional director for syfe "Utility regulation is another issue. I yfe .. .. 
the U S. Catholic Conference Division for been active in the Coastal States Lo-Vaca 
six to four years, coincidental witty! 
governor's term of office." 
'McCreary feels that voters wonHr 
dilyaccept the new state wnstitutiwi. 
AIUII5 WIWI , ^TTrT V 
^lacing a legislator every term such as 
taxes, public education and welfare 
proposals, the representatives elected in 
November could Be operating under 
completely new laws, should the new 
.constitution also pass. . 
C The new representatives to the 64th 
-n , - -Legislature will be elected for two years 
r/; >v£y®.?WiUi no increase in", 'salary, if the 




P/0C6 I f-i & 
The four candidates for the Place 1 state 
-representative's race are Mrs. 
. Wilhelmina D^lco, Estes L. Lewis, Jace 
Minor and John W. Mugge. 
Delco 
Mrs. Delco recently ended her term as 
secretary and member of the Austin 
Independent School. District Board of; 
Trustees and she is co-chairperson of the 
Austin Advisory Board, to the i 
• Constitutional Revision Commission. 
MRS. DELCO supports the cre&tlon of a 
utilities control commis&ion, a central 
employment agency to coordinate the 
hiring of state employes, educational 
opportunities for Texas children 
regardless of .where they live and 
incentives for urban development. 
"A significant issue to me is the 
restoration of faith in government" Mrs. 
Delco said. "Government must be 
responsive to people in reality, not ^Just 
rhetoric, to restore that confidence." 
lace Minor, a UT law school graduate 
and former briefing attorney with the 
Court of Civil Appeals, said "many of the ___ 
laws are drafted poorly and don't do what, 
they are supposed to do." 
MINOR IS for progressive rather than 
regressive taxes, the formation of a state 
utilities commission and wants to help 
state employes, teachers and the small 
businessperson. 
in various governmental conferences, 
including the White House Conference on 
Hunger and Nutrition, Texas Youth, 
Conference and the Governor's 
Conference on Children and Youth. 
Barrientos also has been a member, 9!-
the Texas Social Welfare Association,^ 
•THE NO. 1 issue is improving 
quality of our public education,'lif 
Barrientos said. "Fd like to see a specif 
session called: as soon as possible 
"There should also be a utilities 
regulatory commission and a ceiling on 
campaign spending,"„he said.. 
"With the exception of a few issues, the 
new constitution should pass," Barrientos 
said. "The right-to-work act is one of those 
issues. I don't think the right to work act 
should even be in there." 




Foreman. 48, has served in the House 
for 16 years. Born in Eastland, Foreman 
graduated from theUniversity with aBBA 
degree and sefved as Student 
government president in 1951. He is self-
employed as a concrete contractor. "I am concerned with the problems of 
the City of Austin," Minor said. "I am also u „ 
for preserving neighborhood integrity and During his terms in the House, Foreman 
neighborhoods should have more influ^ice has compiled a near-perfect attendance 
in zoning changes." 
" Mugge 
John W. Mugge is a professional 
engineer who has been a "keen observer 
government and the political world f 
perhaps a good 40 years." 
Mugge's "primary concern and tot® . 
is in the field of public education from 
elementary and secondary fields up 
through college and university levels." 
The State of Texas has been lax and 
irresponsible in its responsibility of 
funding needs in the education field." 
Mugge also said, "I find the need for 
getting more truth and honesty in state 





Gonzalo Barrientos, Robert C. "Lou" 
McCreary and Gerald Weiss will oppose 
State Rep. Wilson Foreman for the Place 4 
state representative nomination. 
^ Barrientos 
Barrientos, SI, was defeated by 
Foreman In a cloae runoff in the 1972 
Democratic primary. 
BORN IN Galveston, Barrlentys 
graduated from tfa« diversity. Majoring 
in Spanish and psychology while at the 
University, Barrientps taught retarded 
children at the Ttav|s State School and 
record. He served on the public education 
subcommittee in the last legislative 
session as chairman and is currently a 
member of the Constitutional Convention 
immittee on Education. 
AT A RECENT meeting of Central 
'exas public school administrators and 
teachers, Foreman said he was 
particularly proud to have been a co-
sponsor of the Bilingual and Adult 
Education Bills passed during the last 
session of the House. 
He said the Constitutional Convention 
will provide a document for the citizens 
one that the people will approve. 
Foreman also stressed the importance 
of citizen involvement in government. 
McCreary 
McCreary, 34, was born in Big Spring. A ; 
University graduate in 1961, McCreary ; 
earned an LLB from the University Law 
School in 1964 and is a member of Phi 
Alpha Delta legal fraternity. 
McCREARY HAS served as president of 
the Austin Mental health Association and 
was a member of the Grievance 
Committee of the Travis County Bar 
Association. 
He worked as campaign director for 1 
Judge Tom Reavly in 1968, campaigned 
for State Land Commissioner Bob 
Armstrong in 1970 and campaigned for 
State Rep. Larry Bales in 1972. He is 
precinct chairman for Precinct No. 236. 
McCreary also cites education as a 
major issue in the campaign. "School 
» Weiss* 36, is an insurance agent and 
'partner in the Austin Insurance Exchange. 
Born in Manor, Weiss attended the 
University from 1956-60. 
He is a member of the Board of 
>• Governors of the Society of Certified 
Insurance Counselors and is a member of 
the Insurance Counselors Association of 
Texas. He is currently governor-elect of 
?ihe South Central Texas District of 
'• Optimists International. 
• WEISS FEELS the biggest problem in 
government is "getting more people 
involved in our governmental process. If 
we get a 50 percent turnout for the 
primary, we'll be lucky. Only 11 percent of 
the registered voters in Austin decided the 
school board. 
"I don't entirely understand the state 
- government and all its agencies, and I 
don't think too many people do either," 
Weiss said, "so I think there should be a 
governmental information, clearing 
house." 
Weiss said the biggest problem in 
: education was funding. "When we know 
what a quality education is, then we'll 
know how many dollars and cents we're 
talking about. 
"We need to aid the needy school 
districts but not take anything away from 
the others," Weiss said. 
"More state agencies need to develop a 
five to 10-year master plan. That way, 
they'll be able to foresee future problems. 
"We also need to pay state employes 
more and give them better benefits," 
Weiss said. 
m Barrienloi 
1,» >,» t, 
* j/* 'Si',. 
IV 
Wl Foreman 











6HT VTOHT TO KNOW 
SOME OF JAKE FtCKLFS VOTES 
HE ISN1 ADVERTISING. 
PICKLE VOTED AGAINST: 
• AGAINST FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE IN HIS OWN DISTRICT. 
AGAINST THE FAIR HOUSING SECTION OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT. 
AGAINST ETHNIC STUDIES PROGRAMS IN OUR UNIVERSITIES. 
AGAINST FUNDING CUT-OFFS FOR THE WAR IN VIETNAM. 
AGAINST MEDICARE FOR THE ELDERLY. 
AGAINST FUNDING LEGAL RESEARCH CENTERS FOR THE POOR. 
AGAINST VOTING RIGHT PROTECTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH. 
AGAINST STRONG AID FOR URBAN PUBLIC TRANSIT. ^ 




Democrat Larry Bales is running against Congressman Pickle because he believes 
government should work for the ̂ people, not against them. If you agree, support Larry 
Bales for U.S. Congress in the Democratic Primary, this Saturday. 
ENDORSEMENTS FOR LARRY BALES—University of Texas Young Democrats 
• Student Action Committee * Travis County Democratic Women's Committee • Travis 
County Young Democrats * AFL CIO # South Austin Democrats • St. Julia's Parish„of 














Dobie offers something most students find in short supply 
_Jj |-—ROOM. The space you need to study, to relax, to 
I vc J entertain friends . v ^ without falling Over your roommates. 
.-,3 •ri&v 
-2̂ 3-temz. 
Sample Ppymant Plans y/; 
Long Stnion : : ; ' Summer (6 wki.) 
19 m««l» par w««k :r 15 mtal* p«r 
Sins)* *1860 $22S ' 
Doubt* $1485 $200 
SuM $1600 - 
1 $200 ' 
Dobie doesn'i think you should have to suffer just to bejg 
close to school. That's why we wouldn't dream of '>£/1*?' 
cramming you into some modified broom closet 4V;. or V -
feeding you anything but delicious, carefully prepared ' - ' 
food. V . 
Dobie features pleasant surroundings, parking, nineteen ̂  
meals a wee^Tdozens of little extras . f^like a pool, ; 
a sauna, and a Mall full of delightful shops and . v 
entertainment ... PLUS a* staff that really cares about 
i 
'•vv, VI 
VOTE SAT. MAY<4TH. 
LtttW tMStPnniMa* yniutiRjr efTwnll/!"-
YOU as a person^;;^_, 
And it's all right across the street from campiusl 'l^' •}-'&?%' 
I 
Live Smart...at 
Dobie Tower • 21st at Guadalupe • 472-8411-
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